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1.0 Introduction

I.CYI mass lepton pairs' are usually believed to be produced, in hadron interactions, through only a few processes:
Bremsstrahlung. Dalitz decay and di-lepton decay of mesons, electroweak decay of pairs of charmed mesons, qq
annihilation via die Drell-Yan mechanism. In 1976, a Fermilab experiment [1, 2] reported however mat low mass
muon pairs are produced in amounts mat could not be explained by die Drell-Yan process, nor by meson decays.
Later experiments have observed bodi an excess of electrons [3-8] and an excess of muons [9-11] above conven-
tional sources.

Various models have been devised to describe die excess. In one of diese, the soft annihilation model [12], the
excess lepton pairs originate from intermediate state annihilation, i.e. annihilation of partons produced in die colli-
sion. This model predicts diat die production rate of diese anomalous pairs should be proportional to me event
multiplicity squared. Such a behaviour would be highly unusual for correlated pairs. Production of lepton pairs
through decay of mesons, for instance, is proportional to die multiplicity and lepton pair production through die
Drell-Yan mechanism is independent of me multiplicity. Nevertheless, indirect evidence for a quadratic multiplicity
dependence has been found by the AFS experiment [8].

The existence of an unusual source of lepton pairs seemed therefore to be well established. One should however
keep in mind that die study of low mass lepton pairs is far from trivial because of the uncertainty in the
normalisation of the various conventional sources of lepton pairs, and also because of die high backgrounds from
uncorrelated leptons produced by pion decay (rt* -» | iv , it0 —» yy -»e^- i

For instance, the cross section of the T] meson, through its Dalitz decay mode responsible for an important back-
ground contribution, was not well known at die time of the experiments cited before. Many of diese experiments
were not able to detect photons and could hence not reconstruct die r\ Dalitz decay. They often calculated die
normalisation of the r| Dalitz decay background using estimates of die n cross section that are nowadays considered
to be too small.

Pion decay is a source of largely uncorrelated lepton pairs which by its combinatorial nature is approximately qua-
dratic. A reliable measurement of me multiplicity dependence therefore requires efficient rejection of pion decays
and a thorough understanding of the remaining pion decay background.

The Helios experiment was proposed in 1983 to investigate in detail the origin of low mass lepton pairs. The
Helios setup combines an electron spectrometer, a muon spectrometer, a photon detector, almost hermetic
calorimetry and a device to measure die multiplicity.

The photon detector, a high resolution, finely segmented Uranium-liquid Argon calorimeter, enables us to recon-
struct me Dalitz decay of die T\. The cross section of the r| is therefore not needed to normalise die background
induced by this decay.

Great emphasis has also been put on the rejection of background of uncorrelated pairs. A key element in die
rejection of muons produced by interactions in the hadron absorber and by re -» u,v decays is die two-spectrometer
approach: muons are detected bodi before and after die hadron absorber. Genuine muons have, after correction for
energy loss, the same momentum before and after die absorber and die track measurements are lined up. Muons
produced in me absorber only accidentally match a track found before die absorber. In-flight n -»|xv decays result,
because of peculiarities of me acceptance of die detector, in aligned tracks before and after the absorber, but can
sometimes be rejected because the two momentum measurements differ.

The ability to observe both electron and muon pairs enables us to carry out two largely independent studies of die
low mass lepton pairs. This is particularly important in view of die uncertainty in die normalisation of die meson
decay background.

i.e. the lepton pairs with a mass ranging from threshold to approximately 1 GeV



The Helios detector is described in Chapter 2.0 with particular emphasis on the performance of the drift chamber
system. The event selecuon and the reconstruction of the muons is described in Chapter 3.0. Chapter 4.0 summa-
rises the current knowledge of the decays of mesons into low mass muon pairs. Our own measurements of meson
properties are presented in Chapter 5.0. The question whether we need anomalous pairs to explain our data, is
answered in Chapter 6.0. 1

Helios reaches the conclusion that there is no evidence for the production of anomalous pairs at central rapidity and
low r>. In pBe collisions. This result complements the recent finding of the RISK experiment f 131. which is also
able to observe Dalitz decays, that low mass lepton pair production in the forward region (x, > 0.4). in rrC inter-
actions is compatible with meson decays.



2.0 Helios

Helios/I in 1989
Calorimetry
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Figure 1 Helios detector (overview). Schematic view of the components of the Helios detector that are used for the lepton
programme
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Figure 2 Helios target area Enlarged view of the "Target area" (Figure 1).



2.1 Overview of the detector and experimental programme
Helios is a detector for fixed target experiments situated in the North experimental area of the CERN Super proton
synchrotron (SPS). Proposed in 1983. construction of the detector began in 1984. Data taking started in 1986 The
detector was fully operational from 1987 till 1989.

To date, three distinct experiments have been carried out using the Helios detector: one using a proton beam and
two using an ion beam.

• Helios/I [14] investigates lepton production in 450 GeV proton Be collisions. Data has been taken between
1986 and 1989 and the analysis of the data is nearly complete. This thesis describes a study carried out in the
context of the Helios/I programme.

• Helios/D [ 15] measures energy flow, transverse momentum spectra and muon pairs, with an ion beam. Data
taking and analysis are complete.

• Helios/Hi [161 is a follow-up experiment of the muon pair study in Heli- ./D. Data taking is complete, the
analysis is in progress.

Helios/I was proposed to study e/|i universality, anomalies in the production of single leptons. production of e-ji
pairs, the contribution of charm decay to lepton pair production and the origin of the anomalous low mass lepton
pairs. Some of these topics had lost much of their interest by the time data taking began. e/|i universality for
instance can be addressed much better at LEP, but die detector turned out to be sufficiendy versatile to perform a
series of other measurements. For instance, a search has been made for weakly interacting neutral particles
[17, 18], a measurement of diffraction dissociation has been carried out [19, 20], and the origin of very low trans-
verse momentum photons (see e.g. [21]) has been studied [22]. The latter subject is closely related to one of the
original Helios/I goals: clarifying the origin of the low mass lepton pairs.

The ion programme Helios/n aims at observing signals dbat are characteristic of the formation of a quark-gluon
plasma. The transverse energy of an event, the charged particle multiplicity and the transverse momenta of me
particles are characteristic observables in this context. This experiments also studies muon pairs with a mass
between threshold and 1.5 GeV, and therefore complements high mass experiments like NA38. Issues like JAy
suppression can not be studied in Helios for lack of acceptance.

The detector is, because of the broad experimental programme, surprisingly complex for a fixed target experiment.
One of the main complications is diat Helios/I requires a simultaneous measurement of electrons, muons. photons
and missing energy. Although the experimental programmes for the proton beam and me ion beam have been put
forward in separate proposals, it should be kept in mind that the detector as a whole was designed from the start to
be operated with bom kinds of beam. Figures 1 and 2 give a schematic view of the Helios/I set-up. The following
main components can be distinguished:

The target area
which includes a silicon pad array multiplicity counter, a series of silicon strip detectors and a set of
scintillation counters used for triggering purposes;

The external spectrometer
a small aperture detector which consists of drift chambers, a magnet, photon detectors and Uranium
scintillator calorimeters. The external spectrometer is located behind a horizontal slit from 8 = 15° to
6 = 45° in the wall calorimeter. This component is not used in the Helios/I experiment 2nd is not
shown in the drawing;

The electron spectrometer
made up of high resolution drift chambers surrounding a weak-field magnet, a transition radiation
counter and the electromagnetic part of the Uranium Liquid Ar\>on Calorimeter (ULAO;

The calorimetry
almost the full solid angle as seen in the centre of mass system of p-Be collisions is covered by a series
of Uranium scintillator calorimeters, a magnetised Iron calorimeter and the Uranium Liquid Argon
Calorimeter;



The muon spectrometer
Helios uses the refurbished NA3 muon spectrometer, located at the downstream end of the setup,

behind the calorimeters

2.2 Coordinate system
The Helios coordinate system is chosen such that the beam line coincides with the z-axis, which points from the
SPS to the detector. The y-axis points to the sky. The coordinate system is right handed, so that the x-axis points
'to the Jura', in SFS terminology.

The azimuthal angle fy is measured from the x-axis, the polar angle 0 from the z-axis:

X - *

As a rule of thumb, tracking devices in Helios are efficient at all $ and between lOgft.hSlOO mrad. The
calorimetric coverage is substantially larger: nearly in in the centre of mass system or 0 £ 8 £ nfl rad in the labora-
tory frame.

2.3 Beam and target
Helios/I takes electron, muon and missing energy data simultaneously. The wish to study di-electrons requires that
the amount of material seen by particles emerging from the primary interaction be as small as possible: An event
contains on average 4 n°'s which decay after a few |im into 2 y's, which in turn can convert into e*e- pairs when
traversing matter.

To reduce this kind of e*e' background, we have chosen for a 4 cm long (10 % of an interaction length) and
125 \xm thin Beryllium target. Both ends of the target wire are attached to a target holder by means of 3 wires, as
shown in Figure 3. The target holder was mounted on a support that could be moved and rotated with great
precision in view of the alignment between beam axis and target. Alignment was done using an optical telescope.
The tilt angle between beam and target was kept smaller than 0.1 mrad [23]. A tilt at this level does not affect the
performance of the experiment.

A

\J

A

\J
Figure 3. The target support. The target wire is attached at

each end to a circular support ring (fat lines) by
means of three wires (thin lines).



The choice of beam is constrained by the following considerations:

Diameter The beam focus spot must be smaller than the target diameter.

Dispersion The quality of a missing energy experiment can be limited both by lack of knowledge of the incoming
energy and by insufficient resolution when measuring the outgoing energy. The resolution of the meas-
urement of the outgoing visible energy is controlled by the calorimeters and is about 16 GeV. Ideally,
the dispersion of the beam momentum should be at least an order of magnitude smaller.

Rate The drift chambers can not operate at high beam rates: space charge would build up. thus deteriorating
the spatial resolution. Another problem at high beam rates is that the tracks can no longer unambig-
uously be assigned to an event.

These requirements can be met by using the through-going proton component from the SPS production target T4
and leading it through the H8 beam line to the target of the experiment. The through-going component has the
characteristics of a primary beam, amongst others a very small momentum dispersion: 6p/p - 10"'. The H8 beam
line has highly flexible optics that can collimate the beam to a spot with a diameter of approximately 30 (im. by far
the thinnest fixed target proton beam ever achieved. Simultaneously the intensity reduces from about 10':

protons/burst at the entrance of the beam line to only 105 - lO* on exit.

The beam was aligned with the target at regular intervals by adjusting the field strength in a 4 dipoie magnets, just
upstream of the experiment. The estimated steering accuracy is 5 yjn.

To conclude the description of the beam and target, it should perhaps be recalled that the CERN accelerator
complex usually operates in cycles. During the 1989 data taking period, the SPS received every 14.4 seconds a
series of bunches of 28 GeV protons from the PS and accelerated them to an energy of 450 GeV. During the 2.6
seconds that followed, a period referred to as the spill, the energy was kept constant and some of the protons were
extracted and sent to the various production targets. The protons that remained in the SPS were used for production
of neutrinos. The data acquisition computers needed the time between two spills to write die events to tape. Mean-
while me SPS acted as a pre-accelerator for LEP.

14.4 sec I

2.6 sec

Figure 4. SPS cycle. The Figure shows schematically the SPS cycle used during the 1989 Helios data taking period. The curve
represents the field strength of the dipoie magnets that keep the protons in orbit. The rising part corresponds to the
acceleration, the flat part that follows is the spill. The four bumps at the end of the cycle indicate the acceleration of
two bunches of electrons and of two bunches of positrons for LEP.

2.4 Scintillation counters, general trigger
Between 50 and 281 cm downstream of the target, a series of plastic scintillation counters have been placed that
define a beam particle (B). The location and dimension of the beam counters are listed in Table 1. B requires a
coincidence between the counters B1. B2 and B6 in anti-coincidence with B3 and B7:

B = B1AB2AB6AB3AB7

The coincidence between B1 and B2 on the one hand and B6 on the other, removes triggers from cosmic rays and
other off-axis particles. The anti-coincidence with B3 rejects interactions in B1 and B2. Beam halo and upstream
interactions are vetoed by B7. which is protected by concrete shielding from backsplash from die calorimeters.

A beam particle becomes a valid beam particle (VB) if the conditions for B are not again satisfied in the 500 nsec
preceding nor in the 350 nsec following the current B. as illustrated in Figure 58. These time windows are referred



to as before protection and after protection respectively. Before and after protection are of great importance for
energy measurements (see Section 2.10.5).

For further details, see [18].

Table 1 Beam counters. Dimensions and positions of the beam counters.

counter

B7

B3

B6

Bl

B2

position

z = -281 cm

z = -50 cm

z = -269 cm

z = -140 cm

z = -140 cm

shape

square

rectangular

circular

rectangular

rectangular

active area

40 cm x 40 cm

7 cm x 6 cm

6 mm radius

2 cm x 0.5 cm

8.5 cm x 1.5 cm

beam hole

5 mm radius

6 mm radius

Done

none

none

2.5 Silicon strip detectors
The Silicon strip detectors were originally meant to help find decays of short-lived particles, like charmed D's.

Helios has three Silicon strip detector planes, at z=8, z=14 and z=20 cm. The construction technique is similar to
the one employed for the Silicon pad detector described in some detail below. The strips in all three planes run
parallel with the y-axis. The x-resolution for single tracks is quoted as 14 Jim. a figure derived from the residuals
of track fits. The accuracy of the vertex is not well known but the sharpness with which the target wire is recon-
structed, suggests a z-resolution of 5-10 mm and an x-resolution at the 50-100 jjjm level. Not a single clean sec-
ondary vertex has been reconstructed.

With this performance, charm is far out of reach. The vertex is accurate enough, however, to associate Silicon pad
detector hits with tracks found in the drift chambers, a piece of Information mat is needed for electron recon-
struction.

The Silicon strip detectors are not used for the di-muon studies described in du's thesis. Refer to [24] for more
details.

2.6 Silicon pad detector

2.6.1 Role in the experiment
The Silicon pad detector is located at z = 16 cm. between the second and third plane of the Silicon strip detector.
The three major roles fulfilled by this device are:

• It provides the interaction pre-trigger. i.e. the signal that a beam particle has interacted in the target. The
criterion for an interaction is that at least 3 pads are hit.

• The Silicon pad detector forms together with the TRD and the ULAC the electron trigger. Electrons are. at the
trigger level, identified as a geometrical coincidence between signals from these 3 detectors. Equally important
as identification, is the rejection at the trigger level of the two main sources of uninteresting electron pairs:
Dalitz decays and early conversions. This can be achieved by discriminating between signals compatible with
no particle, a single minimum ionising particle (m.i.p.) and two m.i.p.'s. The absence of a signal in die Silicon
pad detector, if not due to inefficiencies, indicates a photon conversion after this detector. Both Dalitz decays
and conversions produce nearby pairs which deposit two m.i.p. equivalents in one pad or in two neighbouring
pads.

It follows that the device must be able to resolve nearby pairs and at the same time be able to tell with reason-
able accuracy how many m.i.p. equivalents were deposited in each pad.

• The charged particle multiplicity of the event is derived from the signals of this device.



2.6.2 Layout
The Silicon pad detector is a 300 |im thick disc of 1.5 cm radius, segmented into 400 pads varying in size between
0.2 mm x 1.67 mm and 1.67 mm x 6.6 mm. The pad structure is shown in Figure 5. The 4 central square pads
(shaded) are masked out during regular data taking because these pads are hit mainly by particles from secondary
interactions in the target. These pads are used for alignment. Seen from die centre of the target, pads are found in
the polar angle range 10^6^100 mrad. an angular range that matches the acceptance of the other detector compo-
nents.

The size of the pads increases towards the outer edges of the detector, reflecting the decrease in expected particle
density. With a total of 400 pads and an expscted charged particle multiplicity of at most 20, the detector appears
perfectly suited to measure the multiplicity of the events we wish to study.

The electron trigger searches for geometrical coincidences between signals recorded by this detector, which is
located upstream of the magnetic field of the MAGCAL. and signals from the TRD and ULAC which are located
downstream. Since me magnetic field deflects in the horizontal plane and since the particle momentum is not
known at the trigger level, horizontal detail is. of little value. This explains the elongated shape of most pads.

2.6.3 Readout
The signals of each pad were amplified by very low noise pre-amplifiers followed by shaping preamplifiers. Each
signal was taken both to discriminators and to charge sensing ADC's. The signals were discriminated at 2 levels:
the lower level corresponds to the. onset of the minimum ionising particle (m.i.p.) peak, the upper level was chosen
between the single and double m.i.p. peaks. The interaction trigger used the lower discriminator level. The
electron trigger required the signal level in the pad to which the TRD-ULAC coincidence points, to be in between
me lower and upper discriminator levels. The separation of pedestal, single m.i.p. and double m.i.p. is shown in
Figure 6.

Full detail about the design and the readout can be found in [25] and references therein.

2.6.4 Efficiency
Out of the 396 pads that should nave been active. 53 were either dead or excessively noisy during the 1989 data
taking period. These pads have been indicated in black in Figure 5. Fortunately these 53 pads are fairly evenly
distributed over the polar angle 6 as shown in Figure 7. On the other hand the quadrant x < 0. y > 0 has more
inactive pads than the omer 3 quadrants, see Figure 8.
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Figure 5. Layout of the Silicon pad detector (seen from the
back). Pads that are dead or excessively noisy
have been darkened. The 4 pads in the centre thai
have been shaded are not used normally but they
play a role in the alignment procedure.
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Figure 6. Silicon pad pulse height. The pulse height in the
silicon pad array detector is discriminated at two
levels, as indicated in the figure. The inset is the
same plot on a logarithmic scale.
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pads.



2.7 The magnetised iron calorimeter

2.7.1 Purpose and design constraints
As the name suggests, the magnetised iron calorimeter (MAGCAL) serves a dual purpose:

• The device provides the magnetic field that allows the drift chambers to measure the momentum of charged
particles.

• It was felt that leaving the region occupied by the magnet inactive from the point of view of calorimetry. would
jeopardise the missing energy measurements. The return yoke of the magnet is therefore instrumented as a
calorimeter and the coil windings were made thin so as to maximise the active area.

The magnetic field strength is a compromise between the high field needed for an accurate momentum measurement
and the low field imposed by the electron trigger: The electron trigger tries to recognise geometrical coincidences
between detectors both before (the silicon pad array) and after the MAGCAL (the transition radiation detector and
the electromagnetic part of the Uranium liquid Argon calorimeter). Since the momentum is not estimated on-line,
the deflection by the magnetic field should be small, even for particles with a momentum as low as 1 GeV.

2.7.2 Description
The magnetised iron calorimeter, illustrated in Figure 9. is an 86 cm long dipole magnet of which the return yoke
serves as calorimeter. The MAGCAL is situated between DC1 and DC2, inside the wall calorimeter, see Figure 1.
The front face is located at z = 115 cm.

The MAGCAL has a conical hole of which the radius increases from 11.6 cm at the upstream end to 20.2 cm at the
downstream end. The top of die cone coincides with the target; the half top angle is precisely 100 mrad.

Moving outwards from the cone, one first meets the 3 cm thick layer of the coils that generate the magnetic field.
An example of a windings pattern is shown in Figure 10. After being manufactured flat, the coils were bent in a
semicircular shape to fit in the calorimetric part of the detector. The complete set of coils was imbedded in araldite
to improve the mechanical strength, before it was placed in the calorimetric part. As Figures 9 and 10 show, the
spacing of the windings is reduced closer to the vertical; there are no conductors beyond <(> = 67.5°. This is an
attempt to make the current density approximate the cos <i> form required to achieve a perfect dipole.

The coil is made of hollow copper tube, outer dimensions 13 mm x 10 mm and inner dimensions 9 mm x 6 mm,
through which cooling water flows. Each of dhe windings has its own cooling circuit. The temperature difference
between inlet and outlet of each circuit is about 20 : C.

Originally meant to be operated at about 3000 A, the magnet was eventually used only at 1400 A, one of the
reasons why the electron spectrometer did not achieve the design momentum resolution.

The outer part of the MAGCAL is a succession of 36 iron plates of 1.53 cm thickness, interleaved with 36
scintillators that are 0.5 cm thick. The scintillators layers are azimuthally partitioned in 24 petals. Their signals are
carried first via Y7 wave length shifter bars and then via optical fibres to photo-multiplier tubes. Out of the 24
petals in each layer. 4 are made of iron rather than scintillator to enhance the mechanical strength. The position of
the 4 metal petals varies from layer to layer.

2.7.3 Calorimetric properties
The calorimetric part of the MAGCAL is up to 3.2 interaction lengths deep. The ratio of the responses to
electromagnetic and the hadronic showers induced by equal energy particles (the e/h ratio) has not been measured
but is estimated to be of the order of 1.4. The measured resolution for 8 GeV electrons is o7E = 0.25/-\/E .
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Figure 9. The magnetic calorimeter (MAGCAL). The
drawing shows a cross section of the magnetised
iron calorimeter at about 2.5 m from the target.
This calorimeter is square on cross section. The
wedge shaped iron/scintillator segments are
referred to as petals. The black areas in the ring
labeled 'coil' represent the conductors.

Wave length shifting bars

Figure 10. Winding pattern of the MAGCAL coil. The
dash dotted line (vertical in the figure) runs par-
allel to the beam axis; up in the figure is down-
stream in the detector. The areas between the
conductor have been darkened for clarity.

The inner most 4 ioops are slightly separated
from the outer group of 9 loops in an attempt to
improve the approximation of a dipole field.

Two windings of the type shown in the figure
were folded to fit into the calorimetric part of
this detector: one at the top and one at the
bottom. Two further, slightly different (they
have 3 instead of 4 central conductors loops and
10 instead of 9 outer loops), windings were
folded inside those mentioned before.



2.7.4 Magnetic properties
We will now turn to the magnetic properties of the MAGCAL. Both for track reconstruction and for Monte Carlo
studies, we have to be able to calculate the trajectory of a charged particle through the MAGCAL to an accuracy
better than 1 mrad and 100 Mm.

In view of this, the field on a 3-dimensional mesh of points inside the cone of the magnet has been measured using
an Hall probe. The step size of the mesh is 3.5 cm in x and y. and 2 cm in z. The measurement has been done in
1987 with a nominal current of 1400 A. Between the 1988 and 1989 data taking periods, the power supply has
been changed and the actual current in 1989 was 6.7 % higher than in 1987 and 1988. A correction for this has
been applied when treating 1989 data, the figures and numbers in this section are valid for 1987 and 1988.

Figures 11, 13 and 15 show contours of the magnetic field integrals on lines at angles (8. iji) from the target:

/ = 22! cm

J B,_ }i /zcosij) tan0. z sin (j) tan 6, z) dz /cos 8
/ = l>5 cm

Figures 12, 14 and 16 show how the field is reparu'tioned over the z-axis.

The vertical component of the field is two orders of magnitude larger than the x and also the z component. We
usually neglect B, and B, in our applications since we are not sensitive to the 50 |irad vertical deflection a muon
can undergo because of the presence of these components.

(1)

UNES OF EQUAL BX BX ALONG THE Z-AXIS

Polar angle [rad] " z~axiB [cm]

Figure 11. Contours of the x-component of the MAGCAL
field. The figure shows lines of equal B, inte-
grated over lines at given polar and azimuthal
angle (Formula (1)). The contours are spaced by
10 Gauss m and the contour labeled '6' is the
zero level. A typical value in the centre is 15
Gauss m.

Figure 12 x-component of the MAGCAL field on the
z-axis. The figure shows the value of B, along
the z-axis
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Figure 13. Contours of the y-compcnent of the MAGCAL
field. The figure shows lines of equal B, inte-
grated over lines at given polar and azimuthal
angle (Formula (1)). The contours are spaced by
50 Gauss m and the contour labeled '1' is at 1800
Gauss m. A typical value in the centre is 1830
Gauss m.
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Figure 14 y-component of the MAGCAL field on the
z-axis. The figure shows the value of Bv along
the z-axis. The slope of the curve over
140 £ z £ 180 reflects the opening angle of the
cone.
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Figure 15 Contours of the z-component of the MAGCAL
field. The figure shows lines of equal B, inte-
grated over lines at given polar and azimuthal
angle (Formula U)). The contours are spaced by
10 Gauss m and the contour labeled '11' is the
zero level. A typical value in the centre is 15
Gauss m.
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Figure 16 z-component of the MAGCAL field on the
z-axis. The figure shows the value of B, along
the z-axis.



Studying the trajectories of particles of various momenta, using the field map, revealed that the deflection angle is
given in good approximation (see Figure 17) by the thin lense formula:

6di;11 - -0.0553/p (2)

where ed=,i is defined as the angle between the straight line extrapolations of the trajectories before and after the
magnetic field. (The value of the constant is 0.059 for 1989 data, all outer magnet parameters had a constant value
diroughout the life of Helios/I.)

It was also found (see Figure 18) that die extrapolations cross, irrespective of the momentum, ar:

zm.^- 158 cm (3)

Zra6 is an important quantity for us since we frequently do not see the track before the magnet and have to use the
target as a fixed, but non-directional, point instead.

DEFLECTION POINT
vomantuin: 10.0 G«v

Figure 17. Scale factor. The quantity shown in the figure is
the ratio between the deflection angle and the
momentum of a particle that traverses the
MAGCAL magnetic field. The central, solid line
corresponds to the average over all azimuthal
angles, the two dotted lines indicate the
maximum and minimum values found when
varying fy.
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Figure 18. Deflection point. The deflection point, the vari-
able z^, defined in Formula (3), is the point
where the straight line extrapolations of the tra-
jectories before and after the magnetic field inter-
sect. As in the previous figure, the central iine is
the mean value and the upper and lower curves
are the extreme values when varying <j).

Formulae (2) and (3) suggest a simple method to calculate the momentum of a particle from measured track param-
eters after the magnet, a definition referred to as vertex momentum in Section 2.8.2.3. To evaluate the inherent
accuracy of this method, we have traced particles of various momenta between 1 and 50 GeV of both signs through
die field map. The deviation between the momentum used for tracing and die momentum calculated from (2) and
(3) using the track parameters after the magnet and assuming the track comes from the centre of die target, is
shown in Figures 19, 20, 21 and 22.

Figure 19 shows that die method is bias free up to polar angles 0 •> 70 mrad.

The momentum resolution we may hope to achieve given the drift chamber resolution, is of the order of 10 % of
me momentum. The thin lense formulae only introduces errors larger than 10 % for polar angles above 90 mrad



and the thin lense formula is never wrong by more than 2 - 3 % in the region that is of interest to us:

10 S 6 £ 70 mrad.

We may therefore conclude that the inherent enor of the vertex momentum is negligible compared to the expected
momentum resolution, except for tracks at the border of our acceptance. This conclusion is confirmed by a study of
the data, see Section 2.8.2.4,
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Figure 19. EiTor from thin lense formula. Since the
MAGCAL field is not a perfect dipole. applying
the thin lense formula introduces an error. The
figure shows the comparison between the
momentum of a particle traced through the field
and the momentum ca'culated from the track
parameters before and after the magnetic field.
As in the previous figure, the solid line is the
mean value and the dotted lines are the extreme
values when varying $. The momentum resol-
ution taking all other errors and uncertainties into
account, adds up to about 10 %.

Figure 20. Absolute error of the thin lense approximation.
This figure is identical to Figure 19 with the
exception that the absolute values of the errors
are averaged.
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Figure 21. Deviation of the thin lense approximation. This
figure shows the deviation of the thin lense
approximation averaged over <j> for positive parti-
cles of 1 (the lowest curve at 70 mrad), 2, 10
and 20 GeV (the top curve at 70 mrad).
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Figure 22. Deviation of the thin lense approximation. This
figure shows the deviation of the thin lense
approximation averaged over ij) for negative parti-
cles of 1 (the lowest curve at 70 mrad). 2. 10
and 20 GeV (the top curve at 70 mrad).

2.8 Drift chambers
Vertex reconstruction and accurate track finding in the first 20 cm after the target can, with the currently available
technology, only be done with Silicon devices. Whilst still very attractive at larger distances from the target, from
the physics point of view. Silicon devices become unaffordable if they have to cover a 100 mrad cone. From 66
cm behind the target, tracking is therefore taken over by drift chambers. We expect on average 10-15 tracks in the
100 mrad acceptance cone, which makes the design of chambers that can operate successfully this close to the
target a considerable challenge.

Helios has three drift chambers (118 planes in total) in me electron spectrometer:

DC I
DCl is the bridge between the Silicon strips and the tracking devices after the magnet in the sense that
it helps to resolve ambiguities in the association of tracks in die Silicon strips and in DC2-3. The
device also fills in the vertical component of the track parameters at the vertex, which can not be
measured by the Silicon strip detectors.

DC2

DC3

DC2 is placed immediately behind the magnet. Combining the information from DCl and DC2. the
momentum of charged particles can be measured.

DC3 is sandwiched between the TRD and the ULAC. This chamber was meant to help tracking
through the TRD and to associate TRD tracks with ULAC showers. DC3. placed further from the
magnet than DC2, is also a valuable tool for determining tibe momenta of energetic particles.



2.8.1 Design
The original specifications for the Helios drift chambers called for a series of features that certainly were not
common at the time the chambers were built and that are still state of the art:

1. the amount of material (radiation lengths) should be the strict minimum in order to reduce the ^-conversion

background;

2. they must be able to operate in a high track density environment: up to 20 tracks in a 100 mrad cone;

3. working at atmospheric pressure, they should have a spatial resolution of 60 urn and the ability to separate two

tracks that are 600 ,Um apart.

In view of the first requirement, pressure vessels were excluded. Hence, the chambers had to be operated at atmos-
pherical pressure. Also, solid electrodes could not be used, leaving only wires and light support structures as
construction materials.

In all three chambers, the basic unit is the cell, illustrated in Figure 24. The particles traverse the cell in parallel
with the row of sense wires. Several cells are placed next to each other, looking along the beam line, to form a
module and several modules are placed behind each other to form a chamber. The drift distance of the cells has
been chosen to be small in order to be able to handle the expected track density. There is a small gap, called beam
slit, between the two cells in the centre of each module. The beam does not pass through the active region of the
chamber therefore (see Figure 25).

The third requirement led to the use of a low diffusion gas, a mixture of 80 % CO: and 20 % ethane in our case.
Such gas mixtures do not have a saturated drift velocity, which substantially complicates the calibration procedure.
The isochrony of the cells has been optimised by using channeling wires, see Figure 23. The timing resolution is
further enhanced by the shaping amplifiers which are adapted to the signal shape in our chambers.

A full account of the construction of the Helios drift chambers and a list of their dimensions can be found in [20].
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Figure 23. Drift properties of the chambers. The straight
dashed line represents the track of a particle.
The 4 channeling wires around each sense wire
help to increase the isochrony of the chamber.
The y-axis in the figure is the z-axis in the
Helios coordinate system.
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Figure 24. Drift chamber cell. A drift chamber cell con-
tains 6 or 8 sense wires (O). each surrounded by
4 channeling wires ( + ). The sense wires are
staggered by 100 (lm in order to resolve the left-
right ambiguity. The wires at the cell boundary
(* and x) produce the field gradient needed for
drifting the electrons.



2.8.2 Drift chamber performance
In view of the importance of the drift chambers, a good understanding of their performance is required. Indeed, the
track finding efficiency, the momentum resolution and die two-track separation ability are used at every stage of the
analysis, from the optimisation of the event selection criteria to the acceptance correction factors.

Although construction and design of die Helios/I drift chambers have been the subject of publications [26, 271, an
account of their performance in the experiment has not appeared in the literature. The aspects that are most rele-
vant for di-lepton studies are therefore presented here in some detail. Some comments on ageing can be found in
Section 3.2.

Achieving a drift-chamber resolution at the 100 (im level in a dense environment and under atmospheric pressure,
requires a detailed understanding of the effect of the threshold setting, non-linearity of the x(t) relations, temperature
and pressure induced fluctuations of the drift-velocity of the gas, slewing of the pulse, space charge, diffusion and
cluster size, overlap of hits and tracks in one of the projections, noise hits and others. Although some of these
effects can be simulated, an experimental check seems desirable.

One way to measure efficiency and resolution relies on die comparison of die parameters of tracks measured both in
the drift-chambers and in die muon spectrometer. At regular intervals during the run. die calorimeters - normally
acting as a dump to stop pions before diey reach the muon spectrometer - were moved out of the beam-line. Data
was then taken triggering on valid interactions (VIND wim a low silicon pad multiplicity (LSI) in order not to
saturate the muon readout. The track multiplicity seen in the drift chambers under these conditions, ranges from 2
to about 12. For comparison, a di-lepton event has on average 8-10 drift chamber tracks.

In this setup, die particles find very little material (1.5 % of a radiation length, 7 x 10"3 interaction length) on dieir
way beween me drift-chambers and the muon spectrometer. Bodi energ loss and multiple scattering between the
two spectrometers can dierefore be neglected.

Most particles observed in die muon spectrometer widi this setup are rc's. The main source of particle loss is
dierefore n —> p.v decay. Such decays have a probability of less than 1 % for a pion of 10 GeV. Kaons have a
larger chance to decay, »5 %, but are "UP times more rare dian pions. Moreover, decays of diis type only distort
die measurements if dieir decay angle is such that confusion between particles can arise and if the momentum
difference between parent and decay product is sizeable. Bodi are unlikely, die Q : of die pion decay is small and
the muon spectrometer is blind to momenta below 5 GeV. dbus forcing die muon to be approximately aligned widi
die parent pion. It is dierefore not necessary to take diese decays into account.

The data taken with die calorimeters moved out of me way, was processed like normal data, with dhe exception that
diere was no need for an energy loss correction.

We will focus on die two track classes used for di-lepton studies:1 tracks found in DC2 and DC3 but not necessarily

in DC1. and tracks found in all diree chambers.

2.8.2.1 Spatial and angular resolution
Studies on prototypes of DC1 showed single hit spatial resolutions of die order of 60 ]Xm [20]. Due to largely
unresolved systematic effects, die resolution during data taking was considerably worse: 150-200 ujn, a figure
derived from die distance between hits and segments (6-8 hits in the same cell). The observed angular resolution is
approximately 1.5 mrad. This value follows from inter-chamber alignment measurements done by tbe recon-
struction program and is confirmed by die measured momentum resolution and me measured widdis of me vector
resonances.

It follows diat die angular resolution does not benefit from die multiple measurements of die track (up to 118
points). This is thought to be due to a build-up of small systematic effects like to shifts, inter-module alignments,
temperature and pressure inhomogeneities widiin die chambers and odiers.

i Other track classes are rare. e.g. DC1 and DC3 but not DC2. not reliable, e.g. only DC2. or not of interest to our studies, e.g.
only DC1.



2.8.2.2 Track finding efficiency
We define the drift chamber track finding efficiency as the fraction of reliably reconstructed muon tracks that
match, at the 3 standard deviation level, a drift-chamber track satisfying identical selection criteria as are used for
data processing. The efficiency, thus defined, is the combined efficiency of the chambers, the readout and the
reconstruction program; no attempt has been made to separate the various contributions. The efficiency does not
depend on the muon spectrometer track finding efficiency, and is insensitive to the details of the matching criteria
provided these are sufficiently loose. The positional accuracy is such that even at the highest multiplicities and
with a 5a matching requirement, less than 2 % of the muon spectrometer tracks find 2 or more matching drift
chamber tracks.

Figure 26 and Figure 27 show the ()> (azimuthal angle) and 6 (polar angle) dependence of the efficiency for tracks
found in DC2 and in DC3 but not necessarily in DC1. The main features can be understood in terms of a simple
model, see Figure 25: if we assume that the beam slits (see Section 2.8.1) are not efficient and that the other
regions are efficient at EO. we find for the efficiency as function of the polar angle 6:

E(6) = (4)
if 6 £ 9,,

with (z being the coordinate along the beam axis
where the efficiency is measured, and s the width of
the beam slits):

The result of a fit with Eo and 60 as free parameters is
shown as a solid line in Figure 27.

Figure 25. Beam slit. The gray areas represent the beam
slits, tracks passing inside are assumed not to be
reconstructed.

Measurements of the efficiency in 1988 still showed a plateau and were well described by formula (4). In 1989 the
efficiency measurements show evidence for a deterioration of the central part of die chambers, i.e. Eo is no longer
constant. Introducing a parameter a which accounts for the gradual decrease towards the beam axis of the effi-
ciency in die active areas of the chamber, we replace equation (4) by:

%

E(9) =
+ a(9-50mrad)) 04)

0

if e > en

if 9S9n
(5)

A common value of ar« n = 5/rad for all multiplicities gives good fits, shown as a dashed line in Figure 27.

The asymptotic efficiency En depends weakly on the event multiplicity as shown in Figure 28, as expected for our
highly segmented chambers.

The slit width parameter is a purely geometric quantity and is indeed found to be independent of the multiplicity as
shown in Figure 29. However. 9n for the 1989 data taking period corresponds to a slit width that is nearly twice
the true value. During the 1988 data taking period, the agreement was still satisfactory. This is another indication
that the efficiency in the central region of the chambers is deteriorating. Although me reason for the degradation
between 1988 and 1989 are not fully understood, the high rate to which the central cells have been exposed during
the 1989 period before the first efficiency measurement, is suspected to be partially responsible. During the 1989
period, further deterioration has been observed, see also Figure 54.

Comparison with the efficiency for tracks found in all 3 chambers. Figure 30 and Figure 31. shows that DC 1 has a
poor efficiency at small polar angles, presumably as a result of the high track density and die radiation dose this
chamber has received. The fast drop in efficiency towards the centre of DC1 is also reflected in the parameter a in
(5): a r m s = 10/rad. The plateau efficiency is almost identical to the value for DC23 tracks.
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Figure 26. Efficiency as function of azimuthal angle. The
probability that drift chambers DC2 and DC3
find a track that passes through them at a given
azimuthal angle <(> has dips at 0 and 90 and to
a lesser extent also at ± 45". These angles corre-
spond to the orientation of the x. y and u, v
modules. The graph is made for a mix of multi-
plicities, peaking around 5 tracks.

Figure 27. Efficiency as function of polar angle. The graph
shows the drift chamber track finding efficiency
as a function of the polar angle for events in
which the Silicon pad detector registers 7
charged particles. The solid line is the fit using
the simple model (4), the dashed line shows the
parametrisation (5) used in the Monte-Carlo pro-
grams.
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Figure 28. Asymptotic drift chamber efficiency (DC2-3
tracks). The graph shows, as a function of the
Silicon pad multiplicity, the value of ei. defined
in formula (5). obtained from fits as shown in
Figure 27. This parameter corresponds approxi-
mately to the efficiency in the fully active
regions of the chamber.

Figure 29. Dead region of drift chambers (DC2-3 tracks).
The graph shows, as a function of the Silicon
pad multiplicity, the value of 8,, obtained from
fits as shown in Figure 27. This parameter is a
measure of the beam slit size, and should there-
fore not depend on multiplicity.
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Figure 30. Asymptotic drift chamber efficiency (DC 1-2-3
tracks). This plot is identical to Figure 28
except that the tracks were required to be found
in all three chambers.
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Figure 31. Dead region of drift chambers (DC1-2-3 tra'ks).
This plot is identical to Figure 29 except that the
tracks were required to be found in all three
chambers. Note that the average value of 8, is
substantially larger than for tracks that were not
necessarily found in DC1.



2.8.2.3 Definition of the drift chamber momentum

DC I-2-3 momentum The DC 1-2-3 momentum is computed from the angle between the DC1 track and the
DC2-DC3 track. The reconstruction program first applies formula (2) and then refines this estimate,
repeatedly stepping through the field map. A strong point of the DC1-2-3 momentum is that it is valid
irrespective of whether the track emerges from the target or from a secondary vertex.

vertex momentum The DC1 component of DC2-DC3 tracks is frequently missing for muon tracks since they often
are at small polar angles (< 30 mrad). This is reflected in the value of 8n, as defined in Section 2.8.2.2:
6n • 7 mrad for DC!-3 tracks and 9n« 10 mrad for the tracks found in all three chambers. Extrapo-
lating the DC2-DC3 track to the virtual bending point of the MAGCAL (see (3)). and calculating the
momentum assuming the particle emerged at the centre of the target, is therefore much more attractive
from the point of view of efficiency. Momenta calculated using the target as additional fixed point are
called vertex momenta. Although vertex momenta can in principle be refined like DC1-2-3 momenta,
we will not do so for reasons given below.

2.8.2.4 Momentum resolution
The data described in Section 2.8.2 was used to evaluate the momentum resolution of the drift-chambers. The
momentum resolution of the muon spectrometer is approximately given by. see Section 2.11.3:

o^p ) m 0.0003 p2

and is hence negligible compared to the uncertainty of any other momentum or energy measurement in the exper-
iment. Data on a systematic shift of the muon momentum is not available but is also estimated to be small.

The resolution and systematic momentum shift extracted from a comparison between the drift chamber vertex
momentum and the momentum measured in the muon spectrometer of geometrically matching tracks, are shown in
Figure 32 and Figure 34. The resolution is. to good approximation, linear in the momentum, not quadratic as one
expects for a chamber with constant angular uncertainty. This behaviour can be explained partially by the decrease
with momentum of multiple scattering in the TRD. as a result of which DC3 contributes to the measurement preci-
sion at higher momenta. Multiple scattering in the air (0.5 % of a radiation length), the chamber gasses (0.22 %
RL for CO; and 0.03 % RL for ethane), the silicon of the strip and pad detector (1.3 % RL) and the ceramic
support of the latter devices (about 0.8 % RL) also add small linear terms.

Figure 36 shows Oi,( (p) at various polar angles. The momentum resolution deteriorates towards low angles because
of the reduced efficiency and die higher track density. Faulty and missing electronics modules are responsible for
the poorer resolution at larger angles.

Requiring that a track be found in all three chambers improves the momentum resolution, as shown in Figure 33,
and also reduces the systematic shift of the drift chamber momentum (Figure 35).

The DC 1-2-3 momentum has a resolution, see Figure 37. that is slightly worse but comparable to the vertex
momentum for the same class of tracks (Figure 33). This shows that the error introduced by approximating the
MAGCAL field by a perfect dipole is indeed small.
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Figure 32. Vertex momentum resolution DC2-3 tracks. The
graph shows the measured momentum resolution
for tracks found in both DC2 and DC3, as a
function of the momentum. The dashed curve
represents the contribution from multiple scat-
tering in the air and Silicon detectors.
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Figure 33. Vertex momentum resolution DCI-2-3 tracks.
The same plot as Figure 32 except that the
tracks must have been seen in DC1, DC2 and
DC3.
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Figure 34. Vertex momentum shift DC2-3 tracks. The
graph shows the systematic shift in the
momentum for tracks found in both DC2 and
DC3. as a function of the momentum.
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Figure 35. Vertex momentum shift DC1-2-3 tracks. The
same plot as Figure 34 except that the tracks
must have been seen in DC1. DC2 and DC3.
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Figure 36. Angular variations in the momentum resolution.
Circles represent data for 0 £ 6 £ 20 mrad,
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Figure 37. Resolution of the DC1-2-3 momentum. The
graph shows the resolution of the DC 1-2-3
momentum for tracks found in all three cham-
bers.

2.8.2.5 Two-track resolution
The two-track separation ability as a function of die distance d between two tracks, two-track resolution for short, is
defined here as die probability mat two tracks mat are a distance d apart at z = 3 m (i.e. between DC2 and DC3)
are bodi reconstructed. Knowledge of the two-track resolution is of great importance for a study of low mass pairs:
for instance, a di-muon with a pair mass of 300 MeV has on average opened up by only a few cm at z = 3 m.

To measure die two-track resolution, a sample of minimum bias events was used with a Silicon pad multiplicity
between 3 and IS.

The distribution fc,p(d) for a large sample of tracks found in both DC2 and DC3 is shown as a solid line in
Figure 38. From die distribution g(r) of die distance of me tracks to the beam axis at z = 3 m. assuming an
isotropic iji-distribution and assuming there is no correlation between die tracks, we can compute f^o/d) for a
chamber mat has a perfect two track resolution:
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The ratio of frap(d) and is the two-track resolution.

The distribution of the distance between two tracks at z = 3 m follows the curve expected in a perfect chamber for
d > 1 cm as shown for small d in Figure 38. Inability to resolve tracks at small distances, should cause die number
of nearby tracks to be smaller. There is hardly any evidence for this, instead an excess of nearby tracks is
observed. The excess is more evident in me like sign sample than in the opposite sign sample, see Figure 40.

Tracks that are 1 cm apart at z = 3 m. are only a few mm apart in DC1. Requiring die tracks to be found in all
three chambers, i.e. also in DC1. should deteriorate die two track resolution. Indeed, as Figure 39 shows, the
two-track resolution starts to decrease already at d = 3 cm. The excess of opposite sign nearby tracks vanishes
altogether for tibis class of tracks, see Figure 41.



The excess of nearby tracks is not well understood but is likely to result from after pulses' in the chamber: artefacts
from the shaping amplifiers and perhaps, in rare cases, true hits from late clusters. Another source of nearby tracks
might be that the reconstruction program splits tracks for which the hits are poorly aligned. Genuine correlations as
studied e.g. by interferometry experiments, can be ruled out because of the magnitude of the effect.

To ensure that no such nearby pair eaters in the di-tnuon spectra, no track has been considered that is accompanied
by another track at less than 1 cm at z = 3 m. The, tiny, effect of this cut has been corrected for in the acceptance
calculations.

We should also note however that the two track separation ability of the drift chambers is very close to die design
specification.
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Figure 38. Two track resolution DC2-3 tracks. The upper
graph shows the distribution of the distance
between two tracks at 3 m from the target. The
dashed line represents the ideal distribution,
described in the text. The lower graph is the
ratio of the two, note that the spike in the first
bin has been truncated.

Figure 39. Two track resolution DC1-2-3 tracks. This is
the same plot as Figure 38 but made for tracks
found in all three chambers
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Figure 40. Sign dependence of two track resolution DC2-3.
The excess of nearby tracks is more evident for
like sign pairs than for opposite sign pairs.
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Figure 41 Sign dependence of two track resolution
DC1-2-3. This is the same plot as Figure 40 but
made for tracks found in all three chambers.

2.9 The transition radiation detector
The Helios transition radiation detector (TRD) is a series of 8 radiator-chamber assemblies, one of which is shown
schematically in Figure 42. The complete TRD is shown in Figure 43. Transition radiation occurs on the bounda-
ries between polypropylene foils (20 nm) and the air (on average 250 |im). Each radiator is made of 250 foils.

The chamber gas is almost pure Xenon, selected for its high y absorption cross section at 5 keV. the energy of a
typical transition radiation photon. A small amount of isobutane has been added as a quencher. The readout gates
are chosen such that only ionisation clusters formed in the 10 rf"i drift zone are recorded. The vertical coordinate
is measured by the anode wires, which are spaced 2.27 mm in the chamber nearest to the target: spacing in subse-
quent chambers increases proportionally with the distance to die target. The horizontal coordinate is measured by
the induced charge on the cathode wires, these wires are spaced like the anode wires but they are read out in groups
of 3 neighbouring wires. The spacing is. for trigger purposes, chosen such that 3 groups of 3 cathode wires and 9
anode wires project on one pad of die electromagnetic section of the Uranium-liquid Argon calorimeter.

Electron identification relies on counting the number of clusters, not on an energy loss measurement [28].

In test-beam tests, pion rejections at the level of 5000 were obtained for an efficiency of 90 % [29]. During actual
data taking, the rejection against identified muons was less impressive, of die order of 100-200. because of the
higher multiplicities [29].
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Figure 42. A TRD module. The TRD is made up of 8 modules of the type shown in the figure. Each module consists of a
pack of polypropylene foils, only one in 5 is shown, and a chamber with Xe as a photon sensitive gas. The hori-
zontal scale is 10-fold expanded relative to the vertical scale.
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Figure 43. Side view of (he TRD The drawing shows a side view of the active areas in the TRD. The chambers are dark, the
radiators white.



2.10 Uranium calorimeters
Apart from the magnetised iron calorimeter described before. 4 Uranium scintillator calorimeters (TJCAL) and one
Uranium liquid Argon calorimeter (ULAC) are part of the Helios/I setup.

2.10.1 The ULAC electromagnetic section
The electromagnetic section of the Uranium liquid Argon calorimeter (ULAC) is of crucial importance since it
detects the Y'S needed to estimate the background from r\ Dalitz decay in the lepton pair spectra (Section 6.3).

The ULAC electromagnetic section is made of 36 cells, assemblies of an absorber plate, an Argon gap. a signal
board and another Argon gap. Nickel plated Uranium 238 (1.65 mm of U) is the absorber in 23 cells, the
remainder has a stainless steel plate (1.60 mm thick) instead. Two Uranium cells are followed by one stainless
steel cell.

The signal boards are segmented into 240 pads of usually 2 cm x 2 cm. providing after reconstruction, a spatial
resolution for electromagnetic showers of a few mm.

2.10.2 The ULAC hadronic section
The hadronic section plays a role similar to that of the UCAL's:

• measurement of the missing energy;

• part of the hadron absorber in front of the muon spectrometer.
The hadronic section of the ULAC consists of three identical 120 x 120 x 30 cm' stack\ of alternating Uranium,
liquid Argon. G10 and liquid Argon layers. The amount of material can be found in Table 3.

The signal boards are segmented into 48 strips of 2.5 cm width, oriented in x and y.

2.10.3 The uranium-scintillator calorimeters
The 4 UCAL's in Helios are the box and wall calorimeters near the target and the beam and veto calorimeters
between the ULAC and the muon spectrometer.

Besides being calorimeters in their own right, the beam and veto calorimeter are part of die hadroa absorber needed
for die muon experiment. The box and wall calorimeters are irrelevant for die work described in this diesis - the
box calorimeter was not read out during die 1989 data taking period.

The box. wall, beam and veto calorimeters are of the Uranium-scintillator sandwich type; dieir building blocks,
called stacks, have been used earlier in die R8O7 experiment at the CERN ISR [30]. The stacks, measuring
120 x 120 x 20 cm, see Figure 44, are composed of 6 equal towers, measuring 120 x 20 x 20 cm, which are piles of
absorber and scintillator plates of 20 x 20 cm. The towers have an electromagnetic section and a hadronic section.
The electromagnetic sections are made of 10. 2 mm thick plates of U238 interleaved with 2.5 mm scintillator plates.
The absorber plates in me hadronic sections are 3 mm diick plates of U238 and 5 mm Cu plates, in die ratio of 2 U
plates for 1 Cu plate, for a total of 114 layers of absorber. U238 has been substituted for Cu in some stacks. The
scintillator plates are the same as in die electromagnetic sections. The scintillator material is
polymethylmetaacrylate, with POPOP as scintillating agent [31]. The scintillator plates are read out on 2 sides via
wave-lengdi shifter bars which are led to photo-multiplier tubes mounted on the hadronic end of the stacks.

The beam calorimeter consists of 9 stacks. 8 of which have a U/Cu hadronic section and a central stack of U only.
The veto calorimeter consists of 8 U/Cu stacks placed such that the layers are parallel to die beam axis. The
electromagnetic sections are placed in the centre. The most relevant properties of these two calorimeters for muon
studies, are summarised in Table 3.



2.10.4 Missing energy resolution
The resolution of the combined calorimeter system for a total energy deposition of 450 GeV has been evaluated to
be [18. 32. 33]:

a,. = l6± lGeV

The error corresponds to the remnant correlation of the total energy with the ULAC hadronic energy [32].

2.10.5 Aspects of the readout
The readout of the calorimeters has been described in detail in [18]. For our purposes it is sufficient to note the
following. All calorimeters were read out via flash ADC's which read the pulse height a fixed period after the
trigger. Signal shaping for the flash ADC readout was bipolar with a rise time of 30 nsec for the ULAC and
100 nsec for tUe UCAL's. Both the ULAC and the UCAL's were read via a second readout system: in the case of
the ULAC peak sensing ADC's which looked for die largest pulse height in a limited time range, and charge inte-
gration ADC's in the case of the UCAL's, The peak sensing readout had bipolar signal shaping with a rise time of
about 200 nsec.

The total pulse length of up to 1 (isec combined with the bipolar signal shaping and the beam rate of »10" p/burst.
made the readout system vulnerable to pileup. Pileup can be identified with a third readout system: the history
flash .ADC's. These ADCs read the pulse height 32 times with intervals of 10 nsec (ULAC) or 30 nsec (UCAL).
This is illustrated in Figure 45.
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Figure 44. UCAL module. A module of the Uranium
scintillator calorimeter. These modules were the
building blocks of the box. wall, beam and veto
calorimeters.

Figure 45. Pileup detection using the history flash ADC
system. Pileup can be detected with the history
flash ADC system. In this case 2 particles enter
the spectrometer with an interval of approxi-
mately 250 nsec. The second particle, which is
the one we triggered on, is riding on the negative
lobe of the firsi particle and the flash ADC
system signals fake missing energy (217 GeV in
this case).



2.11 The muon spectrometer
The muon spectrometer consists of a set of 7 proportional chambers, a magnet and an hodoscope.

2.11.1 The muon chambers
The muon chambers, described in detail in [34], are all of the same type: a plane of anode wires sandwiched
between 2 graphite-coated mylar foils. Two of the chambers (6 planes), PCO and PCI, are placed before the
magnet, PC2 (6 planes) is inside die magnet and PC3, PC4, PCS and PC6 (20 planes in total) are located behind the
magnet.

2.11.2 The muon magnet
The muon magnet is a 2.5 m long superconducting magnet with a field integral of 4.1 Tm. The deflection of a
charged particle is given approximately by die relation

9 = 1.22/pu

Figure 46 shows the muon magnetic field in die centre of die magnet.
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Figure 46. The field of the muon magnet. The muon
magnet is. like the MAGCAL. in good approxi-
mation a dipole. The lengths of the field vectors
shown in this diagram are proportional to the
field strength. The circle with radius r = 80 cm
corresponds to the fiducial area. This plot was
made for z= 1009 cm.

(Plot provided by Gennady Briskin.)
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2.11.3 Momentum resolution
The momentum resolution of me muon spectrometer is given by [34]:

= p2 yJ9 x 10"8 + 4 x 10"%2

2.11.4 The muon hodoscope

2.11.4.1 Layout
The muon hodoscope consists of an 80 cm thick iron wall sandwiched between 2 x 2 planes of scintillator slabs.
The iron wall represents 4.77 nuclear interaction lengths and is expected to filter out hadrons. The 2 scintillator
planes upstream of the iron wall are referred to as H3, the 2 downstream of the wan as H2. Muons are identified at
the first trigger level as spatial coincidences between H2 and H3.

Refer to Figures 47, 48, 49 and 50 for the layout of the slabs. The hodoscopes cover a larger x than y range since
the muon magnet strongly deflects the particles in x: by £ 100 mrad. By the same token, horizontal structure
would be useless. For each front slab in H3, there is a back slab in H3 at the same vertical position which is
shifted to the centre by 1 m. The same holds for H2. The slabs are read out with photo-multiplier tubes connected



to the outer edges. The shift to the centre of the back layer therefore reduces the distance the signals from the
central region have to travel and with the distance, the attenuation of the signal. This makes the front layer more
efficient for strongly deflected, low momentum, particles and the back layer more efficient for high momentum,
very forward particles.

The slabs of H2 are staggered with respect to those of H3; H2 has one slab more than H3.

The front and back layers of both H2 and H3 are mounted on the outer faces of wooden constructions that are
about 14 cm thick. All slabs measure 3 m x 24 cm, with the exception of the 2 middle left and 2 middle right slabs
of the H3 back plane which been trimmed to 2 m. These 4 slabs do not have an overlap with each other at the
centre because of the following:

The di-muons we wish to study have a mass close to threshold. In addition, all muon candidates are required to
have a momentum of at least 6 GeV. Hence, the pairs that are of interest to us open up by only 10 - 20 cm before
they enter the muon spectrometer. After deflection in the muon magnet, an opposite sign muon pair is well sepa-
rated horizontally but the vertical opening remains almost unchanged. Such a pair would therefore have a fair
chance to generate only a single signal (the slabs are 24 cm wide) if no left-right distinction were made. For this
reason, the signals from the left and the right H3 slabs just above and just below the beam axis were kept separate
and the overlaps between the left and right back layers have been removed. Monte-Carlo studies have shown that
there is no need to split other slabs in H3, nor to split any H2 slab.
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Figure 47. H3 front layer. The front layer of H3 consists of
10 slabs at the left and 10 slabs at the right.

H3, back layer

Figure 48. H3 back layer. The back layer of H3 consists of
10 slabs at the left and 10 slabs at the right, with
a 2 m overlap region at the centre. The two
middle slabs do not overlap for triggering
reasons, as explained in the text.
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Figure 49 H2 front layer. The front layer of H2 consists of
U slabs at the left and 10 slabs at the right.

H2, back layer

Figure 50. H2 back layer. The back layer of H2 consists of
11 slabs at the left and 10 slabs at the right, with
a 2 m overlap region at the centre for all slabs.
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2.11.4.2 Slab efficiency
Some of the slabs of the hodoscope are already in use f a 10 to 15 years, others were newly made for Helios. Not
surprisingly therefore, the efficiency of the hodoscope slabs is heterogeneous: some are fully efficient over their
entire length, others have an efficiency below 50 % at the end opposite the photo-multiplier. Such variations affect
the efficiency in p, and mass and should therefore be taken into account.

The simplest way to measure the efficiency consist in counting the number of times a slab was hit and aimed at:

EHuck

number of times Front slab hit and aimed at
number of times Front slab aimed at

number of tin.-s Back slab hit and aimed at
number of times Back slab aimed at

(6)

This method has a severe drawback however: it does not work for H2 because pions may aim but are not likely to
hit a slab. Instead, we can exploit the redundancy that results from the presence of two layers in each hodoscope:

Elnml =

EBack =

number of times Front and Back slab bit and aimed at
number of times Back slab hit and aimed at

number of times Front and Back slab hit and aimed at
number of times Front slab hit and aimed at

(7)

As expected, the efficiencies according to (6) and (7) are similar for H3, as shown in Figure 52. but substantially
different in H2. see Figure 51.

Our data is corrected using (7) except for Ixl > 200 cm. where there is only a front layer. For these regions we use
an efficiency according to (6) scaled to match on average in the region where overlap exists, the efficiency of the
same slab calculated with equation (7).

H3 EFFICIENCY H2 EFFICIENCY
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Figure 51. H3 efficiency. The efficiency of some
hodoscope slabs (left and right, front layer. 4th
row from the bottom), as calculated using (6).
dashed Line, and f7). solid line. The two esti-
mates are in fair agreement for H3 Note the dif-
ference in efficiency between the slab on the left,
which presumably is new. and on the right,
which is probably old
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Figure 52. H2 efficiency. The efficiency of some
hodoscope slabs as calculated using (6). dashed
line, and (7), solid line, clearly differ for H2



2.11.5 The muon trigger
The muon trigger is composed of two parts: the pre-trigger, which uses only hodoscope information, and the
chamber trigger. Each burst of I06 protons produces about 250 pre-triggers, a rate that is reduced to about 30 per
burst by the chamber trigger.

2.11.5.1 The hodoscope trigger
For triggering purposes, no distinction is made between signals from the front and back layer. Nor are signals from
the left and right side distinguished, with the exception of the central slabs in of H3. The 4 signals: front-left,
front-right, back-left and back-right are 'or'ed and form a single input to the trigger logic, again with the above
mentioned exception.

For H2 we therefore end up with 11 signals, each of which corresponds to a horizontal zone of 6 m x 24 cm. H3
produces 12 signals. 8 of which correspond to an horizontal zone of 6 m x 24 cm and 4 to the left or right half of
an horizontal zone.

For the di-muon trigger, at least two coincidences are required between a signal from an H3 zone and a signal from
either of the two H2 zones that overlap with it. A single signal from H2 can be used in two coincidences.

2.11.5.2 The chamber trigger
Five planes that measure the horizontal track coordinate. 2 before the magnet and 3 behind. are equipped with a fast
readout system for triggering purposes. The di-muon trigger searches for aligned sets of hits in the 3 planes behind
the magnet, and is satisfied if 2 such sets are found. The information from the 2 planes in front of the magnet can
be used to compute the momentum, a feature that can be used to select, at the trigger level, high momentum single
muons. Details on the trigger can be found in [34, 35].



3.0 Data taking, event selection and reconstruction

Only a small fraction of the p-Be interactions produce a lepton pair, and the majority of the lepton pairs that are
produced fall outside the acceptance of our spectrometer. Moreover, most of the pairs originate from secondary
interactions and from decays, and are not interesting for our purposes. Recording each interaction would therefore
not be very practical. Furthermore, this strategy would in our case only work at a very low interaction rate (200
times below our usual rate) since reading out the detectors and writing the data to tape both take a considerable
amount of time (milli-seconds respectively fractions of a seconds). The generally adopted solution in high energy
physics experiments is to have a trigger system that decides microseconds after the interaction whether there is a
reasonable chance the event is interesting. Only if the event is triggered on, the detectors are read out and the data
is stored to be written out to tape.

During the off-line analysis the events are reconstructed widi the help of powerful computers and the selection of
interesting events is further refined. This process is shown schematically in Figure 53. We will pay particular
attention to me reconstruction of the muons in the remainder of this chapter, details about electron processing can
be found in [32].

Monitoring (Section 3.2)
By monitoring we mean such activities as ensuring a constant data quality and recording of quantities
needed for off-line reconstruction (e.g. the magnetic field strength and the drift velocity of the chamber
gas).

Common event selection (Section 3.i)
Rejection of events in which no bona fide interaction took place or that are otherwise not
reconstructible.

Initial reconstruction and event selection (Sections 3.4 and 3.5)
Reconstruction of showers and tracks in the Silicon strips, the LILAC, the muon spectrometer and a few
other detectors but not the drift chambers. Filtering of the events that contain a lepton pair candidate.

Electron and union reconstruction (Section 3.6)
Reconstruction of the tracks in the drift chambers for the events that were kept in the previous step.
L:sing me drift chamber information, muons are traced back to the target thereby improving the
momentum resolution. In addition, the background of muons produced by interactions in the
calorimeters is drastically reduced. The momentum vector of the electrons is determined and some of
the y-conversion background is eliminated.

3.1 Data taking periods
Although Helios/I First took data in 1986. it was not until 1988 that all detector components functioned correctly
and that the experiment collected in parallel sizeable samples of e-e. ju-|u. e-u.. E (i.e. missing energy), e-E and n-E
triggers.

The data used for this thesis come from the longest, and final, run that took place in Summer-Autumn 1989. A
total of 9.7 x 10s e-e. U.-U. and e-fi events were recorded, about 20 times more than the combined sample of all
previous years. However, the running conditions no longer corresponded to the initial Helios/I goals since e-u.
triggers were taken only part of the time, calorimetric coverage was partial and missing energy triggers were absent
altogether. The e-u. trigger was at first left out because no charm or beauty signal was seen in the 1988 sample.
This was later realised to be due to an analysis fault and the trigger was reinstated for the second half of the data
taking period. The top cover of the box calorimeter (see Section 2.10.3) was not present during the entire 1989
data taking period. This component receives only a marginal fraction of the total energy. E triggers were not
needed since the 1988 data taking period yielded a sufficiently large sample. The e-E and U.-E triggers were not
active because it was felt that these would not provide substantially more information than could be extracted from
the e-e and |i-|i triggers.
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Figure 53. Event processing. The figure shows a simplified flow-chart for the reconstruction of e-e and u-u triggers.

3.2 Monitoring
The performance of the detector components was monitored

Run by run
The beam rate was readjusted to the nominal level of 0.7 - 1 x 106 protons/burst if needed. Every few
runs, the beam was aligned with the target. This usually required a shift of only a few micron and was
therefore achieved by varying the current in the two last dipoles of the beam line.

At the start of each run (6000-8000 events) the trigger rates were calculated, mainly to detect inefficien-
cies in the electron trigger.

The on-line computers ran programs that monitored the detailed performance of each of the detector
components. The data collected by these programs was inspected every 8 hours. Event displays were
used to spot certain faults in the readout of the drift chambers and to locate noisy wires in the muon
spectrometer. Each shift team recorded the constant and slowly changing settings such as high volt-
ages, magnet currents, drift chamber gas mixture etc.

Each day a few tapes were analysed off-line by a series of programs, one for each detector component,
to check the performance in detail and to determine some of the pedestals, calibrations and alignments.

Weekly-monthly
Other alignments and also the drift chamber efficiency calculations necessitated special running condi-
tions (see Section 2.8.2). Data for the calculation of the drift chamber efficiency were taken every
month. Tapes for studies of the electron trigger were taken more frequently.

Thanks to the experience gained in 1988. less than 50 % of the available beam time was used for special runs,
debugging and repairs.

To illustrate the above activities, we will describe two kinds of drift chamber monitoring: the variations of the pulse
height and the variations of the drift velocity. Both are relevant for the drift chamber performance study (Section
2.8.2).

Some of the sense wires, both in the central and in the outer parts of the drift chambers, were equipped with an
ADC readout. The ADC readings were found to be distributed according to me Landau distribution. The position
of the most probable ADC reading changed considerably with time, dropping by almost 25 % over the 1989 data
taking period, see Figure 54. Although large in view of the relatively small radiation dose the chambers received -
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approximately 5 x 10" protons - the change is not worrying since the signal to noise ratio was still about 5 at the
end of the data taking period in the regions used for di-muon studies. However, the pulse heights seen in central
regions dropped faster, approaching the noise level - this explains in pan why these regions became inefficient.

The drift velocity of the gas in our chambers was sensitive to many parameters some of which, such as the Argon/
CO; ratio, were under our control but most of which were not: temperature, atmospheric pressure, gas contam-
inations. The gas coming out of the chambers was therefore led through a drift velocity moniioring device, a small
chamber with a homogeneous, precisely known drift field, a collimated Ruthenium source and Silicon trigger
counters. The drift times of electrons in this chamber were histogrammed and every 10-30 minutes the average and
width of the distribution were recorded. The drift chamber track reconstruction program used this information to
calibrate the x(t) relations. The corrections rarely exceeded 2 % (see Figure 55). which translates into a position
correction of 100-200 |im.

Once these short range fluctuations are corrected for, small long range variations remain with a time scale of
several days. This is thought to be due to a drift in the calibration of die monitoring device itself. To eliminate
such effects, some data was manually calibrated each week, optimising the alignment of tracks that cross cell
boundaries.
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Figure 54. Drift chamber pulse height evolution. The figure
shows the change in most probable pulse height
in DC2 for the end of the 1988 run and the
entire 1989 data taking period.

Figure 55. Drift velocity monitoring. The drift velocity of
the chamber gas fluctuates up and down by
1 - 2 % in a 24 hour cycle as a result of temper-
ature and pressure variations. The graph shows
1000 measurements taken during the last 3 weeks
of August 1989.

3.3 Common event selection
The common off-line selection criteria for all triggers aim mainly at rejecting events that

• are not spaced sufficiently in time from beam particles interacting in the target (before-after protection);

• are accompanied by halo. i.e. off-axis beam particles;

• do not result from genuine interactions;

• have a very high or a very low charged particle multiplicity.



Before-after protection
The drift chambers and die calorimeters did not work correcdy for time intervals between interactions
less than 1 p.sec. Since die usual beam rate was •Iff' for a burst lengdi of 2.6 seconds, see Figure 4,
such closely spaced interactions were frequent: "38% assuming a uniform burst.

Clusters of ionisation electrons from tracks close to me cell boundaries in me drift chambers need 1.7-2
l̂ sec to reach the sense wires (for DC1 and DC2 and for DC3 respectively). If die interval between
two interactions is much smaller man 1 |isec, the reconstructed event will be a superposition, but die
tracks from me second event will be displaced because the drift-time is measured widi respect to the
trigger of the first event. For intervals larger man 1 usec me reconstruction probability for tracks of die
second event is very ' o w f°r l w o reasons: (i) the hits of these tracks will not be aligned because our
x(t) relations are not linear and (ii) nearly all tracks cross a cell boundary and me parts of die tracks on
each side of the boundary will not be co-linear.

Both the ULAC (flash and charge ADC) and the UCAL (flash ADC) had bipolar signal shaping, with a
signal recovery time of about 900 nsec for die LILAC. Energy measurements for events following or
preceding another interaction by less man 900 nsec are dierefore flawed. More details on this can be
found in Section 2.10.5.

Several precautions were taken to reduce me frequency of events overlapping in time. An on-line veto
is provided by the before/after protection in the beam counter logic (-500 nsec to +350 nsec, see
Figure 58). This is complemented by die off-line requirements diat mere is a VINT signal (see Section
2.4) at less than 50 nsec from die pre-trigger (this is the hodoscope trigger for di-muons) and no other
VENT signal in me time windows

-1500 nsec £1 <, -50 nsec
+50 nsec £ t < +2000 nsec

These constraints overlap largely widi the on-line before/after protection, see Figure 56.

Particles spaced by less man a few nsec are not resolved by die scintillation counters and will therefore
be recorded as a single event, widi a total energy well above 450 GeV. The total energy spectrum
(Figure 57) clearly shows diat such events exist. We eliminate double beam particle events by
requiring that each event has a total energy less dian 550 GeV.

Halo

We try to reject halo by requiring mat diere be no signal from die large veto counter in (he window

-1500 nsec i t £ +1500 nsec.

The effect of diis cut is shown in Figure 59.

Fake interactions
Anodier class of events we wish to eliminate is formed by those triggered on noise in the beam scinul-
lation counters or for which the veto scintillation counter signal was not large enough to have die event
rejected on-line. Therefore we put off-line similar but somewhat tighter requirements than on-line on
me ADC signals from the beam, small veto and large veto counter.

Multiplicity cuts
Both events with a very small and a very large number of secondary charged particles are removed.
Events with less than 3 charged particles passing through the silicon pad array should not have been
accepted by die trigger system. This condition is reinforced at die software level. Events widi a very
large number of outcoming particles can not be reconstructed by the off-line software. The limit for me
number of silicon pad detector hits was set to 52. We also rejected events in which more dian 22 pads
of the scindllator pad detector recorded more energy man 2 minimum ionising particles would deposit.
These limits are very far above the number of hits generated by normal di-lepton events, which have an
average charged particle multiplicity of 11.

The combined effect of die above cuts is a loss of 14 % of both di-muon and di-electron triggers, see Table 2.
Events mat pass me above criteria are partially reconstructed, as described in die next paragraph.
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Secondary interaction protection
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Figure 56. Timing of interaction (INT) signals. The timing
distribution of interactions shows a spike at t - 0
which corresponds to the interaction we triggered
on, surrounded by gaps on either side due to the
on-line rejection of interactions shortly before
and after the triggered event (.before I after pro-
tection). The on-line protection is not sufficient
to ensure correct energy measurement and drift
chamber reconstruction, we therefore apply off-
line a stronger cut (shaded area).
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Figure 57. Flash ADC total energy. The total energy as
measured by the flash ADC system shows, apart
from the peak at the beam energy of 450 GeV. a
second peak at 800 GeV This peak is due to
beam particles which are not sufficiently sepa-
rated in time to be distinguished by the beam
counters. The apparent energy of the 2-particle
peak is lower than 900 GeV for reasons
explained in Section 2.10.5.
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Figure 58. Tuning of beam particle (B) signals. B triggers
less than 500 nsec after or 350 nsec before
another B trigger are rejected on-line. No further
off-line cuts are applied.
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Figure 59 Timing of VETO signals. The (mainly off-axis)
beam particles near the interaction we triggered
on. which occurs at t « -200 nsec in the figure,
are removed off-line. There is a short gap
around the interaction time because interactions
in coincidence with a signal from the large veto
counter are rejected at the trigger level.



3.4 Initial event reconstruction and candidate selection
Initial event reconstruction and selection was carried out on the events that pass the common event selection, and
serves to reduce the number of events for which the drift chamber tracks are reconstructed. This step consists of:

• For |!-p. and e-ji. events (and e-e triggers with at least two electron candidates) reconstruction of muon tracks,

using the MUREC program.

Di-muon (electron-muon) events are kept if at least two (one) fully reconstructed track(s) with a momentum of
at least 6 GeV are (is) found. Lower momentum panicles either curl up in the muon magnet or hit the muon
magnet yoke, and can therefore not reliably be reconstructed. Both like and unlike sign pairs are accepted.

The electromagnetic showers in the l l^AC are reconstructed if 2 muoo candidates are found.

• For e-e and e-u. events (and also for (i-ji events with two muon candidates) reconstruction of TRD tracks,
electromagnetic showers in the ULAC and tracks in the silicon strips in order to find the electron candidates.

Electron and e-.u events are kept if at least 1 electron candidates is found.

Table 2. Event statistics. The table summarises the event selection statistics for the 1989 sample An event is rejected it' it
does not satisfy the common event selection criteria After that, electron processing is done for di-electron trig-
gers. If two electron candidates are found, muon processing is done as well. The reverse, electron processing for
di-muon triggers with two muon candidates, is also done.

Trigger

e-e

H-M-

e-u.

valid interaction
(VINT)

random trigger

electron study

Events on tape

5.43 x If*-

4.23 x 10"

0.89 x 10"

0.083 x 10s

0.155x 10"

11.1 xlO"

Electron proc-
essed

4.76 x 10"

1.46x10"

0.85 x 10"

0.064 x 10s

0.146x 10"

9.61 x 10"

Muon processed

0.48 x W

3.71 xlO"

0.80 x 10°

0.077 x 10s

0.068 x 10s

1.06 x 10s

Vluon pair found

0.0037 x 10s

1.69x10"

0.022 x 10-

0.0046 x 10"

0.0002 x 10s

0.0075 x 10-

3.5 Photon reconstruction and selection
The ability of Helios/I to observe the photors Ln di-lepton events is one of the experiment's main assets since it
allows us to determine directly the level of the main background source in the low-mass region: r\ Dalitz decays.

Photons are detected as showers in the electromagnetic section of the ULAC (Section 2.10.1 describes the structure
of this device). Photon showers in this detector are narrow, usually 2 cm in radius and therefore almost entirely
contained in a matrix of 3 by 3 pads (a pad measures 2 cm x 2 cm). About 8 % of the total energy of the shower
teaks into the neighbouring pads and to the back into the hadronic section, a loss that is taken into account when
the energy of the photon is calculated. The photon showers used for di-muon studies' are tequired to (see
Figure 60)

• be reconstructed in both electromagnetic floors of the ULAC.

• be located in the fiducial area 10 <. rh=m <, 31.5 cm, which corresponds to an angular acceptance
25 5 6 <; 80 mrad.

' The frequency of pion induced showers with an electromagnetic-like structure is larger in di-electron events bi.:ause of the
trigger. Stricter lateral profile cuts were therefore applied in the di-electron study. The showers were also required to be at
least 6 cm apart, to make sure the electron and photon showers do not partially overlap. The effects of variations in selection
cuts were carefully studied and are corrected for when comparing di-muon and di-electron results.
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• have an energy above 2 GeV, well above the noise level of this detector.

• be at least 4.5 cm away from the nearest shower with ac energy of I GeV or more (dnoiral in the figure).

• have a narrow lateral profile, incompatible with early hadronic showers. This is achieved by requiring that at
least 10 % of the total energy is deposited in the first floor and that the shower radius in both floors (r.r,ml and
i v , in the figure) is less than 2.5 cm.

We do not attempt to distinguish photon and electron induced showers: only 2-3 % of the accepted showers in
di-tnuon events can be associated with a drift chamber track.

After applying the above selection criteria, a di-muon event has on average 3.1 photons.

Figure 61 shows the Y"Y mass spectrum made with the photons found in di-muon events. The it' peak is clearly
visible, the width of about 15 MeV illustrates the excellent energy resolution of the IL A C. The n is not observed
above the high background level at low transverse momentum because of lack of statistics.

Photon selection
8000

Two photon moss spectrum

Figure 60. Photon selection The figures show the photon
selection criteria. E(3 x 3) / E(5 x 5) is the
energy in the 3 by 3 matrix of pads surrounding
the shower divided by the energy in the 5 by 5
matrix. The other quantities are explained in the
text.

Figure 61 Y"Y mass spectrum. The mass spectrum of the
photon pairs found in the di-muon events shows
a clear re" peak, but the T[ is not visible.

3.6 Muon reconstruction
Muon reconstruction is done in 4 steps:

• Reconstruction of the tracks in the muon spectrometer

• Extrapolation of the tracks to the vertex

• Reconstruction of the tracks in the drift chambers

• Association of muon tracks with drift chamber tracks

Track reconstruction in the muon spectrometer is part of the initial event reconstruction, described before. Before
we discuss extrapolation of the muon tracks to the target (Section 3.6.6). we will investigate the energy loss in the
calorimeters (Sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.3) and the muJtiple scattering process (Sections 3.6.4 and 3.6.5). The recon-
struction process is completed by combining the information from the two spectrometers. Section 3.6.7.

J I



3.6.1 The absorber
The ULAC. BEAM and VETO calorimeters act as (hadron) absorber in the context of the di-muon experiment. An
ideal absorber stops hadrons but leaves muons almost undisturbed, and therefore combines a large thickness in
nuclear interaction lengths with a small thickness in radiation lengths. The first requirement is met admirably by
the Helios calorimeters which have a thickness of 12.7-12.9 interaction lengths, central and outer regions respec-
tively. However the main absorbing component. Uranium, has a particularly poor ratio of radiation length to inter-
action length (0.03) and gives the calorimeters a formidable thickness in terms of radiation lengths: 300-320. We
therefore pay a price for the full coverage by high quality calorimeters: multiple scattering.4 The large amount of
material also causes the onions to lose a sizeable amount of energy, 3.5-5 GeV, but this is less of a problem since
the energy loss can accurately be accounted for.

The composition of the absorber is listed in Table 3.

3.6.2 Correction for the energy loss of muons
Muons passing through matter lose energy mainly via the following four electromagnetic processes:

ionisation
Energy loss of muons through ionisation and excitation is an order a ; process described by the Bethe-
Bloch formula. Energy losses through ionisation depend only weakly on the muon energy. Approxi-
mately 95 % of the total energy loss of a 10 GeV muon traversing Uranium can be ascribed to this
process, at 120 GeV the fraction has dropped to 50 %. In light substances like hydrogen, ionisation
dominates all other processes by several orders of magnitude up to muon energies of 1000 GeV.

direct electron pair production
Direct production of e"e pairs in the vicinity of atoms is an order a4 process. The cross section for this
process has been calculated by S.R. Kel'ner and Yu. D. Kotov [36]. The importance of direct electron
pair production grows in fust approximation linearly with the muon energy and overtakes ionisation at
about 190 GeV in Uranium.

Bremsstrahlung

Although radiation of photons from muons in the neighbourhood of atoms is an order a3 process, it
contributes 30-50 % less than direct electron pair production. The original calculations for this process
were done by H.A. Bethe and W. Heitler.

Nuclear interaction

By this we mean nuclear interactions via photon exchange with the muon. This process is apparently
poorly understood but contributes for all relevant energies and materials less thjin 1 % of the total.

The energy loss via these four mechanisms has been tabulated for a variety of substances in [37. 38]. A correction
for the energy loss of muons in our experiment is obtained by first extrapolating the muon track from PC0-1-2 to
the Branson plane (see Section 3.6.6) from there to the virtual bending point in the MAGCAL assuming an energy
loss of 3.8 GeV and then to the target. Next, the energy loss for this trajectory is calculated stepping through the
materials listed in Table 3. Then the virtual bending point and Branson plane are recalculated and so forth until the
procedure converges, usually after two cycles. The total amount of energy lost ranges from 3.5 GeV upwards, as
shown in Figure 62.

The dominant energy loss process being ionisation. the fluctuations follow to good approximation a Landau distrib-
ution, with an additional tail due to hard scatters.

4 Helios/m has given up the simultaneous energy flow and di-muon measurement and uses an absorber made of A 1 O , which
has 0.1 radiation lengths per interaction length
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Energy loss of muons
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Figure 62. Average energy loss for muons. The energy lost
by muons when they traverse the calorimeter
system is about 3.5 GeV for the lowest energy
muons we accept and increases with energy. The
solid line is for muons that pass through the
outer (U/Cu) modules of the BEAM calorimeter,
the dashed curve for muons that go through the
central (U) module.

3.6.3 Energy loss measurements
To verify the procedure outlined above, we have compared the muon and drift-chamber momenta for correlated
tracks in the two spectrometers. To enhance the measurement precision, only tracks found in all 3 drift chambers
have been used for diis study. The average of the difference between the two momentum measurements.
Figure 64, is very small compared to the momentum resolution and follows the trend seen in calorimeter-out data
(Figure 34). This confirms our energy loss correction. The width of the difference. Figure 63. is compatible with
the drift chamber momentum resolution, which puts as upper limit on the energy loss fluctuations of 1-2 % of the
momentum.

Momentum spread

-1 .2 -

Systematic shift

Figure 63. DC momentum resolution in di-muon data. The
spread in the difference of the momenta meas-
ured in the drift chambers and in the muon
spectrometer (circles) is comparable to the drift
chamber momentum resolution (solid line). This
indicates that the multiple scattering process does
not lead to substantial fluctuations of the energy
loss in the calorimeters.

Figure 64. DC momentum shift in di-muon data. The sys-
tematic deviation between the drift chamber and
muon spectrometer momentum measurements, is
similar to that seen in data taken without
calorimeters. This indicates that the energy loss
in the calorimeters is properly corrected for. The
solid lines represent the momentum resolution.
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3.6.4 Small angle scattering formulae
Multiple scattering of a particle that traverses a block of matter of length L and representing RL radiation lengths,
is traditionally described in terms of a set of two variables: the displacement y and the deflection 0:

L

To compute y. 6 and the correlation between the two, we divide the block into a series of thin slabs. The slabs do
not necessarily have to be made all of the same material. The deflection in each slab is approximately distributed
according to a Gaussian distribution with a mean of zero and a standard deviation given by:

9 0 - 0.0136
Pp

(1 + 0.038 log RL+•...) (8)

where

q = absolute value of the charge
P = velocity of the particle
RL a thickness of slab in radiation lengths
p = momentum of the particle

We will set p = 1 and q = 1. We will in the following neglect the logarithmic term.5

Denoting by z the distance from the slab to the plane in which we measure y and assuming that the slab is suffi-
ciently thin, the distribution of y is Gaussian with standard deviation z 6b. Since y and 0o are fully correlated,
normally distributed quantities, it follows that dieir joint distribution is a bivariate normal distribution. The
covariance matrix is given by.

Using the convolution property of normal distributions [39]

N(H,, L,) * N(|i2, L,) = N(u, -t-u.,, ! , + £ , )

we find for the covariance matrix of the compound object

bsorher

dz
L(z)

(9)

s It is worth noting that because of the logarithmic term in (Si, the variances of y and 0 differ depending on whether one treats
a uniform block as one whole or as a compound of two blocks of half the thickness.
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where L(z) is die radiation length at a distance z from the point where y is measured, usually the end of the
absorber (not to be confused with RL in Formula (8)). Neglecting the logarithmic term in formula (8) introduces an
error of about 1 % in the integral - much less than the accuracy of formula (8) which is of tne order of 10 %.

The covariance matrix evaluated for our absorber and for y measured at z = 769 cm, taking the materials listed in
Table 3 into account, reads:

£.01 (0.0549 l l . 3 \

11.3 2960/

or

0.234
o\. =

54.4 p(0. y)
cov(9, y)

= 0.885 (10)

The accuracy of mese figures is of the order of 10-15 % (10 % for the precision of me expression for 6ti and 5 %
for the uncertainty in the material constants). The effect of energy loss has been neglected in die above calcu-
lations.

3.6.5 Multiple scattering data
The presence of drift chambers before the calorimeters enables us to measure me deflection, the displacement and
in principle also their correlation.

The deflection and displacement between the muon tracks in die drift chambers and the pre-magnet part of the
muon spectrometer are to good approximation Gaussian distributed and, see Figure 65, the width follows the 1/p
law expected for multiple scattering. The constants in (10) fully agree with the data. The small signal to noise
ratio (0.05-0.2 depending on the momentum) does not permit an accurate measurement of the correlation, the calcu-
lated value of 0.885 is allowed by the data. We have also verified that the correlation coefficient for y measured at
z = 563-567 cm, where the 6 and y should be uncorrelated according to Formula (9) is indeed compatible with

Multiple scattering

Figure 65. Multiple scattering measurements. The diagrams
show the deflection (top) and displacement
(bottom) between correlated drift chamber and
muon tracks. Both follow a 1/p law as expected
for multiple scattering and agree very well with
the calculations (solid lines) for the momentum
shown on the axis minus half the average energy
loss at that momentum.
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3.6.6 Extrapolation to the target
We will now apply the multiple scattering results to estimate the angle a at the target of a muon with track parame-

ters IP, y) behind the absorber.

0 m 5 m
Branson plane

y measuring plane 10 m

We will for this purpose assume that the cnuon does indeed come from the target. The most probable estimator for
a maximises

where z™*, is the point where y is measured. The solution can be written as:

(11)

with zi,r, also called Branson plane, an expression in terms of the material constants and zma , but independent of y
and p, located at 583 cm in our set-up for z™,, = 769 cm. This result simply states that we should extrapolate the
muon track to a fixed plane in z and from there via a straight line to the target.

The estimator (11) is not biased and has a variance that coincides with the Cramer-Rao limit, so that it is a
minimum variance unbiased estimator. A more naive estimator like ct' • y/z™ ,̂ has a standard deviation that is 3.8
times larger than 0 (0^) . This is confirmed by measurements.'1

Extrapolating via the Branson plane therefore drastically improves the angular resolution, the dominating term in rhe
mass resolution if one doesn't use pre-absorber track information. We have access to such information, and for us
the main benefit is the reduced ambiguity when matching pie-absorber tracks (i.e. drift chamber tracks) with the
muon spectrometer tracks.

11 The standard deviation of the estimator obtained by extrapolating to the plane of no correlation, located 20 cm upstream of
the z,,, is 1.8 % larger
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Table 3 (Page 1 of 2). Matter encountered by muons The table lists the obiects that have been taken into account for
multiple scattering and energy loss calculations. The energy loss Listed in the table is the most
probable energy loss calculated for 10 UeV muons The sums refer to panicles passing through
central and outer stacks respecuvely of the BEAM calorimeter

Object

Target wire

Silicon pads & strips

Drift chambers (averaged)

TRD

ULAC outer vessel

ULAC cryostat

ULAC electromagnetic

section

ULAC hadronic section

ULAC inactive Argon

BEAM calorimeter central
stack

BEAM calorimeter outer
stacks

Com position

Beryllium

Silicon

ceramic support

sense wires (W)

field wires (Cu-Be)

CO;

ethane

polypropylene

Xenon

Aluminium

stainless steel

Uranium

Argon

G10

Copper

stainless steel

Aluminium

Uranium

Argon

G10

Copper

stainless steel

Argon

Uranium

scintillator

PM base

Uranium

Copper

scintillator

PM base

Average
thickness

4 cm

4 x 300 |im

4 x 250 p_m

1 pjn

340 "JE

101 cm

25.3 cm

4.0 cm

14.4 cm

2 x 1.27 cm

2 x 0.23 cm

3.80 cm

14.16 cm

8.07 cm

0.14 cm

2.08 cm

1.0 cm

41.54 cm

60.36 cm

19.90 cm

3.80 cm

0.7 cm

3.2 cm

36.2 cm

31.25 cm

-

24.8 cm

19.0 cm

31.25 cm

-

Radiation
lengths

0.11

0.013

0.0094

2.9 x 10-1

8.5 x 10-1

0.0055

7.5 x 10-1

0.084

0.010

0.29

0.26

12.0

1.00

0.42

0.098

1.18

0.11

131.2

4.26

1.03

2.65

0.40

0.23

114.3

0.74

78.3

13.2

0.74

9

Inter-
action

lengths

0.098

0.0026

0.0025

1.1 x 10-*

9.5 x 10-1

0.0022

4.5 x I0-1

0.048

5.0 x 1O-1

0.065

0.027

0.36

0.167

0.152

0.0093

0.124

0.025

3.96

0.71

0.38

0.252

0.042

0.038

3.45

0.39

7

2.36

1.26

0.39

?

Energy
loss

<. 15 MeV

I.I MeV

0.65 MeV

10 MeV

15 MeV

8 MeV

234 MeV

1631 MeV

9 MeV

1225 MeV

1199 MeV
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Table 3 (Page 2 of 2). Matter encountered by muons. The table lists the objects that have been taken into account for
multiple, scattering and energy loss calculations. The energy loss listed in the table is the most
probable energy loss calculated for 10 GeV muons. The sums refer to particles passing through
central and outer stacks respectively of the BEAM calorimeter.

Object

VETO calorimeter
hadronic part (averaged)

lead curtain

Total

Composition

Uranium

Copper

scintillator

Lead

Average
thickness

12.97 cm

10.81 cm

16.22 cm

0.7 cm

Radiation
lengths

40.96

7.53

0.20

1.25

319.9/297.0

Inter-
action

lengths

1.24

0.718

0.38

0.041

12.9/12.7

Energy
loss

637 MeV

13MeV

3.76 GeV

3.6.7 Drift chamber matching
Matching the muons with drift chambers tracks, completes the rauon reconstruction. A muon spectrometer track
and a drift chamber track are declared to match if the following 4 conditions are satisfied:

1. the muon track extrapolated to the x-y plane at the target is not further than 75 cm away from the beam axis:

2. the distance at z = 300 cm between the drift chamber track and the muon track extrapolated using the procedure
outlined before (extension to the Branson plane and from there to the target taking the MAGCAL magnetic
field into account) satisfies:

d <; 50cm GeV
Pu

3. the momenta of the drift chamber track and the muon track satisfy:

I Pu " Pin-1 s 3°ix <Pu)

where am(p) is the drift chamber momentum resolution;

4. the charges are the same.*

Identifying (in particular spatially) correlated tracks is fairly straight-forward, as shown in Figure 66.

This procedure is powerful in rejecting interactions in the calorimeters and also in-flight n/K decays with a large
kink (eiicc,, > 1 mrad), for which the drift-chamber track is not likely to be reconstructed.

We do not however catch small-angle in-flight n/K decays, a class of events on which we trigger because the
minimum energy of our muons (6 GeV) is substantial compared to the typical energy of pions (10 GeV). Such
decays are not seen as kinks in the drift chambers, and the momentum difference between the n/K track seen in the
drift chambers and the muon track seen in die muon spectrometer is small compared with

When combining the information of me two spectrometers, we take the best of both: the angular information from
the drift chambers and the momentum as measured by the muon spectrometer.

Opposite charge pairs satisfying requirements 1 and 2 were used to study the combinatorial background to the matching cuts.
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Figure 66. Drift-chamber match. The spatial separation between muon and drift chamber tracks at z = 300 cm, divided by the
momentum is shown on the left. The vertical line indicates the cut described in the text, the shaded area shows the
track pairs that are correlated.

The spectrum of the momentum difference between drift chamber and muon spectrometer (right) is made up of 3
components: the random combinations (shown as a dashed line), the Gaussian peak of the genuine matches broad-
ened by resolution (dotted lines, added to the previous term) and the rc/K decay matches (remainder, inset). This plot
has been made using muons with a momentum between 12.5 and 15 GeV taken from di-muon events with two
spatially matching tracks. The vertical lines indicate the matching cut.

3.6.8 Merits of a 2-spectrometer approach
After correction for energy loss in the calorimeters and extrapolation to the target, we know enough about the
muons to make mass, r>r, y, missing energy etc. spectra. In the mass spectrum for instance, top row of Figure 67,
the J/V can clearly be seen. The shoulder at 750 MeV corresponds to the other vector mesons p, co and ()> which
are barely resolved - the mass resolution at this stage is approximately 100 MeV for masses around 1 GeV.

The n/K decay background, calculated as (this formula is discussed in Section 4.6.1):

vanishes above 3 GeV but accounts for more than 50 % of the di-muons below 500 MeV.

Using only the muon data, we can reduce this background by applying a target cut ('zV cut), as described in
[34. 40]. We define z2 as the weighted average of the points of closest approach to the beam axis of die two
muons. The dominant term in the accuracy of the closest point of approach is multiple scattering. After requiring
that z: £ 450 cm, second row in Figure 67, the n/K background is significantly reduced, in particular at low masses.

The effect of matching with the drift-chambers, bottom row of Figure 67. can be summarised as follows:

- depending on the di-muon mass, a loss of 50-80 % of the events that pass a target cut;

+ the mass resolution improves from 100 MeV to 30 MeV at a mass of 1 GeV;

+ a better rejection of n/K decays than can be obtained with a target cut.

After matching, the vector mesons p/to and (j> are resolved and have little background. This allows us to study their
production parameters, to measure p/co interference and also to normalise our data. Further, the reduced n/K back-
ground is a major advantage since, as we will see, this background is particularly dangerous in that it has a qua-
dratic multiplicity dependence, contrary to the mesons, but like lepton pairs produced through intermediate state qq
annihilation (see Section 6.1).
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Figure 67. Muon processing. The graphs show the di-muon mass spectrum at various stages of data processing. The di-muons
used for the top row come from reconstructibie events, those in the .liddle row passed in addition a zj cut. The
bottom row is made using drift chamber matched di-muons. The graphs on the left contain two curves: the mass
spectrum for opposite sign pairs (solid line) and an estimate for the rc/K decay background (dashed line, explained in
the text), The graphs on the right are the difference between the two. All plots have been made using the entire
1989 data sample.
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3.7 Punch-through
A large fraction (45 %) of the di-muon triggers indeed yield 2 fully reconstructed tracks with a momentum above 6
GeV. see Table 2. The di-muon trigger is therefore efficient at identifying events with two muons in me muon
spectrometer hut it can not tell whether the muons originate at the target. In fact, see Figure 68, the majority of the
muon pair candidates have an apparent vertex far from the target, often in the region where the calorimeters are
located. The peak at z = 740 cm and half width 35 cm is produced by interactions in the last part of the
calorimeters and of which me secondary particles are not absorbed, a process known as punch-through.

A striking property of punch-through is that it is correlated with a large hit multiplicity in PCO and PCI. me
proportional chambers before the magnet, but not necessarily in PC3-PC6. the chambers after the magnet
(Figure 68). This shows that punch-through usually produces low momentum particles that do not pass the magnet
and that can therefore not fully be reconstructed. Since the energy of these particles is neither measured in the
calorimeters nor in the muon spectrometer, the total energy measurement for such events is flawed.

Our charm measurement relies entirely on die ability to measure the total energy correctly and it is therefore of
great importance that punch-through events be removed. A vertex cut is not appropriate for this purpose since a
punch-through may well yield exclusively low momentum secondaries that are not reconstructed because they don't
pass the muon magnet. Such events can however be identified by meir high cluster count in PCO and PCI. We
discard an event if more than 5 clusters are found in any plane of PCO and PCI. The punch-through peak has
vanished after this cut as shown in Figure 68.

Punch-through events are also a nuisance for the study of di-muons witibout missing energy. First of all. me high
track multiplicity in PCO and PCI in these events prevents reliable reconstruction. Secondly, the punch-uVough
particles, mostly pions. have nearly 10 m to decay and cause an hodoscope coincidence. Finally, pions can. even if
they do not decay, cause a coincidence if they in turn punch uVough the iron wall.
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Figure 68. Apparent di-muon vertex. The graph on the left shows the apparent vertex of two fully reconstructed opposite sign
tracks found in the muon spectrometer. The solid line uses all events: a clear peak corresponding at the last inter-
action length of the calorimeters (shaded box) is seen. This peak vanishes when only those events are accepted that
have less than 5 clusters in any PCO and PCI plane (dashed line). The dotted line corresponds to events in which
both tracks find a partner in the drift chambers, and that satisfy in addition the above PC0/PC1 cut.

The distribution of the number of clusters in the planes of PCO and PCI has a long tail, which is absent in the other
proportional chambers. The tail is interpreted as punch-through
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3.8 Acceptance and efficiency correction
To correct for the detector efficiency and for the biases introduced by the trigger and by the selection and recon-
struction procedure, we have computed, using a Monte-Carlo technique, for di-muons generated on a grid in
(m. [>i y. 0). the probability that both muons fall inside the fiducial area:

20 £ 6 £ 60 mrad. p u £ 6 GeV. d1K 2 £ 1 cm

and that both muons are seen by the drift chambers, the hodoscope slabs etc.

Our acceptance depends on the azimuthal decay angle <|> because of the hodoscope construction. However neither
the target nor the beam was polarised, and we have therefore averaged over an isotropic <j> distribution.

The acceptance" changes as a function of pi are illustrated in Figure 69. The shape of these curves is easily
understood in terms of the drift chamber fiducial area cuts: at low masses and zero pi, both muons fall in the 10
mrad cone: with increasing mass both muons enter the efficient region. This explains the large spread in the
acceptance for DT close to zero. For masses around 500 MeV, fixed rapidity and increasing p-i. both muons are first
on opposite edges of the 10 mrad cone, then one of them falls in the cone and gradually moves across, until
eventually both muons are on the same side. At still larger p r , they will leave the 60 mrad cone. This leads to a
camel back shape.

The acceptance as a function of rapidity is much simpler, some examples are shown in Figure 69. With increasing
mass, the rapidity at which we have optimum acceptance shifts backwards, for reasons similar to those described
above. The acceptance at central rapidity is very small because of the momentum cut-off of the muon spectrometer.
At rapidities 2 and higher, at least one of the two muons falls in the 10 mrad cone. One should also note the close
correlation between the rapidity and the decay angle.

In view of the above, we have used the following mesh for the acceptance correction of our data:

m = 250. 300. 400, 500. 600. 800. 1000. 1500. 2000, 3000 MeV
p-, = 0 (0.1) 1 (0.25) 2.5 GeV

y = 0 (0.2) 2
cos(6) = -0.9 (0.2) +0.9

Each event is assigned a weight reciprocal to the reconstruction probability found by linear interpolation in the
mesh. In order to avoid excessively large weights, we will use for most purposes only di-muons that satisfy:

P-, £ 2 GeV
0.25 S y S 1.5 (12)
-0.75 £ cos(6) <S 0.75

The calculation of the reconstruction probability is done initially with 20000 events on each mesh point. If the
acceptance estimate from this sample is less than 10"1, the point is abandoned. Otherwise further blocks of 20000
events are generated, if necessary, to obtain a relative accuracy of 1 %.

H We will use the term acceptance in the paragraph for simplicity, what we mean is actually the product of the efficiency and
the acceptance.
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Figure 69. Di-muon pr and rapidity acceptance. The curves in the left hand graph show for various masses, as a function of pT,
the acceptance times efficiency to detect a di-muon at y=l that decays with an angular distribution of cos(6) <» 0.
They correspond to the masses 250, 300, 400, 500. 600. 800. 1000 and 1500 MeV. the bump shifts to higher pT with
increasing mass.

The right hand graph shows acceptance times efficiency curves as a function of rapidity for di-muons at
Pi = 500 MeV and cos(8) = 0. They correspond to the masses 250, 375. 500. 625. 750 and 1000 MeV, the point of
maximum acceptance shifts to lower y with increasing mass.

3.9 A look at the fully reconstructed data

3.9.1 Di-lepton mass and pT spectra
The mass and transverse momentum spectra as measured in Helios/I are shown in Figures 70, 71. 72 and 73. In the
following chapters we will try to identify the contributions from known sources to these spectra, after which we can
conclude whether there is an unaccounted source remaining. The processes considered in this study are listed
below, ordered by the mass region in which they are dominant, starting at high masses.

Drell-Yan

Charm

Most of the lepton pairs with a mass above the JAy are thought to be produced via the Drell-Yan
mechanism. In the intermediate mass region (m« <. m 5 mJ/¥) experimental data is scarce but reasonable
theoretical estimates still exist. Very little is known about this process in the low mass region
(m £ 1 GeV).

Semi-leptonic decay of charmed meson pairs contributes mainly in the intermediate and low mass

regions.

Lepton ic meson decays
Prominent features of the low mass region (m
and a strong threshold enhancement.

Most of the electron pairs near threshold can be attributed to y conversions and nP Dalitz decay. Dalitz
decays of i\, J\' and co are significant contributions to the low mass region for both di-electrons and
di-muons. The precise amount of r| is debated.

Decay of pions and kaons
Most of the muons we observe come from K -* jiv and K -» )iv decays. A like sign pair subtraction
will take care of diis background, if die pions and kaons are not correlated. Two-step decays like

m») are me $ peak, the interfering p and co resonances
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p - > / t n : -> u v^ |i v^

<t> -» K*K" -» H%n"vu

are treated separately.

Bremsstrahlung
At very low mass and very low transverse momentum, one expects a contribution from hadronic
Bremsstrahlung. The cross section of this process is controversial.

Anomalous pairs
After subtracting the above mentioned sources, several experiments are left with low mass pairs that
can not be attributed to any known source. Such pairs are usually referred to as anomalous, see Section
6.1 for further information.

When calculating the various background terms, we will take care to get the distributions in all kinematical vari-
ables right. This is important since several localised and potentially interesting effects have been reported:

• Anomalous pairs are usually seen at masses between threshold and 1 and at central rapidity but not at masses
above 1 GeV and not at forward rapidity.

• Direct photons have been observed only at high (more than 1 GeV) transverse momentum. Direct photons
should also occur at lower PT but are overshadowed by lepton pairs from meson decay.

• At least one experiment has seen a structure in the di-electron mass spectrum at twice the pion mass, inter-
preted as pion annihilation [3].
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Figure 70. Electron mass spectrum with like sign contrib-
ution. The e*e~ mass spectrum is shown by the
black dots, the e*e* and e~e~ mass spectra are
shown by respectively open triangles and open
squares.

Figure 71. Muon mass spectrum with like sign
contribution. The n*u~. 1**1** and | r j r mass
spectra are shown by respectively by black dots,
open triangles and open squares. Note that |rj**
pairs are more frequent than u~|r, partially
because of charge conservation, partially because
of acceptance.
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Figure 72. Electron pT spectrum with like sign
contribution. The e*e~ pT spectrum is shown by
the black dots, the sum of the e*e* and e~e"
spectra is shown by the full squares.

Figure 73. Muon pr spectrum with like sign con^iburion.

The (l*U", (1*11* and |i~(r pT spectra are shown by
respectively by black dots, open triangles and
open squares.
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4.0 Meson decay background

4.1 Introduction
In the preceding chapters, we have described how we obtained the experimental di-muon mass. p r and rapidity
spectra. We now turn to the interpretation of these spectra, with as main goal, the determination of the amount of
anomalous pairs.

Anomalous pairs are identified as the signal that remains after subtraction of the known backgrounds: leptonic
meson decays, charm decay and Drell-Yan. Leptonic meson decays (listed in Table 4) are discussed in this chapter
(method of subtraction) and the next (our meson measurements), the charm component is studied in Section 6.4.
Our results on anomalous pairs are the subject of Chapter 6.0.

Table 4. Decay modes. The table lists the principal non-charmed meson decay background terms

Type

Dalitz decay

Pseudo-scalar di-muon decay

Pseudo-scalar pionic decays

Vector meson di-muon decays

Dalitz-rt° decay

Vector meson rc/K decays

Decay

n -»ir|i~y

n' -> Wry

T[ -» Tfirrf1 -» ^l*^l-v^vllrt
0

p/u -» \i*\r

• -» ^+u-

J A f —* H*M-~

co —» (i.*n~rt°

p —> r t * ^ - » |j.+H"V|iV^

i|> - > K*K" - » [i*p.-vBV|x

Interest

Main low mass background

•

No good measurement yet

-

-

Interference, Br(to -»\i*pr)

Multiplicity dependence

Mass calibration

Form factor

-

-

-

The r|, r|', p. to and 4> mesons are produced with similar (pr, y) distributions, discussed in Section 4.2.2. Section
4.2.3 lists the production cross sections. After that, we will look at the relevant decay mechanisms: mainly Dalitz
decays for the pseudo-scalar mesons and di-muon decay for the vector mesons. Our calculation of the background
due to Dalitz decays is in part based on the vector meson dominance model (VDM) which is summarised in Section
4.3. The di-lepton mass distributions for Dalitz decays can be found in Sections 4.4.2. The mass distribution for
decay of non-interfering vector mesons is described in Section 4.5.2.1 while Section 4.S.2.2) is devoted to the
effects interference has on the combined p/co line-shape. The branching ratios for the various decay modes are
discussed in Sections 4.4.4 and 4.3.4. The chapter ends with a description of the pionic decays (Section 4.6).

We will pay particular attention to the Dalitz decay of the T\ since this is the dominating background in die low
mass region where anomalous pairs have been reported. The pr-spectrum of the n is a point of concern since most
experiments in the past did not have access to the region relevant to our experiment: pr £ 1 GeV and focussed on
large transverse momenta. Low pr data have only recently been published by the NA27 experiment. As a result of
the uncertainty in the pr spectrum, also die cross section of the r\ is controversial.
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4.2 Meson production parameters

4.2.1 Kinematics
In the absence of polarisation of both the target and the beam particles, die kinematics of die production of a
particle is fully described by the transverse momentum, pr, and the rapidity, y:

y- \ \

The term central rapidity refers loosely to the rapidity range - 1 <. y <. +1, higher rapidities are called forward.

The transverse momentum is invariant under Lorentz transformations along the z-axis. The rapidity however is
shifted by arctanh p (p is the velocity in units of c of one frame as measured in the other) and we have to specify
therefore the reference frame in which the rapidity is measured. All rapidities in uiis diesis refer, unless otherwise
stated, to the centre of mass system. The centre of mass rapidity is in our experiment (-\/s~ - 29.1 GeV) related to
die laboratory rapidity by:

+ 3.433

It follows from the above transformation properties that differential cross sections in terms of the two transverse
momentum components and the rapidity are Lorentz invariant. Using the Jacobian:

d(pr, <)>, y)

d(px. py. P7)

we find the following three equivalent expressions for the Lorentz invariant cross section.

da _ 1 da _ c d a

dpx dpy dy Pr dpr d(j> dy ^

The number of variables can be reduced to two if the ^-dependence of the cross section is irrelevant - and diis is
the case for us. Rewriting p, and py in terms of pr and the azimuthal angle <t>. and integrating over <j>. one finds:

E d3q _ 1 da

dp " K dpfdy

4.2.2 Production spectra
In order to estimate the background due to TJ, p, a>, r\' and (j) meson decays, we need their (pr. y) distribution in the

range 0 £ pi £ 2. 0.25 £y< 1.75.

4.2.2.1 The Bourquin-Gaillard parametrisation
The double-differential cross section d2a/d PT d y has been measured for the <|> meson; for the other resonances only
d aid pr and d aid y have been published for various rapidity resp. transverse momentum intervals. Most of these
spectra are, as we will see, well reproduced by the purely phenomenological Bourquin-Gaillard (BG)
parametrisation [41, 42],

Before we discuss the Bourquin-Gaillard parametrisation, we will have a brief look at two other, commonly used
types of parametrisations: power laws and mr-scaling. They are simpler, but not adequate for our purposes.

Power laws of die type predicted by QCD for quark-quark interactions

IL^H. (xTa,2pWT)
dp PT
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successfully parametrise the high-pr region (p r > 5 GeV, see for instance [431), provided the internal p r of the
quarks in the hadrons is taken into account [44, 45]. They can not be expected to hold at low p, since low pr
mesons, and in particular the light ones, are often the result of decay of heavier mesons. Experimental data shows
that these parametrisations break down below a pi of 3 GeV.

Several low-pi experiments [46-48] have noted that expressions of the types

A '; and ^ f 'E A « e and f « , .
dp dp e x p ( m , / T ) - l

provide a good description of the IOW-DT part of me differential production cross section of a variety of mesons (n,
K, p, co, p. f). Moreover, the free parameter (a resp. T) appears to vary little from meson to meson, an observation
known as mi-scaling. mT-Scaling, if valid, would be a powerful method to obtain for instance die r\ spectrum,
which is not well measured, from the if or rf* spectra, which are better known. Whilst mT-scaling does apparently
hold for the mesons listed above, it appears to be only approximate when relating the if and T| mesons, as shown in
Figure 76. This is not surprising since prominent decay processes producing low-pr n"'s, such as r| -» 3n°, have no
r| producing counterpart. This is confirmed by the NA27 data which suggests a steeper p, slope for the re0 than for
the r\.

A few plots in this chapter show for comparison the m, -scaled average of the K* and rr spectra, as measured and
parametrised by Alper et al. [49]:

dp "

We use the average of the K* and rr spectra as input for the mr-scaling procedure, and not the measured n° spec-
trum. The reason for this is that low-pr nP production is more enhanced by iso-scalar meson decays (e.g. r\ -» 3n?)
than low-pr r| production. The NA27 n spectrum indeed agrees better with the mr-scaled average of TC and TC data
than with m,-scaled 7t° data.

VI. Bourquin and J.-M. Gaillard have published [41, 42] a purely phenomenological parametrisation diat is accurate
for all mesons that matter to us:

(14)
dp

where:

The parameter A. which is particle dependent, is merely a normalisation constant and is of little importance to us.

The Bourquin-Gaillard formula equals zero on the boundaries of the kinematically allowed region. This is the main
reason why pr and y do not factorise. The major deficiency of die parametrisation is diat it has a cusp at y = 0
which is neither plausible nor supported by me experimental data.
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4.2.2.2 Experimental data for pseudo-scalars
The most extensive low p r data for the r| come from the NA27 experiment 150] which published 13 points of
d an/d pi in die range 250 MeV £ p, £ 1.7 GeV for x, i. 0.021. The same collaboration has also measured d a"/d y
integrated over p, (Figure 77 ). The AFS collaboration has published [51] three points at low pi bui the uncer-
tainty of their measurements is an order of magnitude worse than for NA27. these points are combined in our plots.
Finally. Helios has measured six r\/it' points for p, £ 1.5 GeV at central rapidity [521. The latter data can be trans-
lated into d a'Vd rvr using the NA27 measurements of the rf\

The transverse momentum spectrum of the r| has been measured by a variety of experiments at high p,
(pi 2 2 GeV) [43. 53-55], With the exception of [43]. all measurements are presented as X\/TC' ratios. We have
used a power law fit (13) to the rt' data from [56. 57] to transform these ratios into n spectra. The r) spectra
obtained from these r\/rt' ratios were jointly scaled to malch at pi = 3 GeV a Bourquin-Gaillard curve normalised on
the high pi data from Kourkoumelis et al. [43].

A compilation of the data sets mentioned above transformed to

dp] J dp

at \ s = 29.1 GeV. assuming the Bourquin-GaiUard parametrisation where needed, is shown in Figures 74 and 75.
The data has not been scaled to a common cross section. Bodi figures show for comparison also the Bourquin-
Gaillard and the mi-scaled Alper et al. parametrisations.

Both the low- and the high-p, measurements are adequately described by the Bourquin-Gaillard parametrisation. die
normalisation constant is the same in the two regions. The mr-scaled Alper et al. parametrisation also fits the data
well in the two pr regions separately, but requires slightly different normalisation constants.

The Bourquin-Gaillard parametrisation clearly provides a better description of the rapidity spectrum as measured by
NA27 uian the mr-scaled Alper et al. parametrisation, another reason for preferring the Bourquin-Gaillard formula.
(See Figure 77.)
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Figure 74. pr compilation for i\ (part 1). The plot shows a
compilation of pr spectra of the T| for the pr
range that is immediately relevant to us. The
parametrisations shown are those from Bourquin
& Gaillard and from Alper et al. with mT-scaling.
The Bourquin-GaiUard curve is normalised to
K/T\ = 0.55 at pr = 3 GeV.
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Figure 75. pi compilation for r) (part 2). This plot shows a
compilation of pt spectra of the r\ over a larger
range than the previous plot. We use these
measurements to estimate the cross section, as
explained in the text. Ail experiments detect the
X] in the YY channel.
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Figure 76. rj/rc" mT-scaling test. NA27 has measured both
the re" and the r\ pr spectrum. We have used this
data to test the mT-scaling hypothesis. The solid
lines are the NA27 parametrisations of tiie data,
the ratio of the n, and re" parametrisation is
shown in the inset.
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Figure 77. x\ rapidity compilation. The plot shows the
rapidity distribution of the f| as measured by
NA27. The solid line represents the Bourquin-
Gaillard parametrisation. the dashed line is the
rnT-scaled Alper et al. parametrisation.
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4.2.2.3 Experimental data for vector mesons
Much of the early data (< 1976), such as [58], has been used by Bourquin and Gaillard to fit their parametrisation.
More interesting therefore is the comparison of the Bourquin-Gaillard parametrisation with later measurements such
as NA27 [50], Antipov et al. [59] and Albrow et al. [60].

NA27 studies the reactions

P P

PP

p" X -> n V X

at -y's - 27.4 GeV, in the kinematical range pi ^ 1.8 GeV;, x, £ 0 for the p and pt <. 2.0 GeV'. x,. 2: 0.03 for the co.

Antipov e^_al. observe the p and to like Helios/I in the di-muon channel at low p, (pf £ 2.5 GeV:). but at lower
eneigy ( \ s » 11.5 GeV). and at large x, (xi. 2: 0.5). This experiment does not attempt to disentangle the p and co
contributions, nor do they have an absolute normalisation of the cross section.

Albrow et al. study p production at the CERN ISR at various values of yjs , we consider the measurements at 30.6
GeV.

The results of these 3 experiments are shown in Figure 78. Clearly, the Bourquin-Gaillard parametrisation
describes the shapes very well.

NA27 has also published rapidity distributions for the p and co, shown in Figure 78, which suffer from poor statis-
tics. The rapidity distribution for the p measured by Albrow et al.. shown in the same figure, consists of only 3
points per CM energy. Once more, the data is better described by the Bourquin-Gaillard than by the mT-scaled
Alper et al. parametrisation.
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Figure 78. p/co pT and rapidity compilation. The plots show do-/dpT and do/dy for the p and co mesons as measured by Anupov
et al.. AJbrow et al. and NA27. The scale of the Antipov et al. data is arbitrary. The parametrisations shown are
those from Bourquin & Gaillard and from Alper et al. with mT-scaling.
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4.2.3 Meson production cross sections
The inclusive production cross sections of most secondary hadrons appear to have a similar dependence on the
atomic number A of the target nucleus, hydrogen included [61], at least in the low-pi region in which the bulk of
the total cross section is located. Cross section ratios are therefore independent of the target nucleus. This is
convenient since we can only measure relative cross sections with our apparatus. Hydrogen is the target nucleus for
which the relevant cross sections have been measured most accurately; in view of the above, we will quote the p-p
and not the p-Be cross sections in this chapter.

Note: In case a measurement has been done at a different -^s dian ours, we list two cross sections: on tim left the
original result and on the right the same result transformed to our centre of mass energy, using the. Bourquin-
Gaillard parametrisation.

4.2.3.1 n° cross section

Kass et al. [621 measured in a 400 GeV p-p bubble-chamber experiment [621 a n" cross-section of:

a*™ = 142.3 + 6.2 mb (400 GeV; ajjf* = 147 ±8 mb (450 GeV)

Extrapolating the trend from lower energy data gives within errors the same result.

Also NA27 [501 has published a inclusive p-p inclusive if production cross-section at 400 GeV:

aV 2 " = 127.2 ±1.5 ± 3.2 mb (400 GeV) aY 2~ = 131 ±6 mb (450 GeV)

The much larger statistics of the NA27 experiment (~17000 n°'s compared to «<100 n°'s in [62]) leads to the much
smaller error, the result does however include a substantial extrapolation into die xh region that is not covered by
the NA27-spectrometer (xv S 0.006).

4.2.3.2 n cross section
Two hydrogen bubble chamber experiments, are often quoted in anomalous pair studies. Jaeger et al. [63] and Kass
el al. [621, using proton beams of 12.4 and 400 GeV respectively. They did not see an t| or T\' signal and give
upper liraits for the cross section:

a ^ < 0.5 mb (95 % CL, 12.4 GeV) o>jIL'gcr < 2.6 mb (95 % CL, 450 GeV)

a*""" < 7 mb (90 % CL, 400 GeV) a""58 < 7.3 mb (90 % CL, 450 GeV)

These low statistics results can now be considered superseded by die NA27 experiment [50] which observed about
180 r|'s in me Xp-range (XF > 0.021). NA27 reports a cross section extrapolated to the entire x̂  range of:

o\{ v r = 9.8 ± 0.6 mb (400 GeV) o \ j A r = 10.2 ± 0.9 mb (450 GeV)

An indirect way to estimate the r\ cross section makes use of the observation in high-pr T) and rc° studies
[43. 54. 551 that nW - 0.55 ± 0.05 at central rapidity for pr > 3 Gt V. Combining this result with the rf> cross
section from Kass et al. mentioned above, and assuming the Bourquin-Gaillard parametrisation for both i\ and rc°,
we find

a"(1 = 15 + 3 mb

The experiments have, for pr > 3 GeV, failed to observe the increase of T\/rt° with increasing p, predicted by the
Bourquin-Gaillard parametrisation. The ciuss section therefore depends on the calibration point of the Bourquin-
Gaillard curves. The error takes this into account. Using me n° cross section of NA27 instead of that of Kass et
al.. would lower the estimate of the n cross section by almost 2 mb.

The above estimate relies on a measurement of the T\ and rt° cross section at relatively large p,, where production is
thought to be dominated by direct quark-quark and quark-gluon interactions. One may therefore question the
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validity of an extrapolation to die low pv region, which gives the largest contribution to the total cross section, and
where both the r| and the re" are frequently decay products of more massive resonances.

We conclude from the above estimates that die n production cross section is likely to be in die range 10 to 15 mb.
This is not good enough for a precise study of anomalous pair production, and therefore stresses the importance of
measuring directly die n Dalitz decay.

4.2.3.3 r)' cross section
Bubble chamber measurements of the n' cross section do not seem to exist, but die TI'/TI" ratio at high r>, is known
and amounts to 0.9 ± 0.25 [64]. Using die procedure oudined for the r\. we find

a"" = 5.0+1.5 mb

4.2.3.4 p cross section
The inclusive p cross section has been measured by several experiments, see [60, 65] and references dierein.
Interpolating at ys =29.1 GeV, the p cross section comes to:

This agrees well widi the recent NA27 measurement [50]:

o-pA2~ = 12.6 ± 0.6 mb (400 GeV) o ^ A r = 13.2 ± 0.7 mb (450 GeV)

4.2.3.5 to cross section
Cross section measurements for die co are scarce at our energy. The NA27 experiment [50] lists the co cross section
as:

CT^2" = 12.8 + 0.8 mb (400 GeV) a*A2" = 13.4 ± 0.9 mb (450 GeV)

Diakonou et al. [64] quote an co/n° ratio at high pr_of 0.87 ± 0.17. From this, using me Bourquin-Gaillard
parametrisation, die inclusive co cross section at -y s = 29.1 GeV is found to be:

o™ = 10 ± 2 mb

Several experiments have tried to determine the p/co ratio; the results are all compatible widi unity, but cluster
around 1.1. The cross sections should indeed be nearly identical in view of die quark contents of die particles. The
slight difference is due to me r\' -» py and <j> -» pn decays. Similar decays exist for die co but are isospin sup-
pressed, or, in me r|' case, have small phase space when a n° is substituted for the y.

4.2.3.6 <t> cross section
From die compilation [60, 65] and references dierein, we find for -\/s =29.1 GeV:

acomp = O 9 ± o . 2 mb

NA27 [50] reported:

aJ'A2~ = 0.62 + 0.06 mb (400 GeV) a£A2~ = 0.65 + 0.06 mb (450 GeV)
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4.3 Quark assignments and the Vector meson Dominance
Model
We use the vector meson dominance model (VDM) to calculate the form factors and therefore also, indirectly, the
branching ratios. Vector dominance calculations make frequent use of the quark composition of the mesons. The
quark composition of the mesons will also be needed in the discussion of p/co interference.

4.3.1 Quark composition of the pseudo-scalar mesons
The (u, d. s) pseudo-scalar nonet decomposes under SU(3) symmetry in an octet and a singlet. The quark assign-
ments for the n iso-vector triplet in die octet reads:

n* = ud

rt" = —U(uu-dd)

n~ = ud

The kaoQs form the two iso-doublets. Both the octet and the singlet contain an iso-scalar.

n = —L- (uu + dd - 2ss)

fj' = —4^ (uu + dd + ss)

SU(3) symmetry is broken in practice and the observed r\ and T\' are not the pure states mentioned above. Instead
they are a mix of the two states:

( cos 6p sin 6,. \ / cos 9p sin 9p \ - / -2 cos 0p sin 6p \
— ^ -J- luu + I H jJ- Idd + I =.— jJ- I

\6 \3 / \ V6 V3 / V V° V3 /
in 6p cos 9i. \ ( sin 6p cos 0u \ - / * -2 sin

rJ-^—pJ- luu + I — ~ + —,=?- Jdd + I p

= ^ Iss
(15)

The mixing angle is currently thought to be 6p « -MP, with a large uncertainty [66].

4.3.2 Quark composition of the vector mesons
The structures of the vector and pseudo-scalar nonets are identical. The spin-1 analogues of the pions are called p
with the same quark assignment. The vector counterparts of the T) and r\' are the $ and the to respectively. The
observed 4> and co are again mixtures of the pure states. The measured angle 6v » 35° is much larger than 8,. and
compatible with the ideal mixing angle, for which the <t> becomes a pure ss state:

co = — = - (uu + dd)

V 2 (16)
<t> = s s

This is not the whole story: co has a non-zero branching ratio into T?TC and must therefore have a p admixture.
Reasons for this are given in [67].

4.3.3 The vector meson dominance postulates
The vector meson dominance model" postulates two things

It is not clear who introduced the vector dominance model. One of the earliest applications is probably the calculation of the
co decay rates by Gell-Mann. Sharp and Wagner [68].
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Photon-hadron interactions proceeo via * transition of the photon to a vector meson, which then undergoes a
hadronic interaction (or vice versa, as in the case of Dalitz decays). Intermediate states other than the vector
mesons, and direct photon couplings are assumed not to contribute. The diagram below illustrates this mech-
anism: an r\, which has anti-parallel quark spins, emits a photon aligning the quark spins. The resulting state is
identified with a vector meson. The vector meson converts to a virtual photon, which in turn converts in a
muon pair.

Thus the amplitude A of an electromagnetic interaction A -»-yB is written in the VDM as:

A-WvB= £
V = p, in.

Where

m\ = mass of the vector meson
fv = width of the vector meson

i

e my
= photon coupling to the vector meson

t 1 ~}

q" = ( p v - p H r = Pv

2. The VDM further postulates that relation (17) not only holds for q: near the vector meson poles but for all q;.
and hence that AA - VB varies sufficiently slowly with q;. In practice, this assumption only holds for q: > 0.

We will, in this thesis, stick to the simplest version of the VDM in which only the p. to and <(> vector mesons are
taken into consideration. In isospin invariant processes involving pions. such as co —> n?\i*\T, only the p qualifies.

There is no reason within the model to exclude the radial excitations of the p. co and $ (such as co(1390), p(1450),
co(1600), (|>(1680) etc.) [69]. If the T) and r\' have substantial charm contents, the J/ty should be taken into account
as well. However, in our main application, the calculation of the time-like10 part of the form factors, higher mass
resonances have little impact on the result.

4.3.4 Coupling of vector mesons to photons
Since all vector mesons involved in the VDM are neutral, only vertices of the type:

q q Y

play a role. These are proportional to the charge of the quark. Hence we need to know only the quark composition
of the vector mesons in order to compute their photon couplings. Referring to (17) for notation, and taking the sum
over the quark charges with weights as in (16), we find for the quantities g"::

10 Explaining the space-like region of the a> form factor, for instance, does require that the p(1450) is included.
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op scu 0$

This compares well with experimental data derived from e*e" diffraciive production studies:

-V : -i- : -L
Of) 8(t) Of})

: = 8.1 ±1.1 : 1 : 1.75±0.22

4.4 Pseudo-scalar decay

4.4.1 Decay modes
Single Daiitz decay is basically a 2 y decay mode where one of the v's is virtual and converts to a lepton pair:

If both gamma's convert, one speaks of Double Daiitz decay:

Di-lepton production is a variant of double Daiitz decay where an /* from one / and an t from the other y are
contracted.

The diagrams below illustrate the three processes.

Q •

" < ^ .

Single Daiitz decay.

, ^ "

q 1. •

•.. c

Double Daiitz decay.

q KIJ^V i

Di-lepton production.

4.4.2 Di-lepton mass distribution
Daiitz decays have been the subject of extensive theoretical research since the process was suggested in 1951 by R.
H. Daiitz [70]. N. Kroll and W. Wada [71] were probably the first to derive expressions for the lepton pair mass
distribution in various conversion decays. They find the following formula for single Daiitz decay of the r\;

The observed di-lepton mass spectrum deviates from the Kroll-Wada distribution by the so-called electromagnetic
form factor. Measurements of the form factor, reviewed in [72], are usually parametrised with a single-pole
formula inspired by the vector dominance model.
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F = 2 " 2 (18)
A — mrf-.-

Since the p has the lowest mass and the strongest photon coupling, one might expect that the p pole dominates.
We will see below mat also the a> and <t> can contribute because of strong hadron couplings.

Currendy. the most accurate measurements in the time-like region come from me Lepton-G experiment [73. 74]:

A^.r t . -v = 0.72 ±0.09 GeV
(19)

A is close to the p mass for both r| and x\'. The single-pole parametrisau'ons (18) with the above values for A are
shown in Figure 79 as solid lines.

Both results are compatible with die CELLO measurements in die space-like region [75]:

%-»(!» = °-8 3 9 ± O 0 6 3 °eV
V - ^ V Y = O'794*0-044 °eV

Instead of using the above measurements of the form factor, one may calculate mem in die framework of die VDM:

F = i y Wv
I V = p, (o. *

The weights, wv, are obtained by estimating the transition probability under photon emission between r\ (or T|') and
die vector meson. The emission of a photon on one of the quark lines is essential: neglecting this vertex would
give transition amplitudes that are zero, as they should be because angular momentum would not be conserved.

Since die form factor is normalised to 1 at q2 = 0. the weights have to be determined up to a common factor only.

In a first approach, we assume that a fully fledged vector meson is formed after photon emission. Oscillation
between the vector mesons p <-» co <-> <|> is assumed to occur before me conversion into a photon. For this picture
and using die pseudo-scalar quark assignments as in (15) with pseudo-scalar mixing angle 9p = W, the weights for
T) Dalitz decay are:

V2 \ V<> V3

.il^LJ.0.14 (20)

- -0.39

with Qu. Qd and Q, the charges of the u, d and s quarks respectively. Similarly, one finds for the T|' the values:

«' I I / sin 0p cos 6

w = — —— (Q — Qd) I —=—h —1=-

w£ = - L -4=- (Qu + Qd) ( - ! ^ - + . - ^ j E - ^-0.078 (21)

_->.=", A_ ™C O~ -0 .22
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The form factors obtained with these weights are the dashed lines in Figure 79.

If oa the other hand photon emission and subsequent vector meson transition are treated as a single process in
which die vector meson has die same quark composition as the pseudo-scalar, we find die expressions:

n 1 , •• -.. / cos 6u sin ft. \ „ .„
*P - 4 - (Qu-Qu) ( -f-—f- 1-0.30

\2 \ \6 \3 /

\6 \3

^ m - ""^' 1 - -0.33

and for the if:

wir

The dash-dotted lines in Figure 79 correspond to these estimates.

Although the individual weights differ substantially in die two approaches, die resulting r\ form factors are similar
because only die p pole matters and because of me normalisation condition at q : = 0. The agreement wim exper-
imental data is excellent, see Figure 79.

The difference between die two estimates of die T|' form factor is substantial since wg'/wlJ' > > wJJ'/wSf and bom
mp £ mn' and m , £ m,,.. Measurements of die T|' form factor for m«<mra are difficult because die ca/p —> u*ur peak is
superimposed on die ta and p poles of the r\' form factor. It is not clear dierefore which of the two approximations
is best. We will use die 'orthodox' VDM results (20) and (21).

The results of our calculations of die T| and r\' form factors differ considerably from those of N. S. Craigie [76],
plotted as dotted lines in Figure 79. These estimates don't agree widi the experimental data.
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Eta form factor Eta prime form factor
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masB [GeV] ° i mass [GeV]

Figure 79. r( and tj' form factors. The data points are the form factors for r| and i\' Dalitz decays as measured by the Lepton-G
collaboration. The various curves are described in the text.

4.4.3 Angular distribution
The initial decay, r| - • yy\ is (assumed to be) an L =0 decay, the angular distribution should therefore be isotropic
since T\ and r\' are both (pseudo) scalar states. Conservation of angular momentum requires the spins of the real
and of the virtual photon to be anti-parallel. The virtual photon can not have helicity zero since this is not allowed
for the real photon. The second step, y' -» t*t has the spin-parity structure

(-L-L
U 2

The states of positive and negative helicity of the virtual photon (or vector meson) yield identical angular distrib-
ution for the muons in the zero-mass limit for die muons:"

i 2

f(8)« hV, H+ rt|
2 4- hCn-,,,12 = ( yd+cose))" + ( i - ( l -cos0)y = l+cos28 (22)

It follows that the angular distribution should be close to 1 4- cos:9 at large di-muon masses, where the muon mass
can indeed be neglected, but that deviations should become visible close to threshold. This is confirmed by more
detailed calculations [71]:

f(6) = ( l+cos : e ) + (2mu/m)2(l-cos28)

4.4.4 Branching ratios
Single Dalitz decay is a well established decay mode for both the r\ and i\'. The branching ratios for ubese decays
can be obtained by integrating the di-muon mass distribution, see for instance [77]. Provided the form factor is
taken into account, the calculations for the i\ are in good agreement with the measurements. The situation for the
TI' is not clear, mainly because the form factor of this particle is not accurately known in the neighbourhood of the
p/co pole.

11 The helicity of the particle is shown as subscript
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Double Dalitz decay has been seen for rc° (into e*e-e*e-) but not for ri and TI' (neither into e*e-e+e-, nor into
p.+u.-u.*u.-). The expected branching ratios are the square of the normal Dalitz decay branching ratios, assuming that
the two -y's convert independently, and should therefore be negligibly small.

The branching ratios for di-lepton production have the structure [78, 79]:

« I —— I x logarithmic termsBr(n,

The lepton mass squared makes tfiese branching ratios vanishingly small for electrons and diese decays have indeed

not yet been observed.

It turns out that the imaginary part, in contrast to the real part, of the matrix element for r\ -> ̂ *|r, can be calcu-
lated exactly [77, 79], This leads to a lower limit for the branching ratio, sometimes called uru'tarity limit, of
Br(n, -»|i*|i") 2 3.1 - 4.0 x 10*, depending on the form factor.

B. D. Hyams et al. [80] have first reported the di-muon decay mode. Using the currently accepted r\ -» yy
branching ratio of 0.389, their result is BrtTi, -> u+(T) = 2.3 + 0.9 x 10" \ Also R. I. Djhelyadin et al. (Lepton-G)
claim they have observed this decay [74] with a branching ratio of 6.5 ± 2.1 x 10"", 3 times smaller than the value
reported by B. D. Hyams et al.'s. The recent measurement of this branching ratio at Saturne Q [81. 82],
5.6!S - (stat.) ± 0.5 (syst.) x 10"*. support the Lepton-G result.

In conclusion, it appears that Br(n -> u.*|i-) > > FBt(r\ -> u*uru,*n-) and that Bitn -> \i*\r) is at least and order of
magnitude smaller than Br(n —> \i+)i~y). We will dierefore neglect double Dalitz decay in the following. The main
branching ratios are listed in Table 5.

Table 5. Pseudo-scalar branching ratios. The table lists the Dalitz decay branching ratios for the n and r\' mesons. The 4
calculations of the single Dalitz decay branching ratios are respectively for (F=l) no form factor, (pole) a form
factor with a pole at the position given in (19), (VDM 1) and (VDM 2) the two sets of vector dominance form
factors we calculated before.

Decay
mode

YY

ITU.-Y

r| measured

3.89 ±0.05x10-'

l.ltOAxlO-1

not seen

6.5 + 2.1 xlO-o or

23+9x10"°

r| calculated

input

2.15xlO-'(F=l)
3.22 x 10-1 (pole)
3.17 xlO-1 (VDM 1)
3.13xlO-'(VDM2)

6.2 ±1.6x10*

S 3.1x10-"

H' measured

2.17 ±0.17 xl0- :

1.06 ±0.27x10-'

not seen

not seen

r|' calculated

input

0.372xlOJ(F=l)
5.41 x 10-1 (pole)
0.823 x 10-1 (VDM 1)
1.74 x 10-1 (VDM 2)

1.29 ± 0.67 xl0-T

not calculated
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4.5 Vector meson decay

4.5.1 Decay modes
The vector mesons mainly contribute to the |i+ |r mass spectrum through their di-lepton mode:

V -> /*/"

This decay mode is essentially trivial to handle, except for the interference of die p and co mesons which we will
discuss in Section 4.5.2.2.

The CD has an additional decay mode that is relevant to us:

a> -»7 t " / + r

A similar process probably exists also for the p and ij) but the branching ratios are likely to be small (see Section
4.5.4).

Both processes are illustrated in the following diagrams:

q

p u if \

q y

Di-muon decay.

. /
y

/VWVWWV:;

q

Dalitz-n? decay.

+

4.5.2 Di-lepton mass distributions

4.5.2.1 Vector meson line shape
The line shape of non-interfering vector mesons has been calculated in detail by G. J. Gounaris and J. J. Sakurai
[83], We use a simplified version of their result, in which only those terms are kept that matter close to the mass
of the vector meson. This is justified since we will fit the resonances only near their peak.

cGS,_. N

nip - m2 - imp rp-\j (m2/4 - m2.) / (rn^/4 - m2,) (mp/m)

N is a normalisation constant.

The Gounaris-Sakurai line shape is fairly similar to an S-wave Breit-Wigner (or Lorentz) curve, as illustrated in

Figure 80:

^ m - m v + i r v /2
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The main difference between the two formulae is the shift of the peak position, about 14 MeV for the p. The
difference is negligible for narrow resonances like the co. where the line shape is dominated by mass resolution.

Breit-Wigner and GounariaSakurai Mixing two Lorentz curves

— r r r c
di-muon mass [GeV]

I I H S! U I S K
di-muon maaa [GeV] O|»

Figure 80. Vector meson line shapes. The figures illustrate the line shape expected for the normal di-muon decay of a vector
meson (left) and for the di-muon decay of two interfering vector mesons (right).

Variation of the interference angle a changes both the. height and the position of the combined p/co peak. The
curves with the highest top have a close to 0, those with the lowest top have a - it. A solid line indicates 0 S a S rc,
a broken line it £ a £ 2re. The graphs have been made using the branching ratios of p and to decay into e*e' and for
a realistic mass resolution.

4.5.2.2 Interference of the p and co
The shape of the peak around 800 MeV results from the production and decay of two mesons, the p : (the super-
script zero indicates the particle is not charged, we will drop the zero in the following) and the co which have
identical quantum numbers apart from isospin. The difference in isospin makes that one of them, the p which is
member of an iso-triplet. decays preferentially via rĉ rr whereas the other, the to which is an iso-scalar. decays into

However, the w also decays 2.2 % of the time via into TTATT. This suggests that the co is mainly the pure iso-scalar
state we discussed before, but with a small admixture of p isospin-1. Reasons for this can be found in [67]. The p
does appear to be pure since the 3-pion branching ratio of the p is known to be small (< 1.2 x 10"4).

Because of the presence of an exchange channel between p and to. 7t*rr is the most important one but there are
others like n°y, interference can occur. Several experiments have demonstrated this effect is indeed present, the
most extensive study in the rt*7r channel to date was probably done at Novosibirsk at the VEPP-2M electron-
positron storage ring [84].

Interference should also affect the other common decay channels, for instance into di-leptons. This decay mode is
particularly interesting since the interference angle is expected to be large [85]. Since we will use the p/co peak for
calibration purposes, we must understand the relation between the cross sections of p and co mesons, and the con-
tents of the combined p/w peak seen in |i+|r. As we will see. the visible part of the combined cross section can
both be larger and smaller iian the sum of the cross sections, depending on the phase. A side result of our study
will be a determination of hi'.m -» |i*jr). a branching ratio that has not been measured before.

The combined line shape of the p and co should be proportional to:

F2(m) = (|Fp(m) + R F,,,( }) x Ei:fl(m) (23)
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Where Fp. F,,, are the normalised line shapes of the pure mesons. R is a complex quantity related to the cross
sections, the branching ratios, a^ is the mass resolution, £elT is the experimental detection efficiency and acceptance.
The latter two quantities are fairly well known from respectively a study of the <|> and from acceptance/efficiency
Monte-Carlo's. The phase of R is called interference angle, we will use the symbol a for it.

Remains the interpretation of R. We will draw extensively on the work of David Horn [85], who considered p/w
interference for diffractive production, e.g. photoproduction. The main difference is the ratio of the p and a> cross
sections which is 3 in his case (ratio of photon couplings) and approximately 1 in our experiment (measurement).

With the notation:

Br(q)

Br(p -> fl~) ai>

Expanding R in e, a parameter defined below which is related to the off-diagonal element of the mass matrix, one
finds in leading and first order:

R = rHrro + E (Yryr,,, + rHrrn) (rn + V ^ , , rHr)

- r o ( r H r + E -y/Tp/T,,, )

We have translated the photon couplings' : which occur in David Horns expression for R into branching ratios and
F's using the relation [69]:

T v Br(V -> / T ) <*
gv

R is therefore in leading order, neglecting a 5 % correction for the mass difference and assuming the cross sections
are equal, simply the square root of the ratio of branching ratios. R may already be complex at this stage due to a
phase difference at production time. This phase is probably not well-defined in our case because of the multitude
of processes that lead to p and co. However, as shown by the second line of (24). a phase between the cross
sections factors approximately out.

The expansion parameter E is a function of the mass matrix elements (see [86] and references therein):

£ = -=-: r ^ r-=r „ .... '25)

Using that the product of branching ratios is largest for decay into nn, the various parameters in (25) can be shown
to be approximately equal to:

Mp(l,« -6.4 ± 2.5 MeV

I",,,,, « >/Br(co -* n*nlBr(p - » r t ^ i r , , , ^ , » 5.3 ± 0.7 MeV

which leads to a value for E that is largely imaginary:

e-0.097 ±O.O33e':i5±'"5

The variation of R with Br(a> —> \i*\r) is shown in Figure 92.

i : The photon coupling constants in David Horn's paper are written as g. but they are proportional to m/g: in our notation
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Figure 80 shows the combined line-shape of the p and the co for various values of the interference angle a. The
shift of the peak position, a quantity that is fairly easy to measure in our case, turns out to the a sensitive variable
to measure the interference angle with. The changes in normalisation will be important when computing cross
section ratios. The two effects are illustrated in Figure 81.

-» NORMALISATION
•10

-' PEAK POSITION
•10

* t "
Interference angle [rad] Interference angle [rad]

Figure 81. Interference angle. The graph on the left shows how the total visible cross section of the two interfering vector
mesons changes as a function of the interference angle. The plot on the right shows the position of the maximum of
the combined p/co peak as a function of the interference angle.

4.5.2.3 The Oalltz-n0 mode
N. Kroll and W. Wada's paper [71], gives an expression for the di-lepton mass spectrum for a Dalitz-like decay
with recoil against a massive particle such as the re0." This formula can be shown to be equivalent to:

dp

An important point is the form factor, which has been measured by the Lepton-G collaboration. A single-pole fit to
their data, see Figure 82, gives:

\ , - . . u V * l > = > O - 6 5 ± O - O 3 G e V

which does not agree with the vector dominance model, which tries to describe the form factor by the p(770) pole
alone, so that A = <np. Also the part of this form factor above the co mass has been measured by the INP exper-
iment at VEPP-2M. This data is. like the lower 4 points from Lepton-G. in good agreement with a VDM predic-
tion which takes ths p(77O). the higher iso-vector resonances such as the p( 1600), and the iso-vector part of the co
into account, see [72].

We conclude that this form factor is still controversial.

" We have coined the term Dalit: it' decay for a radiative decay with internal conversion and recoil against a it'. The Dalitz
decay of the re" is something entirely different.
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Omega form factor

Figure 82. Form factor for Dalitz-rc" of the co. The form
factor for Dalitz-71" decay of the co as measured
by the Lepton-G collaboration (data points) disa-
grees with the simple VDM prediction with only
a p pole (dashed line). The solid line represents
the single-pole fit.
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mass [GeV] ^

4.5.3 Angular distribution
The angular distribution of the muons from the pure di-muon decays is not known in our case since we do not
know the production polarisation of the vector mesons.

For the Dalitz-n0 decay of the co, much of the discussion in Section 4.4.3 holds, except that the polarisations of the
virtual photon is not constrained. The angular distribution is therefore a weighted sum of (22) and the term for
decays from a helicity zero state:

|Yo

4.5.4 Branching ratios
Di-muon experiments have sofar been unable to disentangle with good precision the relative contributions of p and
oo in their combined peak. Antipov et al. [87] have published a di-muon branching ratio for the p, exploiting
dissociation of IT into rr|i*U" on a Cu nucleus. The muon pair is in this process mainly produced through a p
meson as the same authors demonstrated earlier [88]. Comparable data for co does not seem to exist.

The Dalitz-n0 mode for co has been observed both with electrons and with muons. Such a decay has not yet been
seen for p and <|>. Looking for guidance at the rrP-y branching ratios, which are about 2 orders of magnitude smaller
for p and ty than for co, and comparing the Tt°|i*M." and n°y branching ratios of the co, one expects a Dalitz-rc°
branching ratio of the order BKp - • H+H-7t°)»9 x 10"7. B r (P ~* l^*l^"n°)-1.5 x Hh6. The main branching ratios are
listed in Table 6.
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Table 6 Vector meson branching ratios. The table lists the branching ratios for p, o and $. All data taken from [66].

Decay mode

e*e-

mi-

e+e-n"

rn
e'eti

\T\n\

P

4.44±0.21xl0-5

4.60 ± 0.28 xlO-s

7.9 ±2.0x10"'

not known

not known

S.SiOJxlO-1

not known

not known

CO

7.07±0.19xl0-5

not known

8.5±O.5xlO-:

5.9+1.9X10-1

9.6 ± 2.3 x 10"s

4.7!?,; x 10-1

not known

not known

S.lltO.lOxlO-1

2.48 ± 0.34 x 10-4

1.31+0.13x10-'

S1.2X10-1

not known

1.28 + 0.06x10--

1.3^x10-

not known

4.6 Hadron decays and meson decays via pions
Decays of charged hadrons. pions in particular, are a major source of muons. The discussion of the background
induced by hadron decays is split in two parts: first the muon pairs from uncorrelated parents, secondly the muon
pairs from pion pairs that are the decay products of one meson, such as the p.

4.6.1 Uncorrelated hadron decay background
From the work of Francpise Gibrat-Debu [34] and Gilles Beaudoin [35], we know that the number of opposite-sign
muon pairs resulting from the decay of uncorrelated hadrons. is related to the number of like-sign hadron pairs by:

= 2R-\/N(|iV)N(nV) (26)

where n is related to the charged particle multiplicity by

multiplicity = 2n + 1

The only assumptions made to derive this equation are: charge conservation14 and absence of correlations.
Kinematical effects are neglected. One is therefore not a priori allowed to apply (26) per (m, pr. y) bin: Since
positive pions tend to be more forward than negative pions. one expects to find that the like-sign mass spectrum is
shifted towards lower masses with respect to e.g. a mixed-event opposite-sign mass spectrum. Such an effect is
small in our data because we have a narrow rapidity acceptance window around y = 0, but the effect can be
observed.

Other problems with formula (26) are:

• the spectrometer acceptance and efficiency is not accounted for;

- the difference in trigger acceptance for like sign and unlike sign pairs is neglected;

• since the silicon pad has only limited acceptance, we do not have a reliable measure of the multiplicity.

We have therefore computed R15 as a function of mass. PT and rapidity [32] for events generated with the PYTHIA
5.6 generator [89]. PYTHIA was asked to generate mainly hard QCD processes, and we have verified that the multi-
plicity, pr and rapidity spectra generated, agree with experimental data. The agreement is in general excellent, the
only exception is for large multiplicities. Figure 86. but this disagreement is harmless since 'R' is constant and «1
in that region. The results are shown in Figures 83, 84 and 85.

14 The formula shown is for a Final state charge of +1 (pn). a similar equation can be derived for a final state charge of +2 (pp).
15 This R is not to be confused with the R that occurs in the discussion of p/co interference.
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Figure 83. Mass dependence of the R factor. A calculation
of the dependence of the R factor on the mass,
using pvnilA 5.6. (Plot taken from Reference
[32].)

Figure 84. pT dependence of the R factor A calculation of
the dependence of the R factor on pT, using
I'vnnA 5.6. (Plot taken from Reference [32].)
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Figure 85. Rapidity dependence of the R factor. A calcu-
lation of the dependence of the R factor on y.
using PYTHIA 5.6. (Plot taken from Reference
[32].)

Figure 86. Multiplicity of the generated events. The multi-
plicity of the events generated with I'vniiA 5 6
(asterisk) agrees well with the experimental data
(open circles) for multiplicities up to 8. R
rapidly approaches I at still higher multiplicities,
and the discrepancy is therefore harmless. (Plot
taken from Reference [321.)
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4.6.2 Correlated pion background
The correlated badron decay background comes primarily from p decays in which both pions decay before the
absorber.

We assume the first stage of this decay is isotropic, the second stage should follow the distribution derived before
(22).

Smaller correlated hadronic decay terms come from, mentioning only the main decay modes for each particle:

• ij> -» K*K- with a branching ratio of 0.495 ± 0.011.

• $ -> prc with a branching ratio of 0.129 ± 0.007,

• n -» rcVrrc0 branching ratio 0.236 ± 0.006 and

• r\ ->Tt*rr-Y branching ratio 0.0488 ±0.0015.
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5.0 Experimental study of mesons properties in Helios

In the previous chapter we studied the decays of the r\, p, at, T\' and (t> mesons, with a view to estimating their
contribution to the di-muon spectra. We will use these results in Chapter 6.0 on anomalous pair production.

In this chapter we will present Helios measurements of some properties of these mesons. Most of these results are
important mainly because they show that we indeed understand the acceptance and efficiency of the experimental
setup. A few however are original (e.g. Br(u> -»\xf\X")) or high quality measurements (e.g. dop/jdrn) in their own
right.

Vector meson kinematics (Section 5.1.1)
We begin this chapter comparing the p, and rapidity distribution of the vector mesons with the
Bourquin-Gaillard parametrisaiion.

Interference and Br(« -> |i*u.-) (Section 5.1.4)
•Although p/co interference by itself is well established, measurements using the di-lepton channel -for
which the interference angle is expected to be particularly large- are scarce. The interference study
leads to a first estimate of the branching ratio Br(a> -> \i*yr).

Multiplicity dependence (Section 5.1.5)
There is evidence diat the fy and J/if are produced with an unusual multiplicity dependence in ion colli-
sions. We will try to determine whether a similar effect is present in p-Be collisions.

Pseudo-scalar meson kinematics (Section 5.2.1)
A check of the PT spectra of the pseudo-scalars is important since we wish to put upper limits on the
production of high-pr pairs, thought to be related to direct photons.

Form Factors of pseudo-scalar mesons (Section 5.2.2)
The measurement of die r| decay form factor is a good test for the photon detection efficiency.

Br(n -> | ru r ) (Section 5.2.3)
The decays of pseudo-scalar mesons into di-muons (P -» |i+ | r) are suppressed, and r\ -> jru.- has sofar
been seen by only 2 experiments. If we apply strict clean-up cuts, we see a him of this decay and we
can derive a rough estimate of the branching ratio.

Cross section ratios (Section 5.J)
The 4>Ap + <a) ratio in p-Be is a reference point for studies of (|> meson production in ion collisions.
Pseudo-scalar mesons constitute, via Dalitz decay, the main low mass background and it is, in view of
our effort to determine whether anomalous pairs exist or not, crucial we understand the level of this
background. One quantity in this context that can easily be compared with other experiments is the
r)/(p + co) ratio.
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5.1 Vector mesons
Since we wish to use the vector mesons for calibration purposes, we must be sure we understand the acceptance
and detection efficiency for mese particles. The kinematical parameters of die (j) meson have been measured with
great accuracy and the <b would therefore be a good test case, but unfortunately the n/K decay background under me
<t> is not fully understood. Moreover, the b statistics are poor (100 events inside the acceptance window).

5.1.1 p/co Kinematical parameters
With 1150 events in the mass peak, the p/co is better suited. The good statistics combined with die small back-
ground enable us to measure both da/dpf and da/dy over the full range of our acceptance for these particles,

(Pr £ 2.5 GeV, 0.2 5 y ^ 1.8)

Prior measurements exist only for

(200 MeV <. p., <; 1.5 GeV. 0 S y £ 3.5)

(27)

(28)

Our measurements of do/dpr and da/dy. shown in Figure 87, agree with these (Figure 78), thus giving confidence
ia our efficiency and acceptance correction in the region of overlap between (27) and (28).

Given the quality of our measurements, it is probably more reasonable to mm the argument around and accept the
acceptance and efficiency measurements we apply. Doing so. we can confirm the Bourquin-Gaillard
parametrisation for die domain (27).

Like Antipov et al. [59], we do not separate die p and co contributions. We will come back to this point in Section
5.1.4.

p/co Transverse momentum

in

'E

T5

b

10

10

p,2 [GeV'r

p/to Rapidity

0.25 0.5 0.75 1.25 1.5 1.75 2

y [units]

Figure 87. p/(o pr and rapidity measurement. Our measurements of the combined p/co spectra are shown in this figure. The
clashed histogram represents the Bourquin-Gaillard parametrisation.
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5.1.2 Distribution of the p/co decay angle
A priori we do not know in which heiicity state the p and co are produced, and do not know therefore what distrib-
ution to expect for the decay angle. Unfortunately. Helios has poor acceptance for low momentum electrons and
muons and can therefore not measure accurately the distribution at large I cos 0 I. Our results, shown in Figure 88.
favour a 1 +• cos :0 or flat decay angle distribution, but do not rule out a 1 - cos :0 distribution.

p/co Decay angle

0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Figure 88. p/co decay angle distribution. The measured
decay angle distribution, without correction for
acceptance and efficiency, for the combined p/co
peak is consistent with 1 + cos28 (dotted line),
flat (solid line) and 1 - cos26 (dashed line). The
flat and 1 +• cos!8 distributions are slightly
favoured.

5.1.3 <{> transverse momentum distribution
The transverse momentum distribution of the (j> is compared with the Bourquin-Gaillard parametrisation in
Figure 89. The agreement is good, but one should keep in mind that the background under the <|> is not fully
understood.
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Figure 89. <)> transverse momentum distribution. Our meas-
urements of the pf spectrum agrees well with the
Bourquin-Gaillard parametrisation, shown as a
dashed histogram.
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5.1.4 Branching ratios and interference

5.1.4.1 Introduction
The branching ratio Br(co -»\i*yr) has, contrary to for instance Br(p —> H*H~), Br(<j> -» H*H") and Br(J/vf -» H*(r) not
yet been measured. The lepton universality hypothesis predicts that Br(ca -> p.*p.-) is apart from a correction for the
difference between electron and muon mass, equal to Br(co -»e*e"), a quantity that has been measured at electron
storage rings. This correspondence of branching ratios has been verified for the p, fy and JAy vector mesons
(amongst others).

Br(co -»p.*Ji") is difficult to measure since the co overlaps and interferes with the p; disentangling die two reso-
nances therefore requires an excellent mass resolution and high statistics. Br(p -» n+ur) has been measured by
Antipov et al. [87] exploiting isospin suppression of the co in the jr-dissociation reaction TTCU -» 7rLu(i+ |r.
Isospin suppression of the p could be achieved via coherent dissociation with iso-scalar beam particles but these are
not available.

Br((o -> |i*n~) is of interest to us since this quantity is used to estimate the contribution of the co -» \ iyrn? decay to
the low mass di-muon signal. The p/co interference angle is also of importance to us since the cross section equiv-
alent of the combined p/co peak, which we wish to use for calibration purposes, can be up to 40 % larger or smaller
than the sum of the p and to cross sections, depending on the interference angle.

In the following, we will first discuss the background under the interfering resonances. We will then give an
overview of the parameters with which we try to describe the line shape and the background, and finally we will
attempt to determine Br(co -> |i+|r) using two complementary methods:

By comparison with the p
Using the formalism developed in Section 4.5.2.2. we will try to determine the branching ratio from a
fit to the combined p/co mass peak, using published values for op . a,,, and Br(p -» \x*\ir).

By comparison with the $
Owing to its small natural width, and thanks to our good mass resolution, we can determine the non-
interfering contribution of the co with a reasonable accuracy. The co branching ratio follows from a
comparison with the <t>. which is clearly visible in our mass spectra; literature values for a*. am and
Br(<j> -» |T | r ) are used in the calculation.

5.1.4.2 Background
The background under the interfering p and co peaks is made up of uncorrelated n/K —»fxv decays, '..harm decays
and p -> 7i*7r decay. The shape of these backgrounds is fairly well known, but the uncertainty in their level (see
Table 8) is large for the present purpose. At slightly lower masses, from 400 to 647 MeV. the dominating back-
ground is the co -> n*|rn° decay. The high mass tail of this decay is strongly enhanced by the form factor, but the
precise location of the pole, and hence also the shape of this contribution, is a matter of debate (see Section
4.5.2.3). Given these uncertainties in our absolute estimate of the background under the p/co peak, we prefer to
describe the background by a polynomial.

We do not constrain the polynomial during the fit of the peak for the following reasons:

• In view of the broadness of the p (Fp <• 149 MeV). the background polynomial can only be constrained by the
H Dalitz decay region (m < 300 MeV) and the high mass region (m > m*). The background composition in
these regions is different from the background composition under the peak, and there is therefore no reason
why a polynomial fitted to these two regions should be an accurate representation of the background under the
peak.

• The amount of pure p found when using a constrained background polynomial, depends on die order of the
polynomial and on die mass region used to constrain the polynomial. Fitting a polynomial near die p. for
instance, results in an underestimated amount of pure p because the p line shape outside the peak is easily
approximated by a low order polynomial.

• The uncertainty in die background should be reflected in the errors on the fitting parameters, in particular the co
branching ratio. This is most easily achieved by including the polynomial in me fit.
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We will use a 3ri order polynomial that is initially fitted in the mass ranges 400-600 MeV. 900-1000 MeV and
1100-1500 MeV but that is left free during the final fit. The effect of varying the order of the polynomial will be
included in the systematic error.

Another method to estimate the background consists in combining the |X* from one event with the |i~'s from a series
of other events ('mixed event background'). This background suffers, however, from severe shortcomings:

• correlations in the background are not taken into account;

• the pair spectrum contains a large, narrow peak from p/co decays which reflects in the mixed event background,

and we have not used it for the study presented below.

5.1.4.3 Fitting parameters
We parametrise the line shape of the combined p/to peak as described in Section 4.5.2.2, Formula (23). The
complex number R is a function of the two parameters we wish to determine, the interference angle a and the
branching ratio Br(co -» \i.*\r). We will in the following also parametrise R in terms of die interference angle a and
the amounts of non-interfering p and co. n,, and n,,,:

To simplify the formulae, we will also use the notation:

When fitting the experimental data, we have to fold in die mass resolution and we have to allow for a calibration
error in the mass scale. We therefore have a total of 5 unknown parameters, in addition to die free parameters of
the background, i.e. 4 in die case of a 3rd order polynomial.

5.1.4.4 Interference angle, mass scale, mass resolution
Three of die fit parameters, the interference angle, the mass scale and the mass resolution, can be determined
wimout performing an interference fit to the p/co peak. Calculating these parameters 'dixecdy' is useful because this
allows us to check the fitting results, but also because this reveals some of die correlations between the parameters.
This exercise also gives a good feeling for the systematic uncertainties.

The most tangible effect of a variation of a is a change in the position of the maximum of the mass distribution,
see Figure 81; in die following we will merefore estimate me interference angle a from die peak position. Since
the shift of the top is small, we are extremely sensitive to the mass calibration. A study of the (j> and JAy reso-
nances shows that our mass scale is between 2.4 ± 0.3 % (fy) and 3.3 ± 1 % (JAy) too high, me errors are due to me
asymmetry of the ij) and JAy mass peaks. Scaling the di-muon masses down by a factor proportional to me mass"1

and equal to 1.024 at 1 GeV, we find that the maximum of the p/co mass peak is located at:

. 776 ±3 MeV

Since diis value almost coincides widi die minimum peak position in Figure 81 for reasonable values of
Br(p -» H+(X"), me solution for a is widiin errors unique:

a = 2.0±1.2rad

where die error is almost exclusively due to the uncertainty in the calibration of the mass scale. The difference
between this result and the decay phase calculated in Section 4.5.2.2. is the production phase:

16 We believe the mass shift is largely due to an error in the calibration of the current in the muon magnet.
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From the phase a we can calculate the visible fraction avb of the nominal cross section a*>m. see Section 4.5.2.2:

Our best estimate of the mass resolution in the 1 GeV region comes from the width of the <)> mass peak:

23.8 ± 2.7 MeV at m = m,,,

Variations In fp and f10 result in changes in the width of the p/w mass distribution which are comparable with the
uncertainty in the mass resolution (see also Figure 90):

K , / " - 3 MeV for 0.2 S fp i 0.8

The width of the p/a> mass distribution is therefore not a suitable measure of f», instead the fit will have to rely on
the much more subtle changes in overall line shape.

5.1.4.5 co Branching ratio, using the p for normalisation
In a first attempt to determine the co branching ratio, we try to extract R from a fit of the line shape. We use the
following procedure:

1. we do a series of fits, each with a fixed fp and fa, and use these to study the systematics and to determine the
minimum of X~\

2. the polynomial background is initially fitted as described above, but the parameters of the polynomial are left
free during the rest of the procedure;

3. the mass resolution is assumed to be proportional to the mass and is left as a free parameter in the fits;

4. the mass in the fitting formula is multiplied by a constant factor, which is initially set to 1.024 but which is a
free parameter in the fits;

5. all particle masses and widths are fixed at their nominal Particle Data Book value;

6. the n -> |i*|i" and 4> peaks are fitted simultaneously with the p/co. in order to constrain die mass scale and the
mass resolution;

7. the cross section and branching ratio of none of the particles involved (n. p. co. $) is constrained.

Figure 90 shows how the fitted values of the mass resolution a^J.1 GeV). the mass scaling factor, the contents of
the combined p/u peak and the interference angle a vary with fp. The interference angle, the mass resolution and
the mass scale found by the fit agree with the results we obtained in the preceding Section. Also the expected
correlations are clearly visible. For instance. a,a decreases with increasing fp. An interesting point is that, although
the peak contents increases with fp because the background polynomial becomes more shallow, nM remains almost
unchanged. We will make use of this in the next paragraph.

The x: of the fit has a broad minimum at fp - 0.4 ± 0.2. statistical error only. Changing the mass range over which
the fit is done, including or not r) -> \i*\r in the fit and changing the degree of the background polynomial, all shift
the position of die minimum. We estimate the systematic error to be jfti, and indeed some fits for fp = 0 are
acceptable on visual inspection. We can however exclude fp > 0.7, which leads to die following lower limit on the
co branching ratio:

Br(co -> H*|LO > 2 x 10'5 (29)

The large uncertainty in the branching ratio is mainly die result of the following two circumstances:

• we can not separate the p and the background because we do not know the background sufficiently well;

• we do not have a sufficiently accurate measurement of the mass resolution.
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Although not satisfactory, this result does have some value because no lower limit for the branching ratio has sofar
been published, only an upper limit [66] which is consistent with (29),

Br(a) -» n+n") ^ 1-8 x 1(T* (30)

The compatibility can also be seen in Figure 92.

5.1.4.6 Q} Branching ratio, using the <j> for normalisation
Although we can not determine n,, with reasonable accuracy, n,,,« 1000 and is fairly constant in the fits. An upper
limit can also be obtained by counting the number of events in the p/co peak above a linear or quadratic background
fitted to the mass distribution in 100 MeV wide regions next to the peak:

n,,, < 1150

The lower bound of nM corresponds with fp = 0.7, the largest value for which the fits can reproduce die experimental
mass distribution,

n,,, > 800

The number of events In the 4» peak is:

n^ = 190 ± 1 0

The branching ratio Br(co —> u.+|i~) c a n be related to Br(((i —> |i*u.~) through the equation:

Br(co -> n V ) = Br(<t> -» H V ) * TfT x 7T- * IT"
"<j> " i l l ' ' in

Inserting the literature values for the cross sections am and a* (see Section 4.2.3), the detection efficiencies rimes
acceptances E,,, and E, as calculated with a Monte Carlo program, and the numbers of events listed before, we find:

Br(co -> H+|i~) = 6.1 ± 1.9 x 10"5

We estimate that a correction for interference may increase this value by up to 10-15 %. Our result is compatible
with the upper limit (30) quoted by [66] and is comparable to Br(co -» e*e") = 7.07 ± 0.19 x 10"\ The main con-
tributions to me error are. in order of importance:

• 20 % uncertainty in the ratio of the $ and co cross sections;

• 20 % systematic error in the number of co's;

• 14 % error on Br((t> -» u.+H");

• 7.5 % uncertainty in the efficiency and acceptance, largely due to the lack of knowledge on the distribution of

the decay angle.
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Fitting results

-22000
21600!

Figure 90. Results of the interference fits. The graphs
shows how •£ Bnd * e various free parameters in
the fit change as a function of fp.

p-u FIT WITH INTERFERENCE

0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4

Figure 91. Interference fit. The graph shows the p/co mass
region in detail together with the interference fit
described in the text. The excess at 550 MeV
can conceivably be ascribed to the r\ -»|ru.-
decay.

-» Behaviour of R
•10

Figure 92. Computed and measured value of R. The
markers correspond to the values of R computed
with Equation (24) for various values of
Br(cu -> n*|r). The circle shows R for
Br(co -> e*e") = Br(co -> HTl"). Br(co ->(ru.-) has
been varied up and down in steps of 10 % for
the smaller markers. The solid line corresponds
to the favoured, measured value of R varying the
phase. The dashed lines show the 1 standard
deviation error intervals, statistical error only in
the case of the measurement.

5.1.5 Multiplicity dependence
Inclusive meson production in p-Be collisions is generally assumed to be proportional to the charged particle multi-
plicity of the event, or equivalently proportional to the transverse energy ET since Er is proportional to the multi-
plicity as shown in Figure 93. A famous exception to this rule is the ET dependence of JAy and 4> production in ion
collisions. The NA38 experiment at CERN has shown [90] that JAy production decreases with increasing Ex.
(^-Production on the other hand appears to increase faster than linearly with increasing E; (NA38 and Helios/IQ, not
yet published).
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Both effects have been interpreted as signatures of the formation of a quark-gluon plasma (see references [91-951).
In view of an alternative explanation in terms of nuclear effects, it is important to investigate whether a similar
behaviour is present in interactions of protons with a light (e.g. Be) target.

The multiplicity dependence of the reconstruct jn efficiency is difficult to estimate in our setup. We have used the
following two techniques to bypass this problem:

Like sign pair normalisation
Since the reconstruction efficiency at a given multiplicity is similar for like sign and unlike sign pairs,
we can use the like sign pairs, which have a quadratic multiplicity dependence in view of their combi-
natorial nature, to normalise the multiplicity dependence of the signal (i.e. the data after subtraction of
the like sign background) in the same kinematical region. Such a study, presented in Section 6.?.,
demonstrates that p and to production is, as expected, proportional to the event multiplicity.

Ratios of meson production
The reconstruction efficiency as function of mass in our experiment is apart from an overall multiplicity
dependent scaling factor, almost the same for all event multiplicities. The ratio of e.g. dajdn and
dOfJda is therefore largely independent of the reconstruction efficiency. We normalise on the p and co
since we already know they are produced in amounts proportional to the event multiplicity.

The multiplicity dependence of 4>/(p + co) is shown in Figure 94. Although the errors are large, there is an indi-
cation that <t> production increases faster with multiplicity than p/co production. The same is observed when
normalising to like sign pairs. Figure 103. We therefore conclude that <j> production increases more than linearly
with the event multiplicity, like in ion collisions. The effect is not likely to be due to kaon pairs produced in
association with the i))'s as shown in Figure 94. The Helios di-electron data. Figure 95, is not conclusive.

Surprisingly, the JAj/ also has a tendency to increase faster with multiplicity than the p/co. contrary to what is
observed in ion collisions. However, this increase is due to the increase with multiplicity of < pr(JA|/) > and there-
fore of the acceptance, see Figures 96 and 97. (The average p-r of the pAo and the <t> do not vary with multiplicity.)
This relation between pi and E r is known for nuclear targets at high pT [96] but not for light targets like Be and at
low r>r. Unfortunately, our statistics are too poor (15 JAy's) to draw conclusions.
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Figure 93. Er-multiplicity correlation. The multiplicity is
proportional to the transverse energy as measured
in the electromagnetic and hadronic sections of
the ULAC and in the Box, Wall, Beam. Veto and
MAGCAL calorimeters. The transverse energy
seen in the muon spectrometer is independent of
the multiplicity, the slight drop seen in the graph
is due to the lower efficiency at high multiplicity.
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Figure 94. Multiplicity dependence of $/(p+<o). di-muon
data. (^-Production increases faster with multi-
plicity than p/io production. The ratio has been
corrected for acceptance and efficiency. The
dashed line is what one expects for (^-production
proportional to the multiplicity - 2. i.e. if each ij)
is accompanied by 2 kaons. Our average multi-
plicity is approximately 10.

Figure 95. Multiplicity dependence of ij>/(p+co), di-electron
data. Within the statistical errors, <(i and p + co
production are found to be proportional in di-
electron data.
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Figure 96. Average pr and y as function of multiplicity.
Whereas the average pT and y of the p/o) and of
the (j) are independent of the multiplicity, both
the average pr and the average y of the JAe
change with multiplicity.

Figure 97. Average pt and y as function of mass. We
observe the J/y at an average pT that is about 1
GeV larger than the average pT of the p. u> and
<t>. An interesting point is that the p/u> and <f
have a slightly larger average pr and y than their
background.
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5.2 Pseudo-scalar mesons

5.2.1 pT spectrum of the n
We observe a clear n -> \i+pry signal for pr(|a

+H"y) > 750 MeV, and we see no peak for p, smaller than 500 MeV.

There are two reasons for this:

1. the signal to background ratio improves with increasing p,;

2, we have little acceptance for the tnuons at low pT of the r\, as illustrated in Figure 99.

As a result of this, only approximately 25 % of the r| Daiitz decays responsible for the low mass di-muon signal,
can be identified in the H|iv channel. It is not surprising therefore that the uncertainty in the transverse momentum
spectrum of the n is the dominant systematic error in the low mass background estimate.

The pi spectrum of the r|'s that we can fully reconstruct, agrees well with the Monte-Carlo predictions based on the
Bourquin-Gaillard parametrisation, as shown in Figure 100. This agreement is significant because it strengthens
our conclusions on a potential high-pr excess of lepton pairs (Section 6.0).

The n' signal becomes visible at pr(|i*H~y) > 1.4 GeV. as illustrated in Figure 101.

5.2.2 Form factors of the n and n'
For pr > 850 MeV we have measured the form factors. The results, shown in Figure 98. although not conclusive
for lack of statistics, are consistent with the vector dominance form factors used in our generators.

Form factor check J Form factor check

o
o

in

0.2 0.24 0.28 0.32 0.36 0.4 0.44 0.48 0.52

rry,,- [GeV]
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Figure 98. r| and r\' form factor check. For pT > 850 MeV we can check the form factor of the r\ and T\' generators. The
generator in this case uses the VDM form factors discussed in the previous chapter. The black points are data, the
open triangles are averages of the Monte-Carlo over the same bins as the data points.
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Figure 99. Detection efficiency and acceptance for the i\. The dashed and dash-dotted lines represent the acceptance times
detection efficiency (called efficiency in the plots) for di-muons and photons from i\ Dalitz decays respectively. The
dotted line shows the effect of the di-muon trigger. The product of the above three terms is the solid line.

77-pT from Dalitz decay

1.6 2 2,4
pT ( l V T tGeVl

Figure 100. pT dependence of the observed T| Dalitz
decays The graphs show the number of TI
Dalitz decays seen for 5 pT intervals, corrected
for acceptance and efficiency. The dashed and
solid histograms corresponds to the Alper et al.
and Bourquin-GaiUard parametnsarion.

Figure 101 High-pT Hgy mass spectrum For transverse
momenta above 1A GeV one starts to see in
addition to the TI. also the TJ' and perhaps also
the T|(1440). formerly called 1(1440) This plot
has been made requiring in addition
230 < m((jr(r) < 600 MeV in order to eliminate
the reflection of the p/ra —• u.*)jr mass peak.
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5.2.3 x\ di-muon decay
Only a few experiments [74, 80, 82] have sofar presented evidence of the higher order rare decay n -> \i.yr. The
mass spectra of two of these are reproduced in Figure 102. The n peak m rae Lepton-G data is hardly convincing
because the width is not compatible with a credible mass resolution in this experiment. B. D. Hyams et al. show a
peak that looks genuine, but this experiment relies heavily for normalisation on data from other experiments (the
validity of which is nowadays questioned [72]).

Although we have a comparable mass resolution and better statistics than the two experiments mentioned above (20
resp. 30 events are attributed to this decay), we see only a marginal signal of (see Figure 91)

r^ = 150 ± 5 0

events. L'sing the <j> -> \n*yr channel for reference, we find a branching ratio:

Br(n-»nV) = 2.6 ± Uxl0~s

.Alternatively we can use the r\ -> [t\ry decay for normalisation, which leads to a compatible result. Our result
agrees with the value 2.3 ± 0.9 x 10-' reported by B. D. Hyams et al. [80], but not with the value 6.5 ± 2.1 x lO".
found by Lepton-G [74] nor with the measurement at Saturne n [81. 82], 5.6$- (stat.) ±0.5 (syst.) x 10"". The
branching ratio we find is substantially larger than the unitarity (lower) limit (see Section 4.4.4). It has been argued
however that the branching ratio should be close to the unitarity limit (see references in [72, 74]).

<u

o
. B. D. Hyams et al.

Phy». Loll. 2980969)129-131

J2 12

c
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0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
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Lepton-G
Phys. Lail. 979(1980)471 -472

[GeV]
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m(jLt+M") IGeVl

Figure 102. Di-muon decay of the n,. The graph on the left is a reproduction from [80], the first observation of the n -»u*|
decay. Lepton-G also claims to see this decay [741. their data is shown on the right.
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5.3 Cross section ratios
Cross section ratios are one of the simplest, and also most direct, ways to compare our results with those from other
experiments. For the anomalous pair study, the r\ cross section is an extremely important quantity. We find:

r— = 0.51 ± 0.06 (not corrected for interference)

The error stems largely from the statistical and systematic errors on the number of 1's. With a 15 % correction for
interference (See Section 5.1.4), we obtain:

- ^ — = 0.43+0.05

The ratio should further be reduced by 10-20 % if the distribution of the p/co decay angle is flatter than 1 + cos :6.
Our ratio should be compared with the NA27 [50] result:

= 0.385 ±0.033
V\2" \

V + <*,

Anomalous pairs studies often refer in this context to the result obtained by J. Bartke et al. [97]:

This ratio is not compatible with our measurement, nor with the NA27 data. It should however be borne in mind
that experiment [97] was performed with a rv beam and at much lower energy (16 GeV).

The ratio of <j> and p/co cross sections times branching ratios, without correction for interference, is in our exper-

iment at an average multiplicity of 10, found to have the value:

IT. x Br(i(> -> u+u.~)
* 0.11 ±0.01

a,, x Br(p -> |i+u~) + a,,, x B r (w -» M-V~)

Applying a correction for p/co interference and taking out the branching ratios (assuming
Br(co -» H*p.-) = Br(co -> e*e~) x Br(p -» |i*u.-)/Br(p -» e+er)) we find:

, + a,,
O.O35 + O.OO7

to be compared with:

^.°* . . . , - - =0.0244 + 0.0051

One should note however that the NA27 measurement of the $ cross section is lower than previous measurements

by more than one standard deviation and also that <\> production appears to have a different multiplicity dependence

than p/co production.

We conclude that both cross section ratios agree within one standard deviation with the currently accepted values,

provided a 15 % correction for interference is applied.
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Table

Decay

n->u
r) —* JJ

n'->

co —>]

p-*li

7. Meson acceptances. The acceptances and efficiencies used for the normalisation of the background spectra are
listed in this table. The acceptance is defined as the fraction of events for which the muon pair has (pi. y. cos 6)
within the kinemadcai domain (12). The efficiency is the probability that such a muon pair is fully reconstructed.

The statistical accuracy of the figures in this table is of the order of 1 %. Only ratios of efficiencies are mean-
ingful.

x*\x~(y)

ru.-

v
to -> u*|i"

p/co - » H*ur

* - > M

p -» n

LTjr

"TT - > U."

MC- -»p

Acceptance

0.221

0.0394

0.0159

0.234

0.219

0.193

0.201

OA97

0.202

0.206

0.209

0.209

0.4%

0.479

Efficiency

1.6%

1.24 %

1.63%

3.85 %

4.02 %

4.36 %

2.43 %

5.33%

6.63 %

5.97 %

8.48 %

10.4 %

9.1x10-"

1.57x10"'

Notes

Y not necessarily seen

Acceptance includes py Y > 750 MeV

Acceptance includes p"ui( > 1 GeV

Y not necessarily seen

f 6 = l

f 0 = 1 + cos:0

n° not necessarily seen

Pure p, (d= I +cos:6

Pure (o f 0 = 1 + cos:0

Interfering, f 0 = 1 + cos:0

f 0 = 1 + cos:0

f 0 = 1 + cos:0
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6.0 Anomalous pairs ?

In this chapter we will answer the question whether Helios has observed anomalous pairs. We will first review the
history of anomalous pairs (Section 6.1) in order to identify the two characteristics ascribed to them:

1. the existence of a low mass, low pi central rapidity excess;

2. the quadratic multiplicity dependence of the excess.

From the multiplicity dependence of low mass muon pair production. Section 6.2. we will conclude that low mass
muon pairs are predominantly produced via meson decays. We will show in Section 6.5 that known meson decays
are enough to explain the low mass di-electron and di-muon signals. Technical details on the background calcu-
lation for non-charm mesons can be found in Section 6.3, Section 6.4 describes how we estimate the contribution
from charm meson decays.

6.1 Overview of earlier experimental results
The known sources of di-leptons with mass up to m, are:

• di-lepton decays of the p. co and <j) mesons, Dalitz decays of the r| and r|' mesons (and also of the rt° in the
case of di-eiectron experiments), Dalitz-rr0 decays of the CJ meson;

• in the case of di-muon experiments, uncorrelated rc/K —> |ivu decays and decays of the type
p -» rc*rr -> irirvvv,, (see Table 4);

• decay of charmed particles like D, D, (ex F). Ac and Ec;

• hadronic Bremsstrahlung.

Inspite of large experimental uncertainties, results from several experiments suggest that these sources together can
not account for more than «50 % of the observed parrs. The remaining pairs are usually called anomalous, prompt
or direct.

Both anomalous electron pairs [3-8] and anomalous muon pairs [1. 2. 9-11. 98] have been reported. Anomalous
pairs have been observed in ISR pp experiments and in fixed target experiments with re*, ir and p as beam parti-
cles, for beam momenta ranging from 10 GeV to 400 GeV and for a wide variety of targets.

Results from a few other experiments indicate however that the yield of electron pairs is compatible, for
m <. 20 MeV, with hadronic Bremsstrahlung [99] or, at high pr. with known meson decay [100, 101], The RISK
experiment reached the latter conclusion also for forward muon pairs [13. 102].

Combining the information gathered by the various experiments, one would ascribe the following properties to
anomalous pairs:

central and at low PT
D. Blockus et al. [5] have found that anomalous pairs are predominantly produced at small xi.
(0.1 £ xF £ 0.45) and at low pr (pr £ 800 MeV). Experiments focussing on high pr [100. 101] or at
large xF [13. 102] have not reported a signal;

not the result of weak-interaction decay
If the leptons were produced through weak decays, the rate of pairs would very likely be lower than the
rate of singles. The yield of prompt, low pr single leptons is however consistent with anomalous pair
production. Moreover, single leptons and lepton pairs are produced in the same kinematical domain
and at similar energies [11. 103];

Also, if the anomalous leptons were of weak origin, they would probably be polarised - which does not
appear to be the case, at least for forward pairs [ 104],

not the result of strong interactions
J. G. Branson et al. [2] have shown that production is not isospin invariant;
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of electromagnetic origin
Anomalous pairs are overwhelmingly opposite sign pairs.

In view of their (probably) electromagnetic origin, anomalous pairs are likely to be produced by quark annihilation.
Remains the question at which stage the annihilation takes place. We will see that a study of the multiplicity
dependence can discriminate between initial, intermediate and final state annihilation.

Initial state annihilation
J. G. Branson et al. [21 have compared anomalous pair production in rc*C, nrC and pC interactions
(Carbon is iso-scalar). The observed cross section ratios are compatible with annihilation of incoming
quarks and anti-quarks for m £ 2.3 GeV. but not at lower masses. Moreover, simple Drell-Yan calcu-
lations predict a much lower di-muon yield than is observed at low masses.

Also BremsstrahJung from incident hadrons doesn't seem to be able to explain the experimental data
(see [105] for a discussion).

Anomalous pair production through initial state annihilation does not depend on the charged particle
multiplicity.

Intermediate state annihilation
The Drell-Yan mechanism [ 1061 neglects the contributions from the quarks and anti-quarks produced
during the interaction. J. D. Bjorken and H. Weisberg [1051 have estimated that, due to this, calcu-
lations based on the Drell-Yan mechanism, underestimate low-mass lepton pair production by a large
factor (of the order 20-30). This factor is comparable with the discrepancy between experimental data
and simple Drell-Yan calculations. The observed yields are approximately in agreement with calcu-
lations that use the Bjorken-Weisberg model.

For intermediate state annihilation models, one expects that di-lepton production is proportional to the
square of the hadron multiplicity. Indirect evidence for this has indeed been found by the AFS exper-
iment [8].

Final state annihilation
The conventional sources (final state Bremsstrahlung, Dalitz decays etc.) are responsible for final state
di-lepton production.

If final state annihilation is the source of the low-mass di-leptons. one should see a linear multiplicity
dependence.

It follows from this discussion that Helios is ideally suited both to search for anomalous pairs because of the good
acceptance at central rapidity and low transverse momentum, and also to investigate the origin of anomalous pairs
(if they exist) because the detector includes a high-precision multiplicity measuring device.

6.2 Multiplicity dependence
One of the surprising properties, if true, of the low mass lepton pair signal is the quadratic multiplicity dependence
for which indirect evidence has been found by the AFS experiment [81. This could be an indication that anomalous
pairs originate from annihilation of qq pairs produced during the collision [12. 1071.

In order to find out whether there is a quadratic component in our data, we have plotted in Figure 103 for 4
di-muon mass regions, the ratio

. . . . . data - hadronic background
multiplicity x — — — — : =-3 (31)

hadronic background

The hadronic background is estimated from die like-sign sample, as described in Section 4.6.1. The like-sign pairs
in a given mass bin have very similar production characteristics (pr. y) as the opposite-sign pairs but have, because
of their combinatorial nature, a quadratic multiplicity dependence. Hence, the ratio (31) should be independent of
the multiplicity for sources that are linear in the multiplicity. This can be verified in the mass bin
600 MeV S o S 900 MeV. which is dominated by the p and co mesons which are known to be produced in amounts
proportional to the event multiplicity.
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In the lowest mass bins, the multiplicity dependence is linear, suggesting that the pairs result from final state annihi-
lation, e.g. from meson decays. We can rule out that a substantial fraction of the pairs below the p/a> peak is the
result of intermediate state annihilation. In the following we will see that also the mass and p, spectra can be
explained in terms of meson decays.

Only the <(> mass bin has an unexplained quadratic multiplicity dependence, an effect discussed in Section 5.0.

Multiplicity dependence
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Figure 103. Multiplicity dependence. Our data suggests
that di-muon production has a linear multiplicity
(n) dependence at m < m«, but di-muons from $
decay appear to have a quadratic dependence.
The multiplicity is no corrected for acceptance.
The normalisation of the production rate is
described in the text.

6.3 Background due to T\, r\\ p, co and <\> decay
We are in the fortunate position diat we observe at least one decay mode for each of the mesons that form our
pair-background. For the normalisation of the background, we therefore do not have to rely on absolute trigger and
detection efficiencies, beam rates etc. Such a procedure would have an uncertainty of at least a factor 10.

We therefore normalise all background contributions relative to a decay channel which we measure. For instance,
the dominant background at threshoW. rj Daiitz decay, is normalised on the mass peafc observed in (ifiy. We could
also have used the <t> -> \i+yr mass peak for normalisation, but this would substantially increase the systematic error
on the ri Daiitz subtraction because of the large uncertainty in the n cross section. This once more shows the
crucial importance of measuring photons in low mass di-lepton experiments. The Dalitz-rt" contribution of the ID is
best normalised on the ^ peak because of the problems with counting the number of cu's.

Table 8 lists the systematic and statistical errors associated with the various background normalisation techniques.

The e-*e~y and HT-i-y m a s s sPecaa u s e d for the rj background normalisation are shown in Figures 104 and 105.

The generators for each of the sources are described in detail in Chapter 4.0.
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Table 8 Background normalisation. For the main low mass backgrounds, several normalisation procedures have been con-
sidered.

Decay

n -» U-U-Y

p.'co -» \X*\i~

ij> - > | i*n~

p —> / i /u

ftK-»|iv

Normalisation basis

H -> H*.U-Y mass peak

p/co —> |i*|i" mass peak

$ -> u.*jr mass peak

<t> -> |U*|r mass peak

r| -> |i*|i"Y mass peak

p/co -> (T|r mass peak

ij> -» |i*n- mass peak

p/co interference fit

<|> mass peak

p/co interference fit

<t> mass peak

<t> mass peak

like sign pairs

Ingredients

Y Finding efficiency.
r\ form factor.
T) counting
p, spectrum of the r\

interference correction,
(cv,,3r(p/co -» u*|i-))/(anBr(r) -> H*HT)).
p/co counting

<j) counting

(c7^Br(iJ» —> ̂ jl'JJ^a^BriT^ ^ [I"1")!")),

I(I count ing

Y finding efficiency,
(a , BriT) -> u+|i"Y))A<5n Br(r|' -» H*|J.~y)).
r| form factor
r\ counting
Pr spectrum of the r\
i\' form factor

p/co counting

4> counting

co form factor,
Br(co -> (j.*(i-)/Br(co -» H*|i-n°).
interference fit (co counting)

Co form factor.
(an, Br(co -» H*H-n°))/(a, Br(iji -^ UT1")),
4) counting

interference fit (p counting),
Br(p -»rt*7T)/Br(p -> |i*|r),
DC kink rejection

(ap Br(p -> n^7r))/(a, BK<J> -> H*M-"))

DC kink rejection,
Br((b ^ K*K-)/Br(i() -> u*n-»,
<t> counting

like sign pairs.
R factor

System-
atic error

5 %
5 %

15 %
2 0 %

Sum: 25 %

10%
43 %
2 0 %

Sum: 48 %

4 0 %

Sum: 40 %

100%

Sum: 100 %

5 %
4 5 %

5 %
2 0 %
2 0 %
t 0 %

Sum: 55 %

20%

-

2 5 %
3 8 %

Sum: 45 %

2 5 %
3 8 %

Sum: 45 %

6 %
5 %

Sum: 8 %

30%

2 0 %
14%

Sum: 25 %

10%
Sum: 10 %

Statistical
error

8 %

Sum: 8 %

3 %
Sum: 3 %

7 %
Sum: 7 %

7 %
Sum: 7 %

8 %

Sum: 8 %

3 %

7%

2 0 %
Sum: 20 %

7 %
Sum: 7 %

100%

Sum: 100 %

7%

7 %
Sum: 7 %

5 %

Sum: 5 %
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Figure 104. Dalitz decay normalisation, electron data. The
e*e~y mass spectrum shows clear peaks of both
re" and r| Dalitz decay. The v\ peak has been
used for the normalisation of the re", r| and T\'
Dalitz decay background in the cocktail plots at
the end of this chapter.

Figure 105 Dalitz decay normalisation, muon data. The
mass peak of il Dalitz decay is clearly seen in
the |l*|ry channel. The r|' becomes visible also
when selecting higher transverse momenta. The
T] peak has been used for the normalisation of
the r| and t]' Dalitz decay background in cock-
tail plots at the end of this chapter.

6.4 Charm background
Note: The work described in this section was done in collaboration with Pierre Aubry [32],

Charmed meson decay is as important a source of lepton pairs as for instance <j> -> u.+|i" because both sources have
a cross-section times branching ratio of «0.2 ubarn. In contrast to the (j) however, the mass spectrum of the di-
leptons from charm decay is very broad. As a result, charm plays only a minor role ovei most of our mass range,
but charm is an important source at masses above m*.

We will use a Monte Carlo program to calculate the shape of the mass and pr spectra (Section 6.4.1), but we will
normalise the spectra using the <t> mass peak and measured charm cross sections (Section 6.4.1.3). We will show in
Section 6.4.2 that this normalisation is consistent with the Helios missing energy measurements.

6.4.1 Charm generator

6.4.1.1 Production processes
We have simulated charm, production with PYTIIIA 5.3 [89], which is based on the parton fusion model (e.g. [108]).

a perturbative-QCD description of the parton scattering process. For simplicity, we restricted ourselves to the Bom

level processes:

qq
gg

cc
cc

The gg terms contributes about 80 % of the total charm production cross section at SPS energies.

For the partons, we have used the EHLQ set 1 structure functions [109, 110] and a Gaussian p, distribution with
width of 650 MeV. The charm mass has been fixed at 1.4 GeV for the computation of the scattering matrix
element.
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Hadronisaiion into charm particles is achieved through the Lund string model (JI-TSIT 6.3).

Cross sections predicted by the fusion model are extremely sensitive to the mass of the c quark, the low-x part of
the gluon structure function, and the choice of a common Q-' for the contributing parton level processes (see [108]).
All of these are at present uncertain, and we have merefore chosen not to rely on I'vniiA for the normalisation of
the calculated spectra. In the following, we present two largely independent methods to normalise the charm
spectra: first using charm measurements from EHS r [ l 15. 1161 , then using the missing energy measurements in
Helios (Section 6.4.2).

We have verified that the X|. and pi distributions generated by I'vniiA with the above choice of parameters, agree
with the EHS measurements [115. 116]. Our acceptance falls entirely within the one of EHS,
10 <• x, <. 0.6. pr < 2.5GeV), and we may therefore assume that dbe shape of the charm spectra is in our case cor-
rectly described by I'VIMIA.

6.4.1.2 Decay modes
Charm contributes to di-lepton production mainly via the semi-leptonic decay modes of D pairs. We did not take
the strange-charmed meson D, and the charmed baryons /V and Ec into account.

The K*. produced in charm decays, have in our setup a -5 % probability to decay into (J.v. The inclusive branching
ratio into one or more pions is substantial (of order 30 %) and these pions too will decay 1 % of the time into a |iv
pair. Such additional unions are to some extent correlated and are therefore in the data not properly taken care of
by the like sign subtraction. Given the broadness of the mass distribution of such pairs and in view of the small
importance of the effect, we have not included these decays in the generator.

6.4.1.3 Normalisation
The muon pairs as generated by rv mix are traced through the spectrometer, then selected and reconstructed like
data. The events are acceptance- and efficiency-weighted and should therefore only differ from the data by an
overall normalisation factor.

The overall normalisation can be calculated from:

• the number of observed $ particles in a well defined kinemaiical domain;

• the acceptance and efficiency of <t> and charm in the same kinematical domain;

• the <t) and charm cross sections and branching ratios listed in Table 9.

The inclusive muon-decay branching ratios for D decays" Br(D -> \x +• X). have, in contrast to the electron-decay
branching ratios, not yet been measured. A comparison of measurements of BKcharm —» e +• X) and
Brichann -» u +• X) performed at e-*e" colliders (see e.g. R. A. Ong e1 al. [117]), suggests that the muon-decay
branching ratios are smaller by approximately 20-30 %. We have added 30 % to the systematic error because of
this.

In comparison with the charm cross sections and branching ratios, the relative acceptances and efficiencies are
known accurately:

E0 x acc*
^—- = L3±O-2

.-hami

' Other experiments have performed similar measurements, for instance ACCMOR [111], E653 fl 12. 113| and E743 [I14|

However, the ACCMOR cross sections are based on only 9 event and the E653 and E743 measurements were done with an

800 GeV beam With the exception of the ACCMOR data, all available data can after suitable extrapolation to our beam

energy be shown to agree with the EHS results [321

" In this paragraph we will only consider decays of the D meson, which, from the currently available data, appears to be the
dominant lepton producing charmed particle.
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Table 9. Charm normalisation using the § . When normalising the charm contribution on the <t> signal, we need the cross
sections and branching ratios listed in this table.

Source

I>D-

r>D° + c.c.

D'D"

DD total

charm

charm

A,

Ec. D,...

a [p.bam]

900 ±20

2.5 ±0.7

6.2+1.3

5.9+1.4

14.6 ± 2.0

-

-

43t? and

< 15 at 95 % CL

not known

Decay mode

-> e*e- + X

-»e*e" + X

->e*e- + X

->e+e- + X

->e + X

->u. + X

->e + X

->e + X

Br[%]

0.0248+0.0034

3.693$

1.4«8:S

0.59 ±0.18

1.47+0.79

l l .O t l . l

7.9!! i

4.5 ± 1.7

not known

References

Section 4.2.3 and [66]

a: EHS [115. 116]. Br: PDG [66]

a: EHS [115. 116]. Br: PDG [66]

a: EHS [115. 116]. Br: PDG [66]

a: EHS [115. 116], Br: weighted
average

PDG [66]

PDG [66]

a: EHS [115, 116], Br: PDG [66]

-

6.4.2 Charm measurements in Helios
D mesons have an appreciable lite time. T(D*) = 10.62 + 0.28 x 10"" sec and T(D°) = 4.21 ± 0.10 x 10"13 sec. because
these decays proceed via the electro-weak interaction. Dedicated charm experiments exploit diis property and iden-
tify charm by the presence of a secondary vertex. The vertex resolution in Helios. 1 cm in z and 50-100 (im in x,
is very far from what is needed for a charm study.

We therefore use the other signature of charm, the missing energy carried away by 'he neutrinos, to verify our
normalisation procedure.

6.4.2.1 Charm-specific data reconstruction and selection
We start from the muon pair sample described in Chapter 3.0. except that punch-through rejection is achieved here
by cutting on the apparent muon vertex [32], and not on the PC0/PC1 multiplicity (Section 3.7).

Helios measures the missing energy with the Uranium-scintillator calorimeters (see Section 2.10.3) and Uranium
Liquid Argon Calorimeter (see Section 2.10.2). For the charm study, the fine spatial granularity provided by the
peak sensing ADC readout is not needed. We therefore use the energy measured by the flash ADC readout, which
has only 6 channels'1* but gives a better resolution. The energy measured in these 6 channels and the energy of all
muon spectrometer tracks are summed with weights chosen so as to optimise the total energy resolution. The
missing energy spectrum at this stage of processing is shown in Figure 106.

The impressive missing energy tail is largely due to events with pileup (see Section 2.10.5). We have tried to
identify the pileup events by looking both for extra peaks in the readings of the history flash ADC system (see
Figure 45). The data is further cleaned up by rejecting events in which the peak sensing and flash ADC readings
differ. This selection reduces the number of events with a missing energy E > 100 GeV by a factor 20 for an
overall loss of events of 20 %.

' One per calorimeter: ULAC hadronic. LILAC electromagnetic, WALL, MAGCAL. BEAM and VETO
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6.4.2.2 Cross section measurement
In the missing energy distribution for our di-muon data, shown in Figure 107. the charm content is clearly visible
as a shoulder starting at about 60 GeV missing energy and extending to 200 GeV. Our data normalised on the (j>, is
in fair agreement with I'VIIIIA normalised on EHS data [115. 116]. The total charm cross section derived from our
missing energy spectrum is therefore similar to the EHS measurement:

achami x Br(charm -> (i+n"X) = 0.35 ±0.12 (stat.) ±0.15 (syst.) ubarn

°charm = 24 ± 8 (stat.) ± 16 (syst.)

One should note that altuml includes a,,n but also the contributions of other charmed panicles.

120 160 200
E missing tGeVI

80 120 160 200

Missing energy [GeVl

Figure 106. The missing energy spectrum at various stages Figure 107 Missing energy spectrum. The charm contrib-
of data processing. The solid line shows the ution normalised on the EHS data (115. 116] is
missing energy spectrum after punch-through indicated as a grey area. The parabola repres-
rejecuon After selecting events that have reli- ents the energy resolution (a, = 16 7 GeV)
able calorimeter data, we find the dashed spec-
trum The dotted line corresponds to the final
sample, which contains only a small fraction of
events with pileup.

6.4.3 Notes on the charm cross section
The charm cross sections are the subject of a long standing controversy. H. G. Fischer and W. M. deist have noted
in 1983 [118] that a p-p total charm cross section at the 10 \ib level is enough to fill up the measured di-lepton
spectra at masses of 1 GeV and higher, leaving virtually no room for Drell-Yan. Our data shows that even a charm
cross section of 25 nb leaves room for a Drell-Yan contribution [32],

Various beam dump experiments at the SPS and also some ISR experiments reported DD cross sections that are
substantially larger, typically by a factor of -30. than those quoted by e.g. EHS. (See the review of S. Tavernier
[119].) These measurements are hard to reconcile with the fusion model. A number of mechanisms have been put
forward that can produce additional charm. B. L. Combridge [108] and later in more detail. D. A. Slavnov [1201
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and R. K. Ellis et al. [121] have for instance investigated whether flavour excitation-'" could account for the discrep-
ancy. B. L. Combridge concluded that flavour excitation, already in lowest order, substantially increases the calcu-
lated charm cross section. The sea c contents used by B. L. Combridge is now diought to be overestimated and the
analysis of this process up to 3 d order by R. K. Ellis et al., using NMC measurements of the sea c quark contents,
also showed that the importance of this mechanism is modest at SPS energies.

6.5 Cocktail plots
From the study of the multiplicity dependence. Section 6.2. we learned already that our muon pairs are likely to
originate from meson decays. We will now show that we also understand in detail which meson decays contribute.

The dominant source of lepton pairs near threshold is. as shown in the cocktail plots Figures 108. 117 and 118. the
Dalitz decay of the r] (and the re" in the case of electrons). Other important contributions in this region are the
Dalitz-rc" decay of the to and the Dalitz decay of the n'- Little room is left here for additic<ial sources: 1 standard
deviation of the uncertainty is less than for instance the r| contribution, see Figure 109.

Unlike the DLS collaboration [3], we do not observe a structure close to 2mr. This structure has been interpreted
as an unconventional source of lepton pair production, pion annihilation.

The 400-700 M e v region can be understood in terms of the r|' -> \x*\ry, co -> Win0. r| -» |i+ur and p -> rui decays.
One should keep in mind however that the validity of this conclusion depends on the choice of r\' and co form
factors. Both form factors are controversial (see Sections 4.4.2 and 4.5.2.3).

The p/co and (j) peaks were used for calibration purposes, data and Monte-Carlo therefore necessarily agree. An
intriguing point is the discrepancy for masses between 900 MeV and 1 GeV. The discrepancy exists both for
muons and for electrons, but is mainly high pr for electrons and low PT for muons. This issue is. like the charm
contribution above the <t> mass, discussed in detail in [32].

The measured pi and rapidity spectra agree well with the calculations as shown in Figures 113, 114. 119. 120 and
115. 116 respectively. Also the mass spectra for high (Figure 112) and low pr (Figure 111) are in good agreement.
We see in particular no evidence for an excess at low mass and high pi.

Hence, although this experiment has the acceptance, resolution and die statistics requireu for a study of anomalous
pairs, we do not find evidence for unconventional lepton pair production. The main difference between earlier and
our results is the production cross section of the r). We can measure this cross section relative to the p/co both in
the di-electron and in the di-muon channel. The two measurements are entirely independent and have very different
systematics: r| -»e*e~y can be reconstructed for ah1 transverse momenta, whereas photon selection is much simpler
in r| —> |i+|i"y. The two measurements give compatible results: for muons n/(p + co) = 0.52 ± 0.06 and for electrons
r|/(p + co) = 0.54 ± 0.05. Due to interference between the p and co, the true value is likely to be smaller by -15 %.
A flatter distribution of the p and co decay angle on the other hand can increase this ratio by up to 20 %. This ratio
should be compared with the NA27 measurement 0.385 ± 0.033 [50]. A number of earlier experiments used a
significantly smaller ratio to estimate the low mass background.

1 Flavour excitation is. in lowest order, a process in which a heavy quark is scattered out of the sea of one hadron by a gluon or
light quark from the other.
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>

Figure 108. Mass cocktail plot. Overview of the main muon pair producing meson decays. The curves have been smoothed
for clarity, see Figure 110 for the original histograms. The grey area in this and the following plots corresponds to
the ± lo error interval of the background predictions.
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Figure 109. Mass cocktail plot, linear scale. The back-
ground sources can account for nearly all pairs
from threshold to the p/co peak.

Figure 110. Mass cocktail plot, logarithmic scale. The
same graph as Figure 109 but on a logarithmic
scale. The labeling of the background terms
can be found in Figure 108.

.400

Figure 111. Mass cocktail plot, low pT. The mass spectrum
for muon pairs with a transverse momentum
lower than 800 MeV shows a slight discrepancy
with the calculations for masses around 900
MeV.

Figure 112. Mass cocktail plot, high Dr. The mass spec-
trum for muon pairs with a transverse
momentum above 800 MeV agrees well with
the calculations.
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pTlGeVl

Figure 113. PT cocktail plot (linear scale). The pT spectrum Figure 114. pr cocktail plot (logarithmic scale). Same plot
can. like the mass spectrum, be understood in as Figure 113 on logarithmic scale,
terms of meson decay.

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2 1.4
y (units!

0.4 0.6 1.2 1.4
y (units!

Figure US. Rapidity cocktail plot (linear scale). Also the
rapidity spectrum has the behaviour expected
for meson decays.

Figure 116. Rapidity cocktail plot (logarithmic scale).
Same plot as Figure 115 on logarithmic scale.
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Figure 117. Mass spectrum for di-electron data (linear
scale). The mass spectrum for di-electrons
agrees well with what we expect from meson
decay.

Figure 118. Mass spectrum for di-electron data (logarithmic
scale). Same plot as Figure 117 on logarithmic
scale.
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Figure 119. pT spectrum for di-electron data (linear scale). Figure 120. pT spectrum for di-electron data (logarithmic
Also the transverse momentum spectrum can be scale). Same plot as Figure 119 on logarithmic
understood in terms of meson decays scale.
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7.0 Conclusions

The Helios detector has proven to be well suited to investigate low mass lepton pair production in hadron inter-
actions. From the study of the detector performance and its impact on the physics potential, we would like to recall
the following points:

drift chamber performance
The segmented nature of our drift chambers has proven to be adequate to handle high particle densities.
Aligning this type of chambers is complicated, and our track reconstruction procedures were unable to
obtain the full-track resolution that one would expect given the number of measuring points and die
single-point resolution of the chambers.

two-spectrometer approach
The two-spectrometer approach used in this experiment, enhances the mass resolution and improves the
rejection of uncorrelated hadronic background. The mass resolution is required for the identification of
the vector mesons: the hadronic background rejection enables us to measure the multiplicity depend-
ence.

photon detection
The ability to detect photons is of decisive importance for a low mass di-lepton experiment in view of
the reconstruction of the n Dalitz decay.

Di-lepton experiments with excellent mass resolution aad with substantially larger statistics than Helios
may also become sensitive to the electromagnetic form factor of the rt°-Dalitz decay of the co. This
form factor has sofar not been measured accurately and die existing measurements are hard to reconcile
with the VDM model.

multiple scattering and energy loss calculations
Using the information from the two spectrometers, we have verified both the energy loss of muons and
the amount of multiple scattering in our absorber for momenta in the range 6 ^ p 5 30 GeV. We have
also shown that the fluctuations of the energy loss are small, at most 1-2 % of the momentum.

We have carried out a detailed study of the meson decays that contribute to the low mass di-lepton spectra. Some
of the results interesting in their own right:

form factors
We measure a form factor for r\ Dalitz decay that is consistent with the predictions of the vector meson
dominance model and also with Lepton-G data. We are. for lack of statistics, not able to measure the
form factor of the rc°-Dalitz decay of the co.

PT spectrum of the n
Our measurements of the DT spectrum of the n are consistent with die NA27 data and with the
Bourquin-Gaillard parametrisation.

di-muon decay of the r|
We observe a signal which can be interpreted as the decay i\ -» u*|r. We find a branching ratio that is
consistent with the results of B. D. Hyams et al. [80], but not with the more recent measurements
performed by the Lepton-G collaboration [74].

PT spectrum of the p/co
We have measured with good precision the PT spectrum of the combined p/co peak. Our results agree
with the Bourquin-Gaillard parametrisation in me range 0 £ PT £ 2.5 GeV.

polarisation of the p/co
Helios does not have much sensitivity to measure the polarisation of particles, our data very slightly
favour longitudinal polarisation.

charm cross section
Our measurement of the missing energy is fully consistent with the EHS results [115. 116].
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p/co interference

We have determined the p/co interference angle for the reaction p Be —»|i*U~X to be -2 ± 1.2 rad.

(J> multiplicity dependence
Contrary to the p/co. which is in our data produced proportionally to the charged particle multiplicity. <)>
production appears to be quadratic in the multiplicity. This is an important result in the light of the
enhanced <j> production as function of E, observed by the NA38 and Helios/ID collaborations In ion
collisions. The latter effect should, if our measurement is confirmed, not be interpreted as a sign of
quark-gluon plasma formation.

The main conclusion, however, is that both our di-muon and our di-elecrron data is well described by meson decays
only. Our measurements also indicate that production of low mass muon pairs is linearly proportional to the event
multiplicity. There is therefore no evidence for anomalous pair production in our data. i.e. in pBe interactions at
central rapidity and low transverse momentum.

Our result is complemented by the conclusion of the RISK experiment that there is no evidence for anomalous pair
production in rrC collisions in the forward region.

We believe that the earlit experiments that did report anomalous pairs, underestimated the TJ Daiitz decay back-
ground. We measure an t|/(p + co) ratio that is substantially larger than the value used by these experiments. Our
ratio is compatible with recent measurements of the cross sections of these mesons.

Various experiments have been proposed to search for anomalous pair production in ion collisions. A positive
outcome of these experiments, taken together with the RISK and Helios results, would be a sign of an unusual
phenomenon.
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9.0 Samenvatting: Produktie van muonenparen met
lage massa in p-Be botsingen bij 450 GeV

9.1 Geschiedenis van de anormale leptonenparen
In 1976 publiceerden K. J. Andersoo en medewerkers een reeks artikelen waarin zij onder meer stellen dat
muonenparen met lage massa, dwz. een massa kleiner dan 1 GeV, veel vaker bij wisselwerkingen tussen hadronen
geproduceerd worden dan het Drell-Yan model voorspelt. Ook mesonverval kan volgens deze auteurs geen
afdoende verklaring bieden. Diverse experimenten zijn later tot de konklusie gekomen dat niet alleen muonenparen
maar ook elektronenparen vaker geproduceerd zouden worden dan men op jioad van konvemionele modellen
(Bremsstrahlung, mesonverval. het Drell-Yan proces) zou verwachten.

Ter verklaring van deze. gewoonlijk anormale paren genoemde elektronen- en muonenparen, hebben J. Pisut,
P. Lichard en V. Cerny begin jaren '80 een model opgesteld dat onder meer voorspelt dat de produktie van
anormale leptonenparen evenredig is met het kwadraat van het aantal geladen deeltjes dat bij de botsing gevormd
wordt. Deze voorspelling is zeer opmerkelijk daar de meeste andere bronnen van leptonenparen evenredig zijn met
de multipliciteii (bijv, produktie van mesonen en hun verval in leptonenparen) danwei onafhankelijk zijn van de
multipliciteit (bijv. het Drell-Yan proces).

In 1987 vond het AFS experiment inderdaad aanwijzingen dat de produktie van anormale elektronenparen evenredig
zou zijn met het kwadraat van het aantal geladen deeltjes.

9.2 Recente ontwikkelingen
Hiermee leek het bestaan van een exotische bron van leptonenparen aangetoond. Onderzoek naar lage massa
leptonenparen wordt echter bemoeilijkt door de onvolledige kennis van de konvemionele leptonbronnen en door de
achtergrond van pionverval:

• Het ri-meson is via het Dalitz-vervalsmechanisme (r| —» H~y) verantwoordelijk vooor een groot aantal lage
massa leptonenparen. De botsingsdoorsnede van r|-produktie is echter slecht bekend. Veel van de
experimenten in de jaren '70 en '80 hebben de achtergrond berekend en hebben daarbij een botsingsdoorsnede
gebruikt die nu te klein blijkt te zijn.

• Zowel muonen als elektronen worden in vele experimenten vooral gevormd door het verval van pionen.
n* -» f iV n" -» yy -» e*e e*e . Het aantal leptonenparen dat uit deze. voor het merendeel ongekorreleerde.
leptonén gevormd kan worden, neemt meer dan lineair toe met de multipliciteit.

Begin jaren '90 kwam het RISK experiment dat de achtergrond ten gevolge van Dalitz-verval achtergrond met grote
zorg meet tot de konklusie dat er geen sprake is van anormale muonenparen in rtp botsingen voor x, > 0.4.

9.3 De Helios proefopstelling
Het Helios experiment is in het midden van de jaren '80 ontworpen om de oorsprong van zowel de anormale

muonenparen als de anormale elektronenparen te onderzoeken.

Helios bestaat uit een nagenoeg hermetische kalorimeter. een muonenspektrometer en een elektronenspektrometer.

Een gedeelte van de kalorimeters doet dienst als muonenfilter. Het absorberend materiaal van deze kalorimeters is
bijna uitsluitend Uranium. Uranium absorbeert weliswaar voortreffelijk pionen. maar muonen worden door de hoge
kernlading vaa Uranium veel meer vertrooid dan in de meeste andere muonenexperimenten die bijvoorbeeld A1;O*
gebruiken. Hoewel de impulsmeting in de muonenspektrometer voortreffelijk is, is de massaresolutie van de
muonenspektrometer te slecht om de resonantiepieken te kunnen zien. van de orde van 100 MeV. Om hieraan
tegemoet te komen, meten we de hoek waaronder de muonen het doelwit verlaten met de 3 dradenkamers tussen het
doelwit en het muonenfilter. De spreiding van het energieverlies in het muonenfilter is verwaarloosbaar klein, zoals
we aan hebben kunnen tonen. Het <|>-meson heeft, gemeten met deze techniek, een halve breedte van ongeveer 30
MeV.
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De elektronenspektrometer bestaat uit een siliciumdetektor met hoog ruimtelijk oplossend vermogen, de 3 eerder
genoemde dradenkamers, een elektromagnetische kalorimeter met zowel uitstekende plaats- als energieresolutie en
een instrument (TRD) dat gevoelig is voor de fotonen die door geladen deeltjes uitgezonden wordt op de grenslaag
tussen twee substanties met verschillende dielektrische konstanten. Aangezien het aantal fotonen sterk toeneemt
met toenemende energie en met afnemende massa, heeft dit instrument een groot onderscheidend vermogen voor
pionen en elektronen. De elektromagnetische kalorimeter is behalve voor elektronen, ook gevoelig voor fotonen.
Helios is daarom, net als RISK. in staat het Dalitz-verval van het r|-meson volledig te rekonstrueren.

De kalorimeters hebben een oplossend vermogen voor de totale energie van ongeveer 16 GeV.

9.4 Helios meetgegevens
In '89 zijn met de Helios proefopstelling gegevens vergaard over 5.4 x 10' botsingen waarbij een elektronenpaar
gevormd is en over 4.2 x KX1 botsingen waarbij een muonenpaar gevormd is. Na rekonstruktie van de sporen en na
st lektie van de botsingen, blijven 4462 elektronenparen (3842 e*e" en 620 e*e*) en 12386 muonenparen over (9446
iru-, 2006 i r i r en 934 u u ) .

In de dilepton en dilepton-foton massaspektra zijn de pieken van de n"-. r|-, p-, CD-, ij>- en JAy-mesonen te
herkennen.

Het elektrozwakke verval van deeltjes met een c-quark (vooral D-mesonen) is zichtbaar in het energiespektrum.

9.5 De mesonen
De produktiekarakteristieken van de "ektormesonen zijn redelijk goed bekend en de vektormesonen zijn daarom
zeer geschikt om de berekening van de apertuur van de opstelling mee te verifiëren. In het geval van de p- en
üj-mesonen, bestrijken onze metingen een ruimer transversale-impuisgebied dan de eerder gepubliceerde spektra.
De Bourquin-Gaillard formule beschrijft onze metingen uitstekend.

Het ca-meson is een isoskalair deeltje met een kleine isovektor p° verontreiniging. Hierdoor treedt interferentie op
nissen de p°- en co-mesonen. We hebben aanwijzingen gevonden dat dit effekt inderdaad een rol speelt bij het
verval in een muonenpaar.

We hebben vastgesteld dat de produktie van de p- en (u-mesonen inderdaad evenredig is met de muMpliciteit; de
produktie van het ifr-meson daarentegen blijkt ongeveer evenredig te zijn met het kwadraat van de mulüpliciteit.

We hebben geprobeerd de elektromagnetische vormfaktor en de transversale-impulsverdeling van de pseudoskalaire
mesonen (T| en r\') te meten en hebben een spoor gevonden van het verval van het r|-meson in een muonenpaar.

9.6 Anormale paren
Dankzij de volledige rekonstruktie van het Dalitz-verval van het r)-meson kunnen we deze belangrijke achtergrond
nauwkeurig meten. Ook voor de bepaling van de achtergrond afkomstig van het verval van alle andere mesonen
met uitzondering van het r|' meson, maken we gebruik van onze eigen metingen: bijv. het energiespektrum
(D-meson) of de resonantiepiek in het massaspektrum (p-, w- en <f>-mesonen).

We komen tot de konklusie dat het verval van mesonen voldoende is om de produktie van muonenparen te
verklären in het gebied ra £ 1 GeV, r>r £ 2.5 GeV, 0.25 â y £ 1.5.1 cos 61 £ 0.75. Een soortgelijke, maar vrijwel
onafhankelijke, konklusie kunnen we trekken voor de produktie van elektronenparen.

Bij wijze van kontrolé hebben de multipüciteitsverdeling van dimuonen met lage massa bepaald. Deze verdeling
blijkt lineair te zijn.

We komen daarom tot de konklusie dat de produktie van anormale paren in p-Be botsingen, als er al sprake van is,
een marginaal verschijnsel is.
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